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Chapter 1 

 

Introduction  

 

Comparing tasks  

The two learners cited below are performing a part of  a vocabulary task that 

was studied in this dissertation. They were first given a set of  German words 

and then they were asked to put into groups those words that could be used 

together in a story. In the fragment below, the learners are working together to 

write one story using the group of  German target words they had selected 

previously: der Drachen (the kite), fliegen (to fly), hinterher rennen (to run after), in 

dem Baum hängen (to hang in the tree) and reißen (to tear). Knowledge of  the 

underlined words was tested after task performance with the use of  a 

translation test and a picture description test. The translation of  the German 

words is provided in brackets:  

 

Learner 1 Let's do “the kite flies through the air and I run 

after it” 

 Learner 2  OK, a sentence 

Learner 1 Rennen hinterher hinterher der Drauchen (to run after 

after the kite) 

 Learner 2  Der Drachen (the kite) 

Learner 1 Der Drauchen (the kite), der Drachen (the kite), yes, 

period sentence two, let's see, we have used these, 

we have done these 

 Learner 2  The kite hängt in den Baum (hangs in the tree) 

 Learner 1  Then you can better add something like “Oh no!” 

 Learner 2  Scheisse (shit), or is that a bit too much?  

 Learner 1  I think that's a bit too much 

 Learner 2  Now I forgot what we had to do 

 Learner 1  No, or “look, the kite hangs in the tree, it tears” 

Learner 2 “Luckily, there comes a fireman”, no, that, it was 

not like that, what was the story again? 

 Learner 1  “Look”   

 Learner 2  But then you can't say sehe (see), right? 

Learner 1 Sehen den Drachen in Baum er ist (Look, the kite in the 

tree, it is), yes, it is torn, “Look, the kite in the 
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three, it's torn”    

Learner 2 But first you have to use “look because you cannot 

say sehen (look) 

 Learner 1  Seht sieh (look, look), look, here is the kite 

Learner 2 Look here, sieh mal (look here), that means look 

here, sieh mal, der Drauchen Drachen (look here, the 

kite kite) I mean, hängt in den Baum (hangs in the 

three) 

 Learner 1  Im Baum (in the tree) 

 Learner 2  Thanks 

 Learner 1  Schade es is (pity, it is) torn gereisst (torn) 

 Learner 2  Gereisst? (torn) 

 Learner 1  Gereisst (torn), yes 

 

 

In this dissertation, we will compare the learning impact of  this type of  task 

performance with the learning results yielded by the task type performed by the 

following two learners. They are carrying out a list-learning task with the same 

set of  target words. First, they were asked to memorize a bilingual word list in 

two directions, Dutch-German and German-Dutch. Then, they were required 

to rehearse those words in dyads. In the following fragment learner 1 says a 

word in Dutch or German and learner 2 has to provide the correct translation:  

 

 Learner  1  to run after 

 Learner 2  hinterher rennen (to run after), or something like that 

 Learner 1  to tear 

 learner 2   reissen (to tear) 

 learner 1   in dem Baum hängen (to hang in the tree) 

 learner 2   to hang in the tree  

learner 1 in die Karte gucken (to look at the map), or 

something like that 

 learner 2   to look at the map 

 learner 1   der Drachen  (the kite) 

learner 2 Ehh, yes, I really know that one ... oh yes, I know 

it, the kite 

 learner 1   good! anzünden (to set fire to) 

 learner 2   to set fire to 
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 learner 1  Yes. to walk up the stairs 

learner 2 die Treppe aufkommen (to walk up the stairs), or something like 

that 

 learner 1  die Treppe hinauf  kommen 

 learner 1  to steal 

 learner 2  klauen (to steal) 

   

The central claim of  this dissertation is that differences in learning impact 

between tasks are to a large extend due to differences in the way the target 

language is manipulated in working memory during task performance. The first 

fragment shows that the writing task elicits mental actions in working memory 

such as categorizing and relating to prior knowledge which involve a wide range 

of  features of  the target language simultaneously. The learners process for 

example syntactic and morphological features of  the target vocabulary when 

they use the target vocabulary in a sentence. In addition, they process a range 

of  conceptual features of  the target words when they think of  a situation in 

which a kite figures, such as visualizing that it got stuck in a tree. The list-

learning task, on the other hand, elicits mental actions such as rehearsing or 

relating, which involves comparatively less features of  the target vocabulary. 

The fragment shows that the mental actions are limited to processing mainly 

semantic and phonological features of  the target words and the learners do not 

seem to relate the target words to prior linguistic or conceptual knowledge.  

 What are the reasons for predicting that performing the writing task 

will yield a type of  vocabulary knowledge that can be put to use more easily 

than the list-learning task? How can we estimate whether a task indeed elicits 

mental actions which involve a certain range of  features of  the target language? 

Do learners who perform the writing task actually acquire more target 

vocabulary than those who perform the list-learning task? These are some of  

the questions that are addressed in this dissertation.  

 

Background 

At IVLOS, the Institute of  Education of  Utrecht University, second language 

tasks have been studied from the perspective of  teachers’ competences in 

analyzing and estimating their potential learning impact. A number of  studies 

were carried out to explore the design of  an instrument which aims to foster 

teachers’ competence in analyzing tasks (e.g., Driessen, Haenen, & Westhoff, 

2002; Westhoff, 1996). Driessen, Westhoff, Haenen, and Brekelmans (2008) 
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developed an instrument to foster teachers’ competence in estimating the 

learning impact of  tasks that could be used in workshops or in self-study 

settings. The analysis proposed in this study was guided by a framework which 

breaks a task down into three parts: the assignment, which tells the learner 

“what to do”, the mental actions in working memory, which are elicited by the 

assignment, and the object of  those mental actions, i.e., the target language. 

The basic tenet of  this analysis is that the learning impact of  a task is to a large 

extent determined by the characteristics of  the mental actions in working 

memory elicited by that task. This raises the question of  how the learning 

impact of  these mental actions can be determined. In order to design a tool 

that would be suitable to aid teachers in their task analysis, Driessen, Westhoff, 

Haenen, and Brekelmans distinguished between a number of  mental actions, 

such as categorizing and ranking, and used Westhoff's multi-feature hypothesis 

(2004) to predict their relative learning impact. According to this hypothesis, 

second language acquisition is enhanced by tasks that elicit mental actions 

involving more features of  the target item or structure, more different 

categories of  features, in current combinations, simultaneously and frequently. 

Driessen (2003) predicts, for example, that a task which elicits a mental action 

such as categorizing, for example, is more or less effective depending on the 

type and number of  features of  the target vocabulary that are manipulated. 

When a learner is asked to categorize a list of  words and the categories to be 

used are given previously, for example “red” and “green”, the learner only has 

to manipulate those features of  the target words that relate to what an object 

looks like. When the task requires the learner to think of  possible categories 

him/herself, it is probable that a wider range of  features of  the target 

vocabulary will be processed, relating to characteristics such as the spelling of  a 

word or what the object it refers to or can be used for.   

 The present thesis aims to provide an empirical underpinning of  the 

predictions of  the multi-feature hypothesis by giving a further 

operationalization of  the learning impact of  mental actions and by presenting 

two quasi-experimental, classroom-based studies that were carried out to test 

the hypothesis.  

 

Relevance 

With the rise of  task-based second language education, research into task 

characteristics that foster language learning continues to grow (see e.g., Bygate, 

Skehan, & Swain, 2001; R. Ellis, 2003; Van den Branden, Van Gorp, & Verhelst, 
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2007). This dissertation aims to contribute to a better understanding of  the 

factors that account for effective second language learning tasks. From a 

theoretical perspective, its goal is to provide a contribution to a more precise 

understanding of  the learning impact of  mental actions elicited by tasks. Based 

on Baddeley (2003), who points out that working memory is used for “the 

temporary maintenance and manipulation of  information” (p. 189), in this 

dissertation, mental actions are defined as cognitive processes in which 

information is maintained and/or manipulated in working memory. In the 

literature we find several frameworks for task-based second language learning 

which refer to the cognitive processes the learners are involved in during task 

performance, for example, matching, comparing and reasoning (Willis, 1996), 

comprehending and manipulating (Nunan, 2004), classifying, ordering and 

evaluating (R. Ellis, 2003) and amount of  computation required (Skehan, 1998). 

In addition, in task-based second language acquisition (SLA) research 

conducted within a cognitive theoretical framework, it is hypothesized that the 

learning results yielded by a task are due to specific types of  processing elicited 

by that task, e.g., elaborative processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), involvement 

load (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001) and cognitive complexity (Robinson, 2005; 

Skehan & Foster, 2001). In the second chapter, we will review these 

frameworks and we will argue that it is possible and relevant to provide a more 

fine-grained operationalization of  mental actions elicited by tasks than those 

that are currently proposed. It is expected that an operationalization of  this 

type will allow task-based researchers to make more precise predictions 

regarding the learning impact of  tasks. In addition, this dissertation aims to 

expand the research methods used in task-based studies by presenting an 

instrument that can be used to estimate, a priori, the potential learning impact 

of  mental actions elicited by tasks. We argue that the use of  such an instrument 

is relevant for enhancing the internal validity of  quasi-experimental task-based 

studies which predict that differences in learning results are due to different 

cognitive processes elicited by tasks.  

 From a practical perspective, developments in second language 

education highlight the relevance of  studying task characteristics that foster 

second language learning and proficiency. The shift towards a knowledge-based 

society sets high standards for education (e.g., Bereiter, 2002) and demands that 

learners acquire competencies that allow them to use the target language in a 

range of  situations, for example as illustrated by the can-do statements of  the 

Common European Framework of  Reference (e.g., Council of  Europe, 2001). 
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A similar shift towards competence-based foreign language learning can be 

seen in Dutch secondary education (Edelenbos & De Jong, 2004). In this 

respect, it is relevant to know what type of  tasks increase the probability that 

learners do not only acquire knowledge of  the second language, but are also 

able to use it.  

 The findings of  this dissertation are also relevant with regard to the 

professional development of  second language teachers by providing empirical 

data regarding the characteristics that improve the learning impact of  tasks (see 

e.g., Driessen, Westhoff, Haenen, & Brekelmans, 2008). A number of  

developments point to the relevance of  a knowledge base that allows teachers 

to make well considered choices with respect to the selection, use, design and 

adaptation of  language learning tasks. In a report on the state of  Dutch foreign 

language education, Edelenbos and De Jong (2004) observe that Dutch 

teachers mainly use tasks and exercises taken from commercially printed 

textbooks in their lessons. However, Westhoff  (2007) points out that most 

commonly used textbooks adhere to a focus-on-forms approach to second 

language learning, which might not be easily compatible with the competencies 

proposed by the European can-do statements. Additionally, it can be expected 

that in commercial textbooks, task effectiveness might have to compete with 

issues of  marketability. Moreover, due to several current trends in Dutch 

secondary education, teachers frequently find themselves in a position where 

they have to design and/or adapt language learning tasks or materials. First, the 

ever increasing use of  ICT and new technologies in the classroom provides 

teachers with a wide variety of  life-like input that can be used as a basis for task 

design. Knowledge of  task characteristics might contribute to the design of  

tasks that include this input effectively. Second, current educational reforms in 

the Netherlands demand an approach to second language learning in which the 

student works more autonomously and collaboratively, in an active and self-

regulated way. This type of  learning requires tasks that meet these criteria. 

Third, the shift towards competence-based foreign language learning requires 

that teachers are able to differentiate tasks according to the needs and level of  

target language proficiency of  their students.  

 In sum, by empirically addressing which characteristics account for the 

learning impact of  tasks, we hope that the findings of  this dissertation may 

contribute to teachers’ competencies in estimating the potential learning impact 

of  tasks and adapting or re-designing these tasks if  necessary.   
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Outline  

This dissertation consists of  a literature review and three empirical studies. The 

overall goal of  these studies is to discuss and to test the claims of  the multi-

feature hypothesis. In chapter two, the theoretical framework of  the multi-

feature hypothesis is reviewed. Based on a cognitive and connectionist 

theoretical framework, the multi-feature hypothesis predicts that retention and 

ease of  activation of  target language vocabulary or structure are enhanced by 

tasks that elicit mental actions involving more features of  the target item or 

structure, more different categories of  features, in current combinations, 

simultaneously and frequently. Rich tasks are expected to elicit mental actions 

involving a wide range of  current combinations of  features simultaneously and 

frequently, whereas poor tasks are expected to elicit mental actions on a more 

limited range of  features and less frequently. In the empirical studies reported 

on in this dissertation, we will compare differences in learning results yielded 

by rich and poor tasks.  

 In chapter three we present the results of  a pilot study which 

compared the results of  one rich and one poor Spanish L2 vocabulary task. 

This study was conducted in intact classes as a first exploration of  the claims 

of  the multi-feature hypothesis. The research question of  this study focuses on 

whether rich task conditions yield better retention of  the target language 

vocabulary than poor task conditions. Potential differences in learning impact 

are explored with the use of  a productive written cloze test and a productive 

translation test, administered at two moments: directly after task performance 

and one week later. Think-aloud protocols were used to gain insight into task 

performance. 

 The findings of  the Spanish study revealed, among other things, that a 

more precise operationalization of  the feature categories was necessary. In 

addition, it was argued that a pre-test post-test design does not sufficiently 

address the issue of  internal validity, because post-test results cannot be 

considered as full evidence for the expected differences in mental actions. For 

these reasons, we developed an instrument, which is reported on in chapter 

four. The aim of  this instrument is to provide a reliable estimate of  the 

probability that a task’s assignment will elicit the expected mental actions. For 

this purpose, it is used to carry out an in-depth, a priori analysis of  tasks. We 

will present the operationalizations of  the feature categories and discuss how 

the reliability and validity of  the instrument is estimated.  

 In chapter five, we will report on an empirical study which compared 
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the effects of  a rich writing task and a poor list-learning task on the acquisition 

of  L2 vocabulary. The first part of  this chapter reports on an exploratory study 

carried out in French classes to detect possibly intervening variables. Based on 

this exploratory study, it was decided to conduct another study with higher 

proficiency level learners, using German as a target language. The research 

questions of  the German study focus on whether the rich task condition yields 

better retention and ease of  activation of  the target language vocabulary than 

the poor task condition. This effect is predicted to hold for both direct and 

delayed post-tests. In addition, it is hypothesized that the learning results of  the 

poor task condition (both retention and ease of  activation) will drop faster 

between the direct and the delayed post-test than the results of  the rich task 

condition. Similar to the pilot study reported on in chapter three, think-aloud 

protocols are used to gain insight into task performance. 

 Chapter six presents the overall discussion and conclusion. First, we 

briefly summarize the main findings and discussion points of  the literature 

review and the empirical studies. Then, we will discuss a number of  issues that 

frequently featured in this dissertation: time on task, internal validity and the 

design of  the quasi-experimental studies. The dissertation will conclude with a 

number of  pedagogical implications and suggestions for future research, 

focusing on the importance of  a carefully phrased assignment, providing rich 

input, scaffolding the learners and considering time on task. 
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Chapter 2 
 

Focused tasks, mental actions and second language 
learning. Connectionist accounts of task 
effectiveness1  
 

 

Abstract   

This paper presents a theoretical framework to estimate the effectiveness of 

second language tasks in which the focus is on the acquisition of new linguistic 

items, such as vocabulary or grammar, the so-called “focused tasks” (R. Ellis, 

2003). What accounts for the learning impact of different mental actions and, 

thus, allows us to estimate the effectiveness of focused tasks? We shall argue 

that the task-based approach (e.g., Robinson, 2001; Skehan, 1998) does not 

provide an in-depth account of how cognitive processes, elicited by a task, 

foster the acquisition of new linguistic elements. We shall then review the 

typologies derived from research on learning strategies (Chamot & O’Malley, 

1994), from the involvement load hypothesis (Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001), from 

the depth of processing hypothesis (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) and from 

connectionism (e.g., Broeder & Plunkett, 1997; N. Ellis, 2003). The combined 

insights of these typologies form the basis of the multi-feature hypothesis, 

which predicts that retention and ease of activation of new language are 

improved by mental actions which involve a wide variety of different features, 

simultaneously and frequently. A number of implications for future research 

shall be discussed.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
1
 Moonen, M., De Graaff, R., & Westhoff, G. (2006). Focused tasks, mental 

actions and second language learning. Cognitive and connectionist accounts of 

task effectiveness. ITL -  International Journal of Applied Linguistics, 152, 35-53. 
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Introduction 

The goal of second language education is that learners become fluent second 

language users. To achieve this, it is important, among other things, to store 

new linguistic information in such a way that it can be accessed quickly when 

needed. How can tasks support the storage of and access to language? In this 

paper, we take a cognitive perspective on second language learning, which 

emphasizes the role of mental actions in the acquisition of new linguistic items 

(Baddeley, 1997; N. Ellis, 2001). Tasks can be used to elicit these mental actions 

(Driessen, Haenen, & Westhoff, 2002). How can we use information about the 

learning impact of mental actions to determine the learning impact of tasks? In 

order to address this question, we shall first consider the cognitive accounts of 

the mechanisms by which mental activity influences second language 

acquisition. Then, we shall review a number of typologies of  tasks and mental 

actions, focusing on their theoretical accounts of the learning impact of 

different types of processing. We shall start with the frameworks for task 

analysis designed by proponents of the task-based approach to language 

learning (e.g., Robinson, 2001; Skehan, 1998). Although valuable, we argue that 

these frameworks do not offer in-depth theoretical accounts regarding the 

differential effects of different types of mental actions, elicited by focused tasks. 

We shall then review the typologies derived from research on learning strategies 

(Chamot & O’Malley, 1994), from the involvement load hypothesis (Laufer & 

Hulstijn, 2001), from the depth of processing hypothesis (Craik & Lockhart, 

1972) and from connectionism (e.g., Broeder & Plunkett, 1997; N. Ellis, 2003). 

The combined insights of these typologies form the basis of the Multi-Feature 

Hypothesis (Westhoff, 2004), which offers a framework for the analysis of 

focused tasks in terms of the differential effects of different types of mental 

actions, elicited by tasks.  

 

A cognitive perspective on SLA: the concept of mental actions  

In this paper, we take a cognitive perspective on second language acquisition. 

More specifically, we shall focus on the cognitive processes that promote 

storage of and access to linguistic knowledge. Findings from cognitive 

psychology (e.g., Anderson, 2000; Baddeley, 1997) shed some light at the 

mechanisms of human information processing. Human memory consists of 

sensory memory, working memory and long-term memory. Different models of 

memory (e.g., Baddeley, 2003; Cowan, 2005; Gazzaniga, Ivry, & Mangun, 2002) 

agree on the general distinction between sensory memory, working memory 
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and long-term memory, but differ in such aspects as the relationship between 

sensory memory and working memory, and the components of working 

memory itself (see e.g., Cowan). However, these distinctions do not affect the 

general model (N. Ellis, 2001), which is forms the basis of the theoretical 

framework presented in this paper.   

New incoming information, e.g., visual or auditory input, is first 

registered in sensory memory. The result of this selection and interpretation of 

the input is further processed in working-memory. Baddeley (2003) describes 

how, in working memory, information is temporarily maintained, manipulated 

and combined with information from LTM. These processes result in the 

formation of links between the new information and long-term memory 

(Cowan, 2005). Processing of information in WM leaves memory traces in 

LTM  and different types of processing result in different traces (Lockhart & 

Craik, 1990). These traces allow an item, concept or structure to be activated or 

recalled when it is needed. Thus, learning is the result of mental activity in 

working memory, such as selecting, combining and interpreting. The concept 

of active, mental construction of knowledge by the learner has also been 

stressed in cognitive approaches to second language acquisition (N. Ellis, 2001; 

Schmidt, 2001) and in sociocultural and cognitive educational psychology 

(Arievitch & Haenen, 2005; Bransford, Brown, & Cocking, 2000).  

 In current teaching practice, second language learning tasks are used to 

engage learners in different types of processing. In order to maximize the 

effectiveness of tasks, it is useful to know what accounts for the learning impact 

of these different types of processing. Before we review the literature, it is 

necessary to specify what we refer to when we use the term “task” and how we 

conceptualize the relationship between tasks and mental processes. In the field 

of second language acquisition, there is not one single, generally accepted 

definition of a task (see for an overview e.g., Bygate, Skehan, & Swain, 2001; R. 

Ellis, 2003). For example, the definition by Breen (1987) includes all classroom 

activities directed at language learning, such as practice exercises, 

communication tasks and language tests. According to Willis (1996), on the 

other hand, a task is a goal-oriented and communicative activity in which the 

learners are free to choose their own linguistic resources. Skehan (1998) 

presents an extensive definition, which includes, among other things, that tasks 

should be meaningful, related to real-world activities, and that tasks should be 

assessed according to their outcome. R. Ellis (2003, p. 3) defines tasks in a 

more general way as “activities that call for primarily meaning-focused language 
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use”. There are of course many more definitions, but an extensive review 

would be beyond the scope of this paper. In order to categorize these 

definitions, Littlewood (2004) proposes a continuum between an exclusive 

focus on forms on the one hand, and focus on meaning on the other. Non-

communicative learning activities (e.g., decontextualized grammar drills) are at 

the focus on forms end. At the other end, in which the focus is on meaning, are 

authentic communication tasks. The stages in the middle, pre-communicative, 

communicative language practice and structured communication include tasks 

or activities which gradually focus on form(s) as well as meaning and which are 

progressively less pre-structured by the teacher.  

 From the cognitive perspective outlined above, the conclusion is that 

learners have to engage in some type of processing in order to acquire the 

second language. The only thing that we can be sure about is that, in the real 

world, language use always entails meaning. For this reason, we adopt the rather 

general definition of a task by R. Ellis (2003, p. 3), according to which tasks are 

“activities that call for primarily meaning-focused language use”. From our 

perspective, these activities include all the activities placed on the continuum by 

Littlewood (2004), except for those that focus exclusively on forms. In order to 

conceptualize the relationship between tasks, as defined as described above, 

and mental actions, we shall use the framework proposed by Driessen, Haenen, 

and Westhoff (2002). They distinguish between three constituents of a task: the 

assignment, the elicited mental actions and the content. It is the assignment of 

tasks that elicits mental actions. These mental actions involve a specific content. 

A learner always processes “something” and, generally speaking, in second 

language learning tasks, the content is meaningful language. For example, the 

assignment to choose a number of useful school subjects for a specific 

profession, elicits a mental action such as ‘categorizing’. The school-subjects are 

the content at which the mental actions are directed. The learner must process 

different aspects of the content in order to be able to categorize, for example 

meaning, use, and frequent co-occurrence with other concepts. Taken together, 

assignment, elicited mental actions and content can be expected to play a role in 

predicting the potential effectiveness of a task.   

 Now that we have specified the types of tasks we refer to in this paper, 

we shall review a number of approaches that have sought to account for the 

effect of different types of processing, elicited by tasks, on second language 

learning. We shall first  review the frameworks proposed by the task-based 

approach to second language learning.  
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The place of mental actions in the task-based approach  

Just as there are various definitions of tasks, the task-based approach to second 

language learning is not a uniform approach. A number of characteristics of the 

task-based approach can be summarized, though. Tasks are considered the 

central unit of instruction and the main source of input in the classroom 

(Richards and Rodgers, 2001; Swan, 2005) and are supposed to trigger “natural 

acquisitional mechanisms” (Skehan, 1998, p. 95). Swan argued that the 

psycholinguistic rationale for task-based instruction is generally associated with 

three hypotheses: an on-line hypothesis (Doughty, 2001; Schmidt, 2001), the 

noticing hypothesis (Schmidt) and the teachability hypothesis (Pienemann, 

1998). From these hypotheses, it follows that second language acquisition takes 

place in the course of interaction and communication, that learners must 

consciously notice salient features in the input in order to be able to acquire 

them, and that learners follow a determined developmental path. In our review, 

we shall focus on the proposed theoretical accounts of the effectiveness of the 

mental actions, elicited by tasks.  

 Willis (1996) describes six task types, which elicit different types of 

processing. Listening tasks might involve brainstorming or fact-finding. Tasks 

directed at ordering and sorting include sequencing items in a specific order, 

ranking items according to specific criteria, categorizing items in given groups 

and classifying items without  previously given groups. Tasks which involve 

comparing trigger processes such as matching and finding similarities and 

differences. Problem-solving tasks can elicit different types of reasoning. Tasks 

directed at sharing personal experiences elicit interaction on social and personal 

topics. Creative tasks are large-scale projects which involve free or creative 

language use. Although Willis lists a number of mental actions that can be 

elicited by tasks, such as sequencing, ranking and comparing, she does not 

provide theoretical accounts of how these processes might foster the 

acquisition of new linguistic elements. Nunan (2004) distinguishes between six 

components of a task: goal, input, procedures, learner role, teacher role and 

settings. He defines procedures as following: “what learners will actually do 

with the input that forms the point of departure for the learning task” (p. 52). 

According to Nunan, there are three ways in which these processes can be 

analyzed. First, he refers to the concept of procedural authenticity, to indicate 

that some processes elicited by the task resemble more closely real life activities 

than others. Second, some processes are directed at skill getting, whereas others 

are directed at skill using.  The third way of analyzing learner processes is 
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concerned with the development of fluency or accuracy. Despite his useful 

distinction of procedures as a task component, Nunan does not provide an 

account for the differential effects of different types of “procedures”. R. Ellis 

(2003) enumerates six critical features of a task: a task is a work plan, which 

involves a primary focus on meaning, real-world processes of language use and 

any of the four language skills. A task should also elicit cognitive processes and 

have a communicative outcome. With regard to the cognitive processes elicited 

by the task, R. Ellis points out that a task should engage learners in cognitive 

processes, such as classifying, ordering and evaluating. Despite this emphasis 

on the cognitive processes elicited by tasks, however, R. Ellis does not provide 

theoretical accounts which allow us to estimate the effectiveness of different 

cognitive processes in terms of second language acquisition.  

In a review article on task-based instruction, Skehan (2003) describes 

the cognitive approach to tasks, which studies the allocation of attentional 

resources during task performance and the effect of task characteristics and 

conditions on performance. Robinson (2005) makes a further distinction 

between the effects of tasks on second language performance and 

development. The models proposed by Skehan (1998) and Robinson (2001, 

2005) share similarities, but differ in their predictions with respect to the effect 

of tasks on the fluency, accuracy and complexity of performance, and on the 

allocation of attentional resources. Although a full comparison and discussion 

of the two models is beyond the scope of this paper, we shall briefly consider 

both models here and focus on their theoretical accounts of the effectiveness of 

mental actions elicited by tasks. 

Skehan (1998) argued that tasks can selectively channel attention 

fluency, accuracy and complexity of language use. This can be achieved by 

manipulating specific dimensions in the design and selection of tasks. He 

distinguishes between three task dimensions: “language required”, “thinking 

required” and “performance conditions” (p. 99). The language required is 

labeled “code complexity” and comprises linguistic complexity and variety, 

vocabulary load and variety, and redundancy and density. The thinking required 

is labeled “cognitive complexity” and is broken down into two categories: 

cognitive familiarity and cognitive processing. The difference between cognitive 

familiarity and cognitive processing seems to be whether the declarative 

knowledge necessary to perform a task is readily available to the learner as a 

familiar chunk or whether the task requires substantial computation. Cognitive 

familiarity comprises topic familiarity and predictability, which relate to 
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background knowledge and the learners’ familiarity with the macrostructure of 

the task types. Cognitive processing is the processing load during task 

performance. Skehan mentions the following elements of cognitive processing: 

organization of task-relevant information, amount of computation, clarity and 

sufficiency of information, and type of information. However, if we distinguish 

between cognitive processes and the content of these processes, it is unclear 

where these elements fit in: processing or content that is being processed. 

Organization of task-relevant information and amount of computation seem to 

refer more to processing itself, whereas clarity, sufficiency and type of 

information seem to be related to the object that is processed. At one point 

Skehan analyzes the relationship between type of processing and content that is 

processed. He points out that amount of computation might elicit the use of 

many items simultaneously or the use of if/ then statements. However, this 

isolated reference does not allow us to predict the effect of a specific type of 

processing. The third element of Skehan's task dimensions is performance 

conditions. These entail different types of communicative stress, such as time 

limits and pressure, speed of presentation, number of participants, length of 

text used, type of response required and opportunities to control the 

interaction. These factors influence processing and might direct attention to 

fluency, accuracy or complexity. Skehan's model of task dimensions is aimed at 

predicting which tasks direct the learners' attention to aspects of fluency, 

accuracy and complexity. As such, it is a valuable model for unfocused tasks. It 

might not be suitable for the analysis of focused tasks, however. At various 

point in his book, Skehan makes it clear that the acquisition of “new” linguistic 

elements is not the primary focus of the type of tasks he proposes. We argue 

therefore, that Skehan’s model does not provide theoretical accounts with 

regard to the mental actions elicited by focused tasks.  

Robinson (2001, 2005) proposes a triadic componential framework for 

investigating task effects on SLA. The framework consists of three factors 

which, taken together, influence second language acquisition: task complexity, 

task conditions and task difficulty. The first factor, task complexity, consists of 

two dimensions: resource-directing and resource-dispersing factors. Increasing 

task complexity along the dimension of resource-directing factors increase the 

task's conceptual demands. Because the L2 encodes these conceptual demands, 

this will result in an increase of the linguistic demands on the L2.  This type of 

increasing task complexity is hypothesized to result in interlanguage 

development. Examples of resource-directing factors are the number of 
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elements to be described or references to the here-and-now versus the there-

and-then. Increasing task complexity along the dimension of resource-

dispersing factors means gradually removing task elements that support 

processing, such as planning time or access to prior knowledge, or adding extra 

elements, such as dual tasks, in order to increase practice of access to and use 

of interlanguage knowledge during performance. As such, an increase in the 

dimension of resource-dispersing factors is also hypothesized to foster second 

language performance. The second factor, task conditions, can be broken down 

into two parts: participation and participant variables. Participation variables 

refer to the types of participation required, such as one-way or two-way tasks, 

or open versus closed tasks. Participant variables refer to the relationships 

between the task participants, for example gender and power. The third factor, 

task difficulty, comprises learner factors that influence the perception of task 

difficulty by the individual learner, such as ability and affection. Robinson's 

(2005) cognition hypothesis predicts that increased cognitive task complexity 

will lead to an increase in interactive and cognitive processes, which result in 

positive effects on performance and development. Increases in task complexity 

are hypothesized to lead to more a) accuracy and complexity of performance, b) 

more interaction, negotiation of meaning and elaborative processing, and 

c)more attention to, noticing of and incorporation of forms in the input. 

Robinson's examples of cognitive processes are attention to input and output, 

noticing and rehearsal in working memory. Although Robinson's model 

includes references to the cognitive processes elicited by tasks, it does not 

provide detailed accounts of the differential effects of different types of mental 

actions elicited by tasks. 

To conclude, the frameworks for task-analysis reviewed above all refer 

to the mental actions the learners are involved in during task performance, for 

example, matching, comparing and reasoning (Willis, 1996), comprehending 

and manipulating (Nunan, 2004), classifying, ordering and evaluating (R. Ellis, 

2003), amount of computation required (Skehan, 1998) and attention and 

noticing (Robinson, 2005). This means that proponents of the task-based 

approach agree on the central place of mental activity in second language 

learning. However, these frameworks do not provide accounts of the 

underlying mechanisms that relate these types of processing to the acquisition 

of new linguistic elements. It is unclear why and how these mental processes, 

for example matching or classifying, effectively result in the acquisition of new 

linguistic elements. Moreover, these frameworks do not allow us to estimate the 
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differential effectiveness of different types of processing elicited by a task. 

Should a student who wants to acquire new vocabulary or grammar, choose a 

task which involves classifying and ordering or rather, a task which involves 

matching? One of the reasons for this might be that, generally speaking, 

proponents of the task-based approach are not primarily concerned with tasks 

that focus on the acquisition of new linguistic elements (Swan, 2005). One of 

the key criteria of a task is that learners are free to choose their own linguistic 

resources (Skehan, 2003; Willis, 1996). This means that the research agenda has 

focused on the effects of task characteristics on performance factors such as 

fluency, accuracy and complexity (Robinson, 2005; Skehan & Foster, 2001). An 

exception is Robinson’s framework , which predicts that an increase in 

cognitive demands will result in, among other things, attention to and 

subsequent incorporation of forms in the input. 

Thus, the task-based approach does not provide in-depth theoretical 

accounts of the learning impact of different types of processing. However, in 

order to analyze the effectiveness of a task, it is necessary to determine the 

learning impact of mental actions elicited by a task. In the remainder of this 

paper, we shall consider a number of theoretical approaches that might help us 

to explore this area further. In the next section, we shall turn to some examples 

of typologies of mental actions for second language learning that were not 

specifically related to the task-based approach. These are the learning strategies 

by Chamot and O’Malley (1994) and the task-induced involvement load by 

Laufer and Hulstijn (2001).   

 

Typologies of mental actions for second language learning 

Chamot and O’Malley (1994) proposed a typology of language learning 

strategies, based on cognitive theories of the learners’ active mental processing 

of new information. The learning strategies are divided into metacognitive 

strategies, cognitive strategies and social/affective strategies. The cognitive 

strategies, which, according to Chamot and O’Malley, interact “with the 

material to be learned by manipulating it mentally or physically” (p. 375) are of 

most interest to us. They presented eight cognitive learning strategies. 

Elaboration of prior knowledge entails the linking of new information to prior 

knowledge via associations or analogies. Making inferences is the strategy in 

which the linguistic context is used to guess the meaning of words, to complete 

or to predict information. Linguistics transfer refers the use of prior linguistic 

knowledge to support comprehension and production. Grouping means 
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classifying material according to specific features. Imagery is the use of visual 

information to comprehend or recall new verbal information. Auditory 

representation means mentally repeating the sound of a word or phrase to 

support learning. Deduction and induction refer to the application of rules or 

to inventing rules to understand language. Summarizing is synthezing the 

information in order to make sure it is retained. This classification of mental 

actions is based on cognitive theories of actively manipulating information in 

working memory. As such, it is a more detailed account of the mental actions 

that foster second language learning than those provided by the task-based 

approach. However, the typology by Chamot and O’Malley does not provide 

theoretical accounts of differences in learning impact of different learning 

strategies. Is there, for example, a difference in learning impact between 

elaborating, using imagery and grouping? On what theoretical grounds can the 

differences (or similarities) in learning impact of these mental actions be 

established?   

Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) proposed the involvement load hypothesis, 

which aims at the operationalization of  different types of mental actions: 

elaborate processing (Anderson, 2000; Craik & Lockhart, 1972) and attention 

(Schmidt, 2001). The hypothesis is explicitly directed at incidental vocabulary 

acquisition as a result of task performance. The amount of involvement is 

determined by the factors “need”, “search”, and “evaluation”. Need is the 

motivational, non-cognitive part of the involvement load and refers to the 

motivation to complete the task. Moderate need is externally imposed, for 

example by the teacher, and a strong need is the learner's own motivation to 

complete the tasks. Search and evaluation are the cognitive components of the 

involvement load. Search is the search for the meaning of an L2 word in the 

L1, or the search for the L1 word which translates the L2 word, for example by 

using a dictionary or asking the teacher. Search can either be present or absent 

during task performance. “Evaluation” can mean (1) to compare the meaning 

of a specific word with other words or recognizing the differences between 

words, (2) to compare a specific meaning of a word with its other meanings, or 

(3) to assess whether a word fits in a specific context. The first two types of 

evaluation are moderate, and the third is strong. It is expected that tasks which 

elicits a higher involvement load yield better retention of vocabulary than tasks 

with a lower involvement load (for empirical evidence, see Hulstijn & Laufer, 

2001). Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) present the concept of task-induced 

involvement as an initial attempt to operationalize different types of processing 
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in incidental vocabulary tasks. As such, it is a valuable contribution to the study 

of incidental vocabulary acquisition. However, a number of issues remain 

unclear. What mechanisms account for the superior effectiveness of, say, strong 

evaluation, as opposed to moderate evaluation? The factors search and 

evaluation both seem to imply some form of cognitive comparison. What about 

other types of processing, for example those mentioned by Chamot and 

O’Malley (1994)? It is unclear whether the concept of involvement load can be 

applied to determine the differential effects of these mental actions. The 

involvement load hypothesis is aimed at predicting which mental actions yield 

better retention of vocabulary. What about the effects of mental actions on real 

time language use? The concept of involvement load does not seem to predict 

whether differences in involvement result in differences with respect to ease of 

activation of the vocabulary items.  

Thus, we have seen that mental actions in working memory play an 

important role in second language learning and in tasks. Laufer and Husltijn 

(2001) presented an initial attempt to operationalize differences in mental 

actions, which yield different retention of vocabulary items. However, the 

typologies discussed so far do not provide general theoretical accounts of the 

differential effects of different mental actions on the retention and ease of 

activation of new language. In order to take a closer look at the learning impact 

of cognitive processes, we shall now turn to a number of papers from cognitive 

psychology, more specifically those on the depth of processing hypothesis by 

Craik and Lockhart (1972). These papers introduce two aspects that have 

received little attention in the papers reviewed above: the importance of the 

characteristics of the content that is processed, and the differential effects of 

processing on retention and recall.  

 

Typologies of mental actions from cognitive psychology  

Craik and Lockhart (1972) proposed the levels of processing framework, in 

which memory is conceived of as the byproduct of mental activity. New 

incoming input proceeds through a series of processing stages, and at each 

stage the input is being analyzed for a different feature type. The first stages of 

input analysis involve physical and sensory features and pattern recognition. At 

a later stage, semantic features are analyzed. This analysis results in a memory 

trace of the input, which allows the processed material to be remembered. A 

deeper level of analysis, i.e., analysis of the input not only at the first sensory 

stages but also at the later semantic stages, will result in more durable memory 
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traces. Thus, “depth” is operationalized as processing semantic and conceptual 

features of the input, whereas “shallow” refers to the processing of sensory 

features, such as orthographic or phonological characteristics of the words. 

Besides the concept of “depth”, Craik and Lockhart (1972) introduced the 

concept of “elaborateness”. They distinguished between two types of rehearsal. 

Maintenance rehearsal is rote repetition or the rehearsal of an item at the same 

“depth”. Elaborate rehearsal involves processing at deeper levels. It was 

hypothesized that only elaborative rehearsal leads to long term retention. In a 

subsequent article, Craik and Tulving (1975) presented a number of 

experiments on the depth of processing hypothesis. Subjects were induced to 

process words in a specific way by answering different types of questions about 

the target words. Processing at shallow levels was induced by asking questions 

about structural and phonemic aspects of a word. Deeper levels of processing 

were induced by questions about the category a word might belong to and by 

asking whether a word fits into a particular sentence. Both recall and 

recognition of the target words were tested. The results show that a deeper 

level of processing, as defined by answering meaningful questions, result in 

higher scores on both recall and recognition tests than shallower levels of 

processing.  

In 1990, Lockhart and Craik presented a retrospective review of the 

depth of processing hypothesis, in which they discussed a number conceptual 

changes and refinements of their initial hypothesis. First of all, they indicated 

that processing does not necessarily proceed in a serial fashion of different 

stages, it can also be parallel. Second, Lockhart and Craik made clear that their 

original distinction between “shallow” sensory or perceptual processing and 

“deep” conceptual or semantic processing is not limited to linguistic 

information only. This distinction can also be applied to other domains or 

modalities, such as vision or taste. They also provided a further explication of 

the concepts of “depth”, “elaboration” and “distinctiveness”. Depth refers to 

“qualitatively different types of processing” (p. 100), such as the shallow 

processing of structural aspects of words or the deep processing of their 

meaning. Elaboration is the richness or extensiveness of processing within one 

level. The distinctiveness of a memory trace determines whether it is easily 

distinguishable from other traces. Because richly elaborated memory traces are 

more redundant and distinctive than impoverished traces, they yield better 

recall and recognition. Lockhart and Craik (1990) concluded that, although their 

original formulation of the depth of processing hypothesis had changed 
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considerably, the influence of different types of processing on memory is now 

widely accepted.  

Brown and Craik (2000) discuss a number of factors that contribute to 

the successful acquisition of new information. Besides pointing at important 

factors such as the goal of the learner, prior knowledge and type of material to 

be learned, they also refer to the importance of the qualitative nature of the 

processing operations applied. In their words “ ‘paying attention’ is not an end 

in itself”  (p. 96). Brown and Craik further refer to the levels of processing 

framework and state that processing at a semantic or conceptual level leads to 

better retention than processing at sensory levels. Elaborative rehearsal is more 

effective than maintenance repetition. With regard to the content that is 

processed, Brown and Craik point out that it is important to process features 

that allow a concept, word or chunk of information to be retrieved more easily. 

They distinguish between “item-specific features”, which are unique for a 

specific concept, and “associative features”, which are features shared with 

information from prior knowledge or information simultaneously present. 

Processing both types of features will improve memory of the target words or 

concepts. The concepts of elaborative rehearsal and the processing of features 

are also stressed by Anderson (2000). He also points out that the way in which 

the study material is processed determines whether something is remembered 

or not. He refers to this as “elaborative processing”, which he defines as 

“embellishing a to-be-remembered item with additional information” (p 190). 

This should result in better memory, because the elaborations constrain the to-

be-remembered item.  

To conclude, findings from cognitive psychology support the notion 

that the type of processing the subjects are engaged in, influences retention and 

recall of information. Anderson (2000), Baddeley (1997), Craik and Lockhart 

(1972), and Craik and Tulving (1975) all argue that meaningful, conceptual or 

semantic processing leads to enhanced memory performance, as opposed to 

sensory or perceptual processing. Furthermore, mental actions that yield 

elaborate memory traces are more effective. Because richly elaborated memory 

traces are more redundant and distinctive than impoverished traces, they yield 

better recall and recognition. However, a number of questions remain. What 

constitutes an elaborate memory trace? What accounts for the relation between 

memory traces and ease of activation? What type of mental actions yield 

memory traces that can be easily activated in real time language use? In order to 

explore these questions, we shall now consider the literature on connectionist 
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models of second language acquisition.  

 

Mental actions in connectionism  

Above, we have described how mental actions operate in working memory, and 

how these activities leave traces in long-term memory.  According to recent 

neurological research, knowledge is represented in the human brain as a pattern 

or network of neurons (e.g., Anderson, 2000; Gazzaniga, Ivry, & Mangun, 

2002; Markowitsch, 2000). The concept of knowledge representation as pattern 

or network has been expressed in cognitive psychology since the 1970’s (e.g., 

Rumelhart & Ortony, 1977). It is also reflected in the literature on  

connectionist models of second language acquisition (e.g., Broeder & Plunkett, 

1997; N. Ellis, 2003; Gasser 1990). The basic finding is that information, in the 

form of concepts or knowledge, is not stored as a blueprint. A single neuron 

can not encode knowledge. Instead, knowledge is represented by a pattern of 

neural activity. This pattern is temporary. What is stored, are the connections 

among the neurons that allow a pattern to be reproduced or re-created. These 

connections are the so-called memory traces. It is a pattern of neural activity 

over a large amount of neurons, i.e., a memory trace or connection, that allows 

these concepts to be reproduced. A characteristic of this pattern of neural 

activity is distributed representation (Anderson, 2000; McClelland, 2000). Each 

neuron or pattern of neurons can participate in the representation of many 

different concepts. In cognitive psychology, this phenomenon of levels is 

present in schemas (Baddeley, 1997). Schemas represent our world knowledge 

and personal experience at all different levels. Connectionist models can include 

information at all different levels (McClelland, Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1986).  

 Different labels are used in the literature to refer to these networks and 

the elements that constitute them. Cognitive psychology speaks of patterns of 

activation over neurons (Anderson, 2000). Connectionism refers to networks 

which consist of connections among units, roughly comparable to neurons 

(Bechtel & Abrahamsen, 2002; Bereiter, 1991; Broeder & Plunkett, 1997; 

Gasser, 1990). In this paper, we will use the terms network and unit when we 

refer to the connectionist theoretical framework. We suggest the term “feature” 

for a specific connection among units or, in cognitive terminology, a specific 

pattern of activation over an amount of neurons (Westhoff, 2004). It is this 

connection between neutral neurons that constitutes meaning such as a 

grammatical structure or vocabulary item. The term “feature” has also been 

used e.g., by Baddeley (1997), Gasser (1990), and Levelt (1989).  
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Before we review the literature on the activation of these networks, it is 

necessary to specify the elements that constitute a network. By way of example, 

we shall consider the features of a vocabulary network. Descriptive frameworks 

of different aspects of vocabulary knowledge have been proposed by Laufer 

(1997), Nation (1990, 2001), and Richards (1976). A more explanatory 

framework about aspects of word knowledge related to the mental lexicon is 

offered by Levelt (1989). Taken together, there seems to be consensus on at 

least the following aspects of vocabulary knowledge: form (pronunciation and 

spelling), meaning, collocations, morphology, syntactic behavior, constraints on 

use (register, frequency, pragmatic) and affective features. However, according 

to Aitchison (1994), knowledge of a word or concept is broader than aspects 

that, strictly speaking, belong to the category of ‘linguistic meaning’. Examples 

of other aspects of word knowledge are sensory aspects (Westhoff, 2004) 

information from the non-linguistic context (Croft & Cruse, 2004) and 

emotions (Bereiter, 1991). Broeder & Plunkett (1997) stress the diffuse and 

interactive nature of a variety of different units implied in the processing and 

acquisition of concepts and language. In connectionist models, all these 

different types of units interact simultaneously to represent a specific concept.  

 Processing, acquisition, representation and activation are closely related 

in connectionist models (McClelland, Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1986). This leads 

to a number of conclusions regarding how new information should be 

processed in order to increase its retention and ease of subsequent activation. 

We already described that knowledge is represented in long-term memory in 

the form of patterns of neural activity. When a network is activated, this means 

that it is made available to working memory (Anderson, 2000). Neurons 

interact with each other to form a pattern and determine each other's level of 

activation. Excitation is the process by which neurons increase the activation 

level of other neurons. Inhibition occurs when neurons decrease the activation 

of other neurons. A network can be activated by receiving new sensory input 

from outside, or through a stimulus from within the learner (Rumelhart, 1989). 

In the previous section, we described that a feature network consists of many 

different types of features, for example morphological, sensory or pragmatic. 

The network can be activated through each of the feature types that constitute 

it. The stimulus that causes the activation can have different modalities, e.g. 

visual, auditory, and emotional (N. Ellis, 2001). Therefore, it can be concluded 

that networks that consist of many different features have more chances of 

becoming activated. This is an important argument for designing tasks which 
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involve a wide variety of content features.  

 

 Claim 1: Networks that consist of many different types features have 

more chances of becoming activated.  

 

Features activate each other. This principle is called spreading activation 

(Anderson, 2000; (McClelland, Rumelhart, & Hinton, 1986). Activation spreads 

along the features or connections of a network. It spreads from information 

activated in working memory to networks that are connected to that 

information, and so become activated as well. Anderson gives an example of 

the concept “dog” that might activate “ bone”. “Bone” can in turn activate 

“meat”, and so on. The speed of the spreading activation is determined by the 

strength of the connections. Activation will spread more quickly through 

network with strongly interconnected units. Connection strengths are enforced 

by processing features simultaneously in memory (Broeder & Plunkett, 1997; 

N. Ellis, 2001; Gasser, 1990). Strong connections allow a concept or structure 

to be ‘re-created’, or activated faster and more easily.  

 

 Claim 2: The strength of the connections among the features will be 

increased by processing features simultaneously in working memory. 

Strong connections result in a quick spread of activation. A network 

with such connections will be activated more easily.  

 

The speed at which a feature network can be made available to working 

memory is determined by its level of activation. This is not a permanent state. 

Two factors influence level of activation: receny and frequency of use. 

Networks that have been activated recently, can be activated more easily once 

again. Frequency of use increases the strength of a memory trace or the 

strength of the connections. A memory trace that is stronger through repeated 

practice, can be activated more quickly (Anderson, 2000). This is an argument 

for tasks which  frequently elicit mental actions on different aspects of the 

content.  

 

 Claim 3: Frequency of use increase connection strength and networks 

with such connections will be activated more easily.  

 

To sum up, a number of factors determine the speed of activation of feature 
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networks. A “rich” feature network, which consist of a variety of features, can 

be activated more easily. Features that are processed simultaneously in working 

memory, will be more closely interrelated and will activate each other more 

quickly. Networks that are used frequently can also be activated faster. We 

predict that tasks that elicit mental actions as specified by claims one, two and 

three described above have a more positive effect on retention and ease of 

activation of new language.  This claim is elaborated in the multi-feature 

hypothesis, which we describe below.  

 

The multi-feature hypothesis  

The multi-feature hypothesis is based on the cognitive and connectionist 

theoretical framework presented in this paper. It combines insights from 

cognitive psychology and connectionism into guidelines for the analysis and 

design of focused tasks. It is expected that retention and ease of activation of 

new language are enhanced by tasks that elicit mental actions involving: 

 

• more features (of the vocabulary item or language structure), 

• more different categories of features, 

• in life-like combinations, 

• simultaneously and  

• in great frequency.  

 

It is predicted that mental actions that involve more and more different feature 

categories, will result in networks that consist of many different types of 

features. Such rich networks are more easily activated than networks that 

consist of less or less different features. Life-like feature combinations are those 

combinations that most frequently co-occur in the input. Since these occur 

most frequently, networks that consist of frequent feature combinations will 

have more chances of becoming activated. Mental actions that involve 

simultaneous and frequent processing of feature combinations, will result in 

stronger connections in a network. A a result, activation spreads faster and 

networks will be more easily activated.  

How can a task elicit mental actions involving a wide range of frequent 

feature combinations simultaneously and frequently? We shall now discuss two 

fragments of think-aloud protocols that show how mental actions can involve 

more or less different features (see Figure 1). These fragments are taken from a 

small scale study on the effects of different tasks on the acquisition of Spanish 
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vocabulary. The pupils, who are about twelve years old, are from a Dutch 

secondary school. In the first fragment, the learner is writing down school 

subjects in a time table. The assignment was to write down a series of school 

subjects in a time table. The school subjects were given. Strictly speaking, this 

was not a task, because this activity can be performed without knowing what 

the words mean.  The fragment shows that the pupil processes mainly 

structural features, such as spelling and pronunciation. The second fragment 

shows the think-aloud protocol of a pupil who is deciding which school 

subjects are useful for a cab driver. The assignment was to choose useful school 

subjects for a number of professions. The protocol shows that the mental 

action involves more features than just spelling and pronunciation. The mental 

action involves semantic meaning, and also activates the pupil’s broader schema 

for a cab driver. The combination of geography and mathematics is a life-like 

and useful one, regarding the job description of a cab driver. These fragments 

show, on a small scale, how assignments can elicit mental actions that involve 

more or less features, more or less frequently and simultaneously.  

   

Figure 1 

Fragments of think-aloud protocols 

Fragment 1 Fragment 2 

Eh,  let’s see what’s still left, physics,  fi 

física , or something like that, on miércoles, I 

do physics, física, and I do physics once 

more on jueves in any case, jueve, what was 

it like? Jueves then I do it from 14 to 15 I 

do once more physics and then I’ve got 

only one left geography, geografía, I put 

that on jueves the 15th and 16th hour. 

Ethics or geography, geography that is 

more suitable for a cab driver mathematics 

no, a cab driver does have to, he’s got a 

meter, mathematics should be there, 

because they also have to return change 

they have to be able to count, oh no, now 

I write it down in Dutch, matemáticas or 

something like that. Geography also 

belongs to cab driver, or not, I’m not sure 

anymore geografía. 

 

Implications for research 

The multi-feature hypothesis entails a number of implications for the study of 

tasks. Research should be directed at establishing whether there are differences 

in retention and ease of activation between tasks that elicit mental actions on 

more or less different feature categories. It is predicted that “impoverished” 

tasks, which elicit mental actions on few features, will result in less retention 
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and ease of activation than “rich” tasks which involve more features. An 

important prerequisite of any research that attempts to study the differential 

effects of different types of processing, is to establish whether these processes 

actually take place in the course of task performance. Does a tasks really elicit 

mental actions which involve different types of features? We argue that, in this 

type of research, it is important to focus on both learning processes and 

learning outcomes. The learning processes during task performance might be 

studied with think–aloud protocols and retrospective interviews. Assessing 

learning outcomes, defined as retention and ease of activation of vocabulary 

and language structures, requires types of tests that measure some form of real 

time language use. Task-based assessment should be used to measure 

differences in ease of activation.  

 

Conclusion  

In this paper we have argued that proponents of the task-based approach agree 

on the importance of mental actions during task performance. However, the 

task-based approach does not seem to provide in-depth theoretical accounts of 

the learning impact of different types of processing. We have argued that this is 

particularly so with respect to the acquisition of new linguistic elements. We 

presented a connectionist theoretical framework to estimate the effectiveness of 

focused tasks. According to the multi-feature hypothesis, retention and ease of 

activation are related to the quality and quantity of mental actions on different 

features of a vocabulary item. A task should not just elicit these mental actions; 

they should also be frequent and operate on a wide range of different, life-like 

feature combinations in a simultaneous way. Research should focus on both 

learning processes, using think-aloud protocols, and learning outcomes, 

measured by task-based assessment.  
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Chapter 3 
 

Taking a closer look at the multi-feature hypothesis: a 
pilot study conducted with two Spanish L2 vocabulary 
tasks  
 

Abstract 

The aim of this study is to explore the multi-feature hypothesis (Moonen, De 

Graaff, & Westhoff, 2006), which predicts that retention and ease of activation 

of target language vocabulary or structure are enhanced by tasks that elicit 

mental actions involving more features of the vocabulary item or language 

structure, more different categories of features, in current combinations, 

simultaneously and more frequently. The hypothesis was used to design two 

Spanish L2 vocabulary tasks. One task was expected to be rich in terms of the 

multi-feature hypothesis. It was expected that this rich task would elicit mental 

actions on a wide range of different feature categories of the target vocabulary, 

simultaneously, in common combinations and frequently. The other task was 

expected to be poor in comparison with the rich task. It was predicted that this 

poor task would elicit mental actions involving a limited range of feature 

categories. Both tasks were examined in a pilot study, conducted in the first 

grade Spanish class of Dutch secondary education. The results show that the 

rich task group outperformed the poor task group on the productive translation 

test that was administered immediately after task performance. There were no 

significant differences between the groups on the direct cloze test. One week 

after the experiment, a delayed productive translation test and a delayed cloze 

test were administered. There were no significant differences between both 

groups with respect to the results of these tests either. These findings will be 

discussed in the light of the need to provide a further operationalization of the 

multi-feature hypothesis and of the need to take into account the level of target 

language proficiency of the participants.  
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3.1 Introduction 

In the previous chapter, we reviewed the cognitive and connectionist 

theoretical framework of the multi-feature hypothesis. It was argued that a 

number of characteristics of mental actions, elicited by tasks, foster the 

retention and ease of activation of target language vocabulary. First, it is 

expected that mental actions which involve a wide range of different feature 

categories of the target vocabulary item will result in rich networks that consist 

of many different types of features. It is predicted that such rich networks can 

be more easily activated than networks that consist of less or less different 

features. Second, it is expected that mental actions that involve simultaneous 

processing of current feature combinations will also result in rich networks that 

can be activated more easily. Current feature combinations are those 

combinations that most frequently co-occur in the input. Since these occur 

most frequently, networks that consist of frequent feature combinations are 

expected to have more chances of becoming activated. A third characteristic of 

mental actions is frequency. It is predicted that mental actions that involve 

frequent processing of (combinations of) feature categories will result in 

stronger connections between the features of a network. As a result, it is 

hypothesized that activation of the network spreads faster and, as a 

consequence, the networks will be more easily activated. In order to explore 

these claims, the main research question addressed in this chapter is as follows: 

 

Does performing the rich task yield better learning results, in terms of 

retention and ease of activation of the target vocabulary, than 

performing the poor task? 

 

This general question is broken down into a number of research questions that 

allow us to take a closer look at possible differences in learning results between 

the rich and the poor task groups regarding different test types and test 

moments. The first research question concerns differences in learning results at 

the direct post-test and focuses on whether the rich task yields higher direct 

retention scores of the target vocabulary than the poor task. Retention of target 

vocabulary was measured in two ways. First, a productive translation test was 

used to examine whether the task conditions yield differences regarding the 

degree to which the learners are able to reproduce the target words in a 

situation which provides minimal contextual support and which is expected to 

make minimal demands on working memory. In addition, another reason for 
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using this test type is that such conditions are commonly used in Dutch 

educational settings:  

 

RQ1.1.   Does the rich task yield higher retention scores of the target 

vocabulary, as measured by the direct translation test, than 

the poor task? 

 

The second way of measuring retention of target vocabulary was by using a 

productive cloze test. This test type was used to determine whether learning 

effects, if any, would hold under complex conditions with include more 

contextual support and which might bear more similarities to real life situations:   

 

RQ1.2  Does the rich task yield higher retention scores, as measured 

by the direct cloze test, than the poor task? 

 

In order to explore the effects of time, the second research question focuses on 

differences between the rich and the poor task group one week after task 

performance. This question is broken down in the same way as the first 

research question:  

 

RQ 2.1  Does the rich task yield higher retention scores of the target 

vocabulary, as measured by the delayed translation test, than 

the poor task? 

 

RQ 2.2   Does the rich task yield higher retention scores, as measured 

by the delayed  cloze test, than the poor task? 

 

3.2 Method 

 

Participants  

The study was conducted in two intact classes of a Dutch secondary school. 

Two parallel first grade groups participated in the study (N=42), with an 

average age of 12 years old. Both groups had previously studied Spanish for 

three months and their level of Spanish proficiency could be estimated as low. 

Two experienced teachers of Spanish as a foreign language were involved in the 

study. Their role was limited to supervising task performance in the classroom. 

The tasks were specifically designed to minimize the need for teacher 
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intervention by including assignments that were pilot-tested in advance. The 

tasks were assigned to the groups according to the teachers’ preferences. As a 

result, the group of one teacher performed the rich task and the group of the 

other teacher performed the poor task. Even though this decision might affect 

the generalizability of the study, we agree with Spada, Ranta, and Lightbown 

(1996) who point out that in classroom-based SLA research, it is almost always 

necessary to work with intact classes and that, in order to ensure teacher 

participation and willingness to cooperate, it is useful to match teacher 

preferences and task types.  

 

Procedure  

A quasi-experimental pre-test post-test design was used in this study. One 

month before the actual experiment, two think-aloud protocols per task were 

gathered to gain some additional insight into on-line task performance (using 

the directions by Ericsson and Simon, 1993). Four pupils performed the tasks 

with the researcher while thinking aloud. These participants were taken from 

both conditions and were excluded from the final data set. One week before 

the experiment took place, a pre-test was administered. One week later, the 

tasks were carried out during the regular Spanish class. Before the treatment, 

the researcher thoroughly discussed the task implementation with the teacher, 

because the treatment tasks would be administered and supervised by the 

teachers. The teachers were asked to read aloud the assignments of each part of 

the task and the participants were asked to read along. Then, they were asked to 

perform the task. The researcher was present in the classroom during the 

treatment to audiotape the task performance and to take notes. The direct post-

test was administered immediately after the treatment. One week after the 

treatments, the delayed post-test was administered. Two different types of tests 

were used at each test moment: a translation test and a cloze test. During test-

taking, the participants first filled in the cloze test, and after handing that in, 

they were given the translation test.  

 

Tasks  

The vocabulary tasks that are the focus of this study were based on a task taken 

from the textbook Lasca (Dalmau, Eurlings, Sainz, Vercher, & Wessels, 1999), 

which was used by the participants of the present study. The task was selected 

from a section that had not yet been dealt with in class and was taken as a 

starting point to develop two experimental tasks (see appendix): one task that 
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was expected to be rich in terms of type and amount of features that was 

processed simultaneously and one task that was expected to be poor in this 

respect. The rich and the poor task each consisted of two parts: a first part in 

which the students filled in the vocabulary items in a table on their worksheets 

individually and a second part in which they had to perform a conversation in 

pairs, using the information of the first part. Twenty minutes were scheduled 

for each task, because a pilot study had shown that this time slot was sufficient 

to complete the tasks. Ten minutes were planned for each assignment, and time 

taken to read the assignment was not counted as time on task. In order to 

illustrate the type of target language use elicited by the tasks, we shall present a 

fragment of a think-aloud protocol of each part of the task. Since we collected 

only two protocols per task, these fragments are by no means meant to be 

representative. Their only purpose is to illustrate task performance.  

 The rich task was expected to elicit mental actions involving a number 

of linguistic features and a wide range of conceptual features, specifically the 

pragmatic and affective features, because the learners have to make decisions 

based on the goals of a specific school subject and based on their own 

preferences and those of their partner. The first part of this task required the 

participants to select two professions from a list: one they liked and one they 

didn’t like. Then, they were asked to choose useful school subjects for each 

profession. The assignment required them to select six school subjects for each 

profession and write them down in Spanish. This participant first selected 

physician as a job she liked, and translator as a job she didn't like. In the 

transcriptions, the target vocabulary is underlined: 

 

OK, physician was médico (physician) or something like that, translator, where 

was that, oh yes, there traductor (translator) 

 

Then, she scanned the Dutch words in the Spanish-Dutch word list. She 

selected English and biology for physician, wrote those down in Spanish and 

continued scanning the Dutch part of the bilingual word list. She wrote down 

French and English for translator: 

 

English, biology, write that down, OK, biology, ethics, physics, French, 

geography, physical education, English, mathematics, chemistry, economics. 

For translator French, francés (French) another one is English, possible too, 

let's see 
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The second part of this task consisted of a guessing game. The learners worked 

in dyads and tried to guess the professions of their partner. They had eight 

guessing options and could guess either school subjects or professions1.  In this 

fragment, the same participant as above tries to guess one of the professions 

chosen by the researcher: 

 

learner OK, the stupid profession. ¿Tienes historia? (Do you have 

history?) 

 researcher Sí (yes) 

learner OK, historia (history). ¿Tienes geografía? (Do you have   

geography?) 

 researcher No (no) 

 learner  OK, not that one, ¿Tienes inglés? (Do you have English?) 

 researcher Sí (yes) 

 learner  OK, English too, ¿Tienes ética? (Do you have Ethics?) 

 researcher Sí (yes) 

 

After asking for their partner’s school-subjects, the participants try to guess, on 

the basis of that particular combination of school subjects, what their partner’s 

profession might be:  

 

 learner  ¿Eres periodista? (Are you a journalist?) 

 researcher No (no) 

 learner  OK, ¿eres médico? (Are you a physician?) 

 researcher No (no) 

 learner  OK, how many times can I ask? 

 

 The poor task required the students to fill in a list of twelve school 

subjects in a timetable, using each subject twice, and writing them down in 

Spanish. It is expected that this assignment elicits mental actions which involve 

the meaning of the target word, but which do not necessarily require extensive 

processing of other conceptual features, such as pragmatic or affective features. 

However, the protocol below shows that this learner introduced some of his 

personal preferences by choosing biology as the last subject in his timetable for 

Thursday. On Friday, he chose to start again with biology and then he 

continued with history twice:  
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Jueves (Thursday), from thirteen to fourteen hours, I''ll write down biology 

again, ciencias. (sciences), So, I”ll cross off biology, let's draw a line next to it, 

so I now I've used that one. Ehh, let's start, biology, I like that subject. History 

too, first I write down from nine to ten history historia historia (history), I can 

cross this off, and then I''ll do it with viernes (Friday) from fourteen to fifteen 

hour, I''ll write down history again  

 

Next, the task required the participants to work in dyads and to ask each other 

questions about their time tables, in Spanish. Because the participants were 

beginner level students, they were given a number of examples of possible 

questions and answers in Spanish: 

 

learner  ¿Cuándo tienes geografía? (When do you have geography?) 

researcher Ehh, tengo geografía el martes de nueve a diez y el miércoles de una a 

dos (I have geography on Tuesday from nine till ten and on 

Wednesday from one till two) 

learner  Ehh, OK 

researcher And then I ask you ¿Cuándo tienes química? (When do you 

have chemistry?) 

learner Tengo química (I have chemistry) ... where did I write that 

down, let's see … oh yes Tengo química de miércoles ocho o nueve 

en y el miércoles uno a dos. (I have chemistry on Wednesday 

from eight till nine and on Wednesday from one till two) 

 

It was expected that this task would elicit mental actions involving some 

linguistic features, because the learners pronounce the words in a linguistic 

context, with the aid of a set of chunks. In addition, it is expected that this 

assignment does not require extensive processing of conceptual features other 

than semantic meaning.   

   

Pre-test 

A pre-test was administered to verify whether the target vocabulary would 

indeed be unknown to the participants. The test consisted of twelve school 

subjects in Dutch that the participants were asked to translate into Spanish: 

English, French, geography, history, physical education, physics, arts, ethics, mathematics, 

biology, chemistry, and economy. The pre-test revealed that English and French were 

known by a considerable part of the participants. For this reason, these word 
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were deleted from the set of target vocabulary. The pre-test also revealed that 

occasionally, some other target words were known by some of the participants. 

These participants were excluded from the data set, resulting in a final N of 42.  

 

Post-tests 

Two types of tests were used, a productive translation test and a productive 

cloze test. The translation test required the participants to translate the target 

words into Spanish. The cloze test consisted of a set of ten brief descriptions of 

the school subjects, focusing on the characteristics of a typical classroom of a 

specific school subject (e.g., posters on the wall, tools) and on the aims and 

goals a particular school subject (e.g., what can you do with knowledge of 

French or geography?). The descriptions were in Dutch, because of the low 

level of Spanish proficiency of the participants. Nonetheless, it could be argued 

that the cloze test provides some more contextual support than the translation 

test and that this might foster the ease of activation of target vocabulary in 

working memory. Both test types were scored following the same procedure. A 

correction model per target word was developed. For each target word, all the 

varieties used by the participants were listed and, based on a discussion between 

two SLA researchers, grouped into one of three categories. Participants were 

given one point when the correct translation was given, without spelling errors 

or with minor spelling errors. ½ point was given when the correct translation 

was given, but with some spelling errors. No points were given for words that 

were not translated, were wrongly translated or were written with too many 

spelling errors.  

 

Covariate  

In this study, we assigned tasks to intact classes in consultation with the 

teachers and we compared subsequent learning results of intact classes. In order 

to control for pre-existing differences between intact classes with respect to 

second language learning or to differences with respect to their teachers, it was 

decided to use a covariate. Since there were no data available regarding the 

participants’ level of Spanish target language proficiency at the start of the 

experiment, we calculated the mean score of each participant’s combined 

grades of French, German and English. In order to analyze possible within-

group dependencies, the intra class correlation coefficient of the covariate was 

calculated. This correlation turned out not to be significant.  
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Results 

Two parallel first grade groups participated in the study (N=42). However, not 

all participants were present during all four stages of the study (pretest, 

treatment, direct and delayed post-tests). In order to avoid loss of data, it was 

decided to conduct each analysis using the maximum number of participants 

possible.   

 

Research question 1 

Table 1 presents the descriptive statistics of the direct translation test and the 

direct cloze test.  

 

Table 1 

Descriptive statistics direct post-tests  

 Direct translation testa  Direct cloze testb 

Task N M SD  N M SD 

Rich 19 4.9 1.7  19 4.2 2 

Poor  19 2.4 1.6  21 2.4 2.2 
aMaximum score = 10 
bMaximum score = 10 

 

Research question 1.1: direct translation test 

This research question focuses on differences between the rich and the poor 

task conditions on the direct translation test. Table 2 presents the results of an 

ANCOVA, which shows that the rich task outperforms the poor task on the 

direct translation test, F (1, 13.89), p < .05. An effect size partial eta2 of .28 is 

considered large (Cohen, 1988).  
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Table 2 

Analysis of covariance of direct translation test scores as a function of task type with pre-test 

as covariate, N=38 

Source df MS F partial eta2a 

Covariate  1 10.11 4.06  

Task type 1 34.64 13.89* .28 

Error 35 2.49   

*p < .05.  
a The effect size was calculated following the formula for effect size in 

ANCOVA designs proposed by Keppel and Wickens (2004). 

 

Research question 1.2: direct cloze test 

The results of this research question are shown in Table 3. With respect to the 

direct cloze test, an ANCOVA revealed that the effect of task type on retention 

scores measured by the translation test was not significant, F (1, 3.95), p= .054.  

 

Table 3 

Analysis of covariance of direct cloze test scores as a function of task type with pre-test as 

covariate, N=40 

Source df MS F partial eta2 

Covariate  1 14.14 3.39  

Task type 1 16.49 3.95 n.s. 

Error 37 4.17   

 

Research question 2 

The second research question examines whether the rich task yields higher 

retention scores than the poor task on the delayed translation test and the 

delayed cloze test. The descriptive statistics of these tests are shown in Table 4.  
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Table 4 

Descriptive statistics delayed post-tests  

 Delayed translation testa  Delayed cloze testb 

Task N M SD  N M SD 

Rich 19 3.5 2.2  19 3.2 2.1 

Poor  21 2 1.6  21 1.7 1.6 
aMaximum score = 10, bMaximum score = 10 

 

Research question 2.1: delayed translation test  

With respect to the delayed translation test, an ANCOVA showed no 

significant effect of task type on retention scores measured by the translation 

test. These results are presented in Table 5.  

 

Table 5  

Analysis of covariance of delayed translation test scores as a function of task type with pre-test 

as covariate, N=40 

Source df MS F partial eta2 

Covariate  1 31.44 10.64*  

Task type 1 6.05 2.05 n.s. 

Error 37 2.95   

*p < .05.  

 

Research question 2.2:  the delayed cloze test 

With respect to the delayed cloze test, an ANCOVA revealed no significant 

effect of task type on retention scores measured by the cloze test. These results 

are presented in Table 6.  

 

Table 6 

Analysis of covariance of delayed cloze test scores as a function of task type with pre-test as 

covariate, N= 40 

Source df MS F partial eta2 

Covariate  1 37.98 13.51*  

Task type 1 5.13 1.83 n.s. 

Error 37 2.81   

*p < .05.  
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Discussion and conclusion  

The results of this pilot study partly support the claims of the multi-feature 

hypothesis. It was shown that the rich task group outperformed the poor task 

group on the direct translation test. The differences between the rich task 

group and the poor task group on the direct cloze test were not significant, but 

are nonetheless interesting. The differences between the rich and the poor task 

group disappeared one week after the experiment took place, since there were 

no differences between both groups on the delayed translation test nor on the 

delayed cloze test. Based on these results, we conclude that the findings of this 

pilot study are an interesting starting point for further research within the 

framework of the multi-feature hypothesis. The study also revealed two issues 

that should be addressed in future research that tests the claims of the multi-

feature hypothesis: the need for a more precise operationalization of the multi-

feature hypothesis and the need to take into account the level of target language 

proficiency of the participants.  

 The first issue is the need to provide a more precise operationalization 

of the multi-feature hypothesis. The differences between the learning impact of 

the rich and the poor task were rather small. This suggests that the differences 

between these tasks with respect to type and number of feature categories 

might not have been sufficient in order to ensure adequate testing of the 

hypothesis. A quick scan of the think-aloud protocols revealed that during both 

the rich and the poor task, the learners predominantly speak in Dutch, their L1. 

This implies that the tasks might not have elicited sufficient mental actions 

involving the linguistic features of the target vocabulary. A more precise 

operationalization of the multi-feature hypothesis, and more specifically, of the 

feature categories, is necessary to provide a solid theoretical underpinning 

which guides the design of rich and poor tasks. In chapter four of this thesis, 

we shall report on the operationalizations of a range of linguistic and 

conceptual feature categories. These operationalizations are part of an 

instrument that can be used to carry out an a priori analysis of the 

characteristics of the mental actions elicited by tasks. The aim of this type of 

analysis is to provide a reliable and valid estimate of the probability that a task 

will elicit mental actions involving specific feature categories. This instrument is 

used in the design and analysis of the French and German tasks that are 

reported on in chapter five.  

 The second issue that should be taken into account in future research 

is the level of target language proficiency of the participants. Since the tasks 
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used in this study were to be carried out by learners of a very low target 

language proficiency, the tasks provided a small set of target language chunks 

and required the learners to produce only a minimal amount of target language 

by themselves. It could be argued that, compared to the poor task, the rich task 

might not have been sufficiently rich in terms of type and amount of linguistic 

features that were manipulated in working memory. It seems obvious that 

lower level learners have considerable difficulties with processing a wide range 

of different linguistic feature categories. The question, then, is whether learners 

of a lower level of target language proficiency are capable of performing rich 

tasks. Another way to pose this question is whether it is possible to design tasks 

directed at lower level proficiency learners that differ sufficiently with respect to 

the type and number of feature categories that are manipulated in working 

memory. While this is an interesting question, it should be addressed by future 

research.  

 For now, it is important to emphasize that the findings of the pilot 

study revealed that, in order to ensure adequate testing of the multi-feature 

hypothesis, at least two conditions must be met. First, it is necessary to design 

tasks that differ considerably with respect to the type and number of features of 

the target language that are manipulated in working memory. It is expected that 

comparing tasks that differ considerably will yield clearer outcomes regarding 

the claims of the multi-feature hypothesis than comparing tasks that differ less 

with respect to the elements of the hypothesis. Following this line, future 

research should try to design tasks that are as rich as possible, and compare 

these to tasks that are considerably less rich. Rich tasks involve the 

manipulation of a wide variety of both linguistic and non-linguistic features of 

the target language. Whereas processing of the non-linguistic features does not 

necessarily demand knowledge of the target language, it can be expected that 

increasing the type and number of linguistic features to be manipulated in 

working memory places higher demands on the target language proficiency of 

the participants. Therefore, the second prerequisite of testing the claims of the 

multi-feature hypothesis is to include participants of a considerable level of 

target language proficiency, who are capable of processing a wide range of 

linguistic features of the target language. In chapter five, we will discuss the 

results of studies carried out with participants of lower-intermediate proficiency 

of French and with participants of intermediate proficiency of German.  
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Notes 
1The authors would like to thank Maaike Endedijk for suggesting the use of the 

guessing game in the rich task.  
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Appendix: The poor task, school subjects and timetable 

 

I. Individually 

Create a timetable with these school subjects. Some school subjects are new for you. 

So, it’s not your own timetable that you’re writing down, it’s a new timetable. You 

follow each subject twice a week.  Write the school subject down in the timetable in 

Spanish. There are no lessons during the time scheduled with X or recreo.  

 

ciencias naturales biology   gimnasia  physical education 

dibujo  arts   historia   history  

ética  ethics   inglés  English  

física  physics   matemáticas mathematics  

francés  French   química  chemistry 

geografía  geography  economía  economics  

 

Horario de clase 

 lunes martes miércoles jueves viernes 

08:00-09:00      

09:00-10:00      

10:00-11:00 recreo receo recreo recreo recreo 

11:00-12:00  X X X X X 

12:00-13:00 X X X X X 

13:00-14:00      

14:00-15:00      

15:00-16:00      

 

II In pairs 

Ask each other when you follow these subjects. Your partner is not allowed to look at 

your worksheet! Ask each other questions, for example as shown below. Change roles 

after each question and write your neighbors timetable down in the scheme below.  

Compare this timetable to your neighbor’s afterwards.  

 

Example: 

A asks:  ¿Cuándo tienes inglés? 

B replies:               Tengo inglés el lunes de nueve a diez y el miércoles de tres a cuatro.  
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B asks:   When do you have English? 

A replies:   I have English on Monday from nine  to ten and on Wednesday 

from three to four.  

 

A asks:   ¿Cuándo tienes … ? 

B replies:    Tengo … el … de … a …  y  el … de … a …  

 

This timetable belongs to: …  

Horario de clase 

 lunes martes miércoles jueves viernes 

08:00-09:00      

09:00-10:00      

10:00-11:00 recreo receo recreo recreo recreo 

11:00-12:00  X X X X X 

12:00-13:00 X X X X X 

13:00-14:00      

14:00-15:00      

15:00-16:00      
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Appendix: The rich task, school subjects and professions  

 

I. Individually 

Choose two professions, one you like and one you don’t like. Write them down in 

Spanish in the table. Which school subjects are useful for these professions? Write six 

useful school subjects down for each profession. Sometimes, it might seem that one or 

two school subjects are enough, but… You have to know a lot for each profession. 

That is why you select six school subjects for each profession. You can use each subject 

more than once. Make sure your neighbor does not look at your worksheet!  

 

médico  physician  periodista  journalist 

futbolista   football player banquero  banker  

taxista  cab driver  arquitecto  architect  

traductor   translator farmacéutico pharmacist  

piloto   pilot      

 

ciencias naturales biology  gimnasia  physical education  

dibujo  arts  historia  history  

ética  ethics  inglés  English  

física  physics  matemáticas mathematics  

francés  French  química  chemistry 

geografía  geography economía  economics  

 

☺ � 

1.  1.  

2.  2.  

3.  3.  

4.  4.  

5.  5.  

6.  6.  

 

II In pairs  

You are going to play hangman in pairs. Which professions did your partner choose? 

To find out, ask for your partners school subjects. Guess the fun profession first and 

then the boring profession. These are the rules (+ overview of hangman rules). Ask and 
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answer questions, for example as shown below. Write down in Spanish the school 

subjects and the professions in the table. Compare this table to your neighbor’s.  

 

A asks:  ¿Tienes inglés?  ¿Tienes …?  Do you have ...?  

B replies: Sí, tengo inglés  Sí, tengo … Yes, I have ... 

  No, no tengo inglés  No, no tengo …  No, I don’t have. ... 

 

A asks:  ¿Eres médico?  ¿Eres …?  Are you ...? 

B replies: Sí, soy médico  Sí, soy …  Yes, I am ... 

  No, no soy médico  No, no soy … No, I’m not …. 

 

These professions belong to: … 

☺ � 

1.  1.  

2.  2.  

3.  3.  

4.  4.  
5.  5.  

6.  6.  
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An instrument to estimate the characteristics of 

mental actions in task-based SLA: rationale, 

development and use1 

 

Abstract  

This paper describes an instrument to estimate in a reliable and valid way the 

relative differences between L2 vocabulary tasks, with respect to the 

characteristics of the mental actions they elicit. It is used to estimate a priori 

and independent of learning outcomes or proficiency data whether a task's 

assignment increases the probability that a wide range of features of the target 

language items will be processed. Inter-rater reliability of the instrument was 

calculated and showed that the linguistic and situational features of the target 

language items could be estimated reliably. In order to test its validity, two a 

priori task analyses were compared to analyses of think-aloud protocols of the 

same tasks. It was demonstrated that the feature categories that could be 

estimated reliably were valid as well. This implies that the instrument can be 

used to estimate the relative differences between tasks with respect to the 

linguistic and situational features involved in mental actions.  

 

                                                 

1 Chapter submitted in adapted form as: Moonen, M., De Graaff, R., Westhoff, 

G., & Brekelmans, M. (2008). An instrument to estimate the characteristics of 

mental actions in task-based SLA: rationale, development and use. 
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Introduction: The need to assess cognitive processes in task-based 

research 

In task-based second language acquisition (SLA) research conducted within a 

cognitive theoretical framework, it is claimed that the learning results yielded by 

a task are due to specific types of processing elicited by that task, e.g., 

elaborative processing (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), involvement load (Laufer & 

Hulstijn, 2001), cognitive complexity (Robinson, 2005; Skehan & Foster, 2001) 

and mental actions as predicted by the multi-feature hypothesis (Moonen, De 

Graaff, & Westhoff, 2006). Two methodological issues warrant the use of 

assessment procedures in addition to post-test data to study the relationship 

between cognitive processes and subsequent learning results. These issues are 

related to the internal validity of task-based SLA studies and concern the nature 

of the evidence for relationships between independent variables (e.g., type of 

processing) and dependent variables (e.g., L2 vocabulary acquisition). First, 

Baddeley (1997) points out that learning results alone cannot be regarded as 

evidence that a specific type of processing was triggered, since this would 

involve a circular argument. Lockhart and Craik (1990) argue that post hoc 

analyses of the learning results do not warrant conclusions regarding the 

characteristics of the elicited cognitive processes, even when the post-test data 

are supportive of the type of processing that was hypothesized to yield better 

results. This implies that, in pre-test post-test designs, it is necessary to assess 

cognitive processes using procedures that are not limited to post-test results.  

 The second issue is that of construct underrepresentation (Norris & 

Ortega, 2003). According to Norris and Ortega, cognitive task-based research 

that relies on outcome data only might not capture the full range of important 

characteristics of the targeted cognitive processes. As a consequence, they point 

out that it might fail to demonstrate the “relationship between intended 

interpretations and the observable behaviors which will provide evidence about 

them” (p. 722). This problem arises when the same evidence, e.g., outcome data 

in the form of post-test results, is used for both causal and outcome 

interpretations. They argue that 

 

SLA research frequently employs dependent variable measures which 

only provide evidence bearing on the linguistic 'products' of acquisition 

(vocabulary recognition items, grammaticality judgment tasks, elicited 

imitation, communicative performance, etc.). Such measures do little to 

inform interpretations about the independent variable to which 
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acquisition-related behavioral patterns are ascribed; the actual 

interpretations (i.e., about the relationship between certain causes and 

linguistic outcomes in acquisition) will thus be underrepresented within 

measurement practice. (pp. 729-730) 

 

In order to avoid this pitfall, they conclude that task-based SLA research which 

posits some type of cognitive processing as the independent variable needs to 

include a variety of assessment procedures which can be triangulated in order 

to arrive at more plausible conclusions.  

 Moonen, De Graaff, and Westhoff (2006) propose a number of 

characteristics of mental actions that are expected to account for the learning 

impact of tasks. In order to be able to investigate such claims, an instrument to 

assess the characteristics of mental actions, independent of post-test data, is 

needed. The present paper describes the development of an instrument that can 

be used in studies carried out within the framework of the multi-feature 

hypothesis. The following two research questions are addressed: 

 

• Can we develop an instrument that reliably demonstrate the 

relative differences between tasks, with respect to the 

characteristics of mental actions, independent of outcome data? 

• Does the instrument yield results that reflect the characteristics of 

the mental actions elicited by tasks?  

 

The paper is structured as follows. First, we briefly conceptualize the 

relationship between tasks and mental actions, using the multi-feature 

hypothesis as an example. In order to find a suitable procedure to estimate the 

expected learning impact of mental actions in working memory, as predicted by 

the multi-feature hypothesis, we shall review the methodological procedures 

used to estimate cognitive processes in the task-based approach to SLA. 

Drawing on this work, we developed an instrument that can be used, within the 

framework of the multi-feature hypothesis, to estimate the learning impact of 

mental actions a priori and independent of learning results. After a discussion 

of the development, inter-rater reliability and validity of this instrument, its use 

is demonstrated with an analysis of two German L2 vocabulary tasks.  
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Tasks and mental actions: the multi-feature hypothesis 

Combining insights from cognitive psychology and connectionism, the multi-

feature hypothesis predicts the relative learning impact of mental actions in 

working memory. The definition of mental actions used in this paper is based 

on Baddeley (2003), who points out that working memory is used for “the 

temporary maintenance and manipulation of information” (p. 189). The 

characteristics of mental actions in working memory partly determine 

subsequent learning results (see e.g., Anderson, 2000; Baddeley) and the multi-

feature hypothesis draws on connectionist literature to predict which 

characteristics foster retention and ease of activation of the target language. 

Central to this hypothesis is the concept of knowledge representation in 

temporal networks of neural activity (e.g., Anderson). According to this theory, 

knowledge is not stored as a fixed template, but as connections among neurons 

that allow a concept to be reproduced or activated (see also Bereiter, 2002; 

McClelland, 2000). Activated networks are made available to working memory 

(Anderson; Cowan, 2005) where they can be processed further. According to 

Paradis (2004), networks can consist of many different features of linguistic 

items, in different modalities. These networks can be activated by receiving 

input in different modalities, e.g., visual, auditory, or emotional (N. Ellis, 2001; 

Paradis). Moreover, features of a network also activate each other. Networks 

with strongly interconnected features can be activated more quickly (Anderson; 

McClelland, Rumelhart & Hinton, 1986). Connection strength is increased by 

processing features frequently (Anderson) and/or simultaneously in working 

memory (Broeder & Plunkett, 1997; N. Ellis; Gasser, 1990). Based on this 

review, Moonen, De Graaff, and Westhoff (2006) predict that retention and 

ease of activation of the target language are enhanced by tasks that elicit mental 

actions involving more features of the target language, in more different feature 

categories, in common combinations, simultaneously and in great frequency.  

In this paper, tasks that elicit mental actions involving a wide range of 

different feature categories are called rich tasks, and tasks which elicit a limited 

number of features are referred to as poor. We adopt the definition by R. Ellis 

(2003), according to which tasks are “activities that call for primarily meaning-

focused language use” (p. 3), since this allows us to analyze a wide variety of 

task types. In order to determine whether a task indeed elicits the expected 

cognitive processes, Norris and Ortega (2003) argue that it is necessary to carry 

out a task analysis. Driessen, Haenen, and Westhoff (2002) propose a task 

analysis framework in which three constituents of a task are distinguished: the 
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assignment, the elicited mental actions and the content. The assignment is the 

part of the task which tells the learner what to do. An example of a task with a 

series of elaborate assignments is the writing task discussed in this paper (see 

appendix). This task consists of five consecutive assignments. First, the 

participants individually categorize words into groups that can form the outline 

of a micro-story. The second assignment is as follows: In dyads, compare your 

groups and decide which groups are the best outlines for the micro- stories. Write these word 

groups down in German. This assignment is expected to elicit mental actions, for 

example categorizing (putting the words into four storylines) or elaborating 

(relating the words to prior knowledge in order to think of possible stories) 

(categories taken from Driessen, Haenen, Westhoff & Brekelmans, 2008). 

These mental actions involve a specific content, i.e. probably a number of 

linguistic features of the target words (e.g., semantic, orthographical, 

phonological) as well as some conceptual features (e.g., pragmatic or affective 

features). Taken together, assignment, elicited mental actions and content form 

a framework that can be used to predict, to a certain extent, the characteristics 

of the mental actions elicited by a task. This framework is the basis of the 

instrument discussed in this paper.  

 

Estimating cognitive processes in task-based SLA research 

In order to enable us to test the claims of the multi-feature hypothesis, we 

argue that an instrument should carefully operationalize the characteristics of 

mental actions and yield systematic, reliable, valid and replicable results with 

regard to the expected relative differences between tasks, a priori and 

independent of outcome data. In order to find a suitable procedure to estimate 

the expected learning impact of mental actions in working memory, as 

predicted by the multi-feature hypothesis, we shall now review the 

methodological procedures used to assess cognitive processes in the task-based 

approach to SLA. We shall limit our discussion to the procedures applied by 

research strands that attribute L2 learning results to cognitive processes elicited 

by tasks: levels of processing1 (Craik & Lockhart, 1972), involvement load 

(Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001) and cognitive complexity (Robinson, 2005; Skehan & 

Foster, 2001).                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

A priori assessments are carried out independent of learner task 

performance or post-test data. The term a priori analysis is used by Lockhart 
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and Craik (1990) in the context of their levels of processing framework. Craik 

and Lockhart (1972) predict that deeper levels of processing yield better 

memory performance than shallow levels, and they argue that these levels can 

be distinguished independent of subsequent learning results. In that respect, 

they point out that it is important to carry out an “a priori analysis of the 

processes involved in performing the task” (Lockhart & Craik, p. 92). In a 

series of studies, Craik and Tulving (1975) operationally define these levels in 

terms of properties of the input that are processed and analyze tasks a priori to 

predict the expected levels of processing. Even though it remains implicit how 

this task analysis is carried out, it could be argued that it is implicitly based on 

an analysis of a task's assignment.  

 Laufer and Hulstijn (2001) apply a similar procedure in their research 

concerning the involvement load hypothesis. They predict that tasks which 

elicit a higher involvement load yield better incidental retention of L2 

vocabulary (for empirical evidence, see Hulstijn & Laufer, 2001). The amount 

of involvement is determined by attributing a value to its component factors of 

need, search, and evaluation. Thus, although the involvement load can be 

determined a priori, independent of learner performance or post-test data, it 

remains implicit how this is done. It could be argued that similar to for 

example, Craik and Tulving (1975), the a priori assessment is based on an 

implicit analysis of the task’s assignment. In a study on word related dictionary 

activity in a computer supported task by Hill and Laufer (2003), involvement 

load is operationalized as the number of mouse clicks in an electronic 

dictionary, registered in a log file.  

A number of studies carried out within Skehan and Foster's (2001) 

limited attentional capacity model report on the effect of task complexity and 

cognitive complexity on fluency, accuracy and complexity of the target language 

during task performance (e.g., Skehan & Foster, 1999, 2005; Tavakoli & 

Skehan, 2005). Based on Skehan’s framework (1998), a set of tasks is designed 

that is expected to result in differences in fluency, accuracy and complexity. In 

order to analyze interlanguage characteristics, task performance is recorded and 

analyzed according to the operationally defined, descriptive measures of 

fluency, accuracy and complexity, such as the number of c-units, error-free 

clauses or repetitions. The study by Tavakoli and Skehan also includes a learner 

questionnaire on perceived task difficulty.  

Robinson (2005) reports on four studies on cognitive complexity and 

tasks carried out within the framework of his cognition hypothesis. Task 
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complexity is operationally defined, according to criteria such as number of 

elements processed or degree of prior knowledge required. Next, the fluency, 

accuracy and complexity of the learners’ interlanguage during task performance 

is analyzed, using measures such as lexical variety and number of pauses. Three 

studies also include learner questionnaires of perceived task difficulty and one 

study also measures individual differences regarding intelligence, aptitude and 

working memory capacity. These measures are correlated to those of fluency, 

accuracy and complexity. A study by Peters (reported in Sercu, De Wachter, 

Peters, Kuiken & Vedder, 2006) focuses on task complexity, operationalized as 

performing a dual task including a resource-directing factor (Robinson, 2005). 

A pre-test post-test design was used, including a number of procedures to gain 

insight into the cognitive processes elicited by the tasks: retrospective 

interviews, think-aloud protocols and log files of on-line dictionary activity. 

Since this paper does not elaborate on these procedures, it is not clear how they 

are used to assess cognitive complexity.  

The review above shows that, although there are a number of useful 

procedures available, there is, to the best of our knowledge, no instrument that 

can be used to provide a reliable and valid a priori estimate of the relative 

differences between tasks with respect to the elicited mental actions in working 

memory. For this reason, we developed an instrument that aims to provide 

such an analysis.  

 

An instrument to estimate the characteristics of mental actions elicited 

by tasks 

The purpose of the present instrument is to provide a reliable estimate of the 

relative differences between tasks, a priori and independent of test 

performance, in terms of the variety and multiplicity of feature types involved 

in mental actions. It can be used to estimate whether a task's assignment 

increases the probability that a wide range of common combinations of feature 

categories will be processed frequently and simultaneously. Moonen, De 

Graaff, and Westhoff (2006) describe six linguistic feature categories and four 

conceptual feature categories: phonological and orthographical form, semantic 

meaning, collocations, morphology, syntactic behavior and pragmatic, sensory, 

affective and situational features. In order to be able to estimate whether these 

categories are processed, we formulated a working definition of each feature 
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category.  

 With respect to the linguistic features, we define orthographical features as 

features that refer to different aspects of the written word form and phonological 

features as features that deal with the phonological structure. According to 

Laufer (1997), examples of phonological features are phonotactic regularity and 

pattern of word stress2. Our definition of syntactic features is based on the 

definition by Nation (2001), according to which syntactic features of a word 

deal with “what part of speech it is and what grammatical patterns it can fit 

into” (p. 55). Our definition of morphological features draws on Carroll (2004) who 

points out that morphological knowledge refers to “our ability to form various 

alternative forms of root words” (p. 102). According to Paradis (2004), lexical 

semantic features refer to the narrow linguistic meaning of a word and do not 

include conceptual features. Aitchison (1994) argues that it is difficult to 

establish a neat separation between lexical semantic and conceptual features. 

Therefore, we have chosen to define processing semantic features as linking the 

correct labels of the L1 and the L2, in either direction. Separate categories were 

established for various conceptual features and these will be discussed below. 

Collocational features of an item refer its probability of co-occurrence with other 

linguistic items. Sinclair (1991) defines collocation as “the occurrence of two or 

more words within a short space of each other in a text. The usual measure of 

proximity is a maximum of four words intervening” (p. 170). According to 

Sinclair, this type of collocation refers to “the lexical co-occurrence of words” 

(p. 170). However, Nation (2001) points out that collocations can occur more 

or less closely together in a sentence, which means that collocations can have 

more than four intervening words. N. Ellis (2001) refers to collocation as 

“words that tend to chunk together (ignoring order)” (p. 57). Nation regards 

the processing of “memorised unanalysed chunks” (p. 319) as collocation as 

well. On the basis of these definitions, we adopt a fairly broad definition of 

collocational features as words that frequently co-occur with the target item, at 

the sentence level, including unanalyzed chunks.  

  Moonen, De Graaff and Westhoff also describe a number of 

conceptual feature categories: pragmatic, sensory, affective and situational 

features. Since Aitchison (1994) points out that knowledge of a word's meaning 

is broader than features that belong to the category of linguistic meaning, we 

define conceptual features as features that can participate in the representation 

of a target item and that belong to general world knowledge or our personal 

knowledge of specific events. For example, Craik and Lockhart (1972) point 
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out that “after a word is recognized, it may trigger associations, images or 

stories on the basis of the subject's past experience with the word” (p. 675). 

Our definition of pragmatic features draws on Brown and Craik (2000). We define 

pragmatic features as features that refer to what a concept can be used for or 

what can be achieved with a concept, in its broadest sense. Baddeley (1997) 

refers to kitchen utensils and furniture as examples of concepts of which the 

pragmatic features are very important. Another example of use is that of 

pragmatic or illocutionary aspects of a concept (Austin, 1976). Drawing on 

Baddeley (1997) and Brown and Craik (2000), we define sensory features as 

features which relate to a wide range of sensory aspects of a target item, such as 

visual appearance, color, taste, texture and sound. According to Anderson 

(2000), these features are represented in mental images, which can include e.g., 

visual, spatial, auditory or tactile information. He points out that commonly, 

these mental images are referred to as perceiving something, e.g., an object or a 

scene, “in the mind's eye". With regard to visual aspects, these are defined as 

features that can be perceived “in the mind's eye” (Anderson, p. 111). Affective 

features refer to connotations or personal emotional or evaluative associations 

(Harley, 2001). These relate to e.g., positive and negative emotions, feelings and 

personal experiences associated to a target item.  Our definition of situational 

features draws on Johnson-Laird’s (1983) concept of mental models, which are 

cognitive structures that represent e.g., an environment. Carroll (2004) points 

out that these mental models do not only include linguistic features, but also 

conceptual and perceptual features. He argues that “we may have mental 

models of those aspects of the environment that correspond to words” (p. 

103). Drawing on Johnson-Laird as well as Carroll, we define situational features 

as features that refer to the general, non-linguistic context or environment in 

which a concept commonly or frequently occurs. As such, they are part of 

schemas which capture knowledge about e.g., an environment (Baddeley, 1997).  

 These working definitions of features form the basis for a number of 

guidelines, included in Table 1, which operationalize in which cases it can be 

assumed that the assignment increases the probability that a feature category 

will be processed. In order to carry out an a priori task analysis, a rater assigns a 

value to each feature category, using the working definitions and the guidelines. 

In the case of the linguistic features, the rater can assign either a 1 or a 0, 

indicating respectively that the features categories are probably processed or 
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probably not processed during task performance. In the case of the conceptual 

features, raters are asked to assign a 1, which indicates that the conceptual 

features of all target vocabulary are probably processed, a code of  ½ for 

processing conceptual features of a part of the target vocabulary, or using 0 

which indicates that the conceptual features are probably not processed. The 

conceptual features have an extra coding category of ½. A pilot study revealed 

that raters found it difficult to choose between only two categories. This led to 

inconclusive ratings which in turn yielded estimates of a low inter-rater 

reliability. One reason for this might be that the types of conceptual features 

selected by Moonen, De Graaff and Westhoff (2006) might not be equally 

predictable for all target items. Ellis and Beaton (1993), for example, argue that 

nouns possibly have a richer semantic representation than verbs and, therefore, 

a wider range of conceptual features. 
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Inter-rater reliability of the a priori analyses carried out with the 

instrument  

 

Procedure 

In order to determine the inter-rater reliability of the a priori task analyses 

carried out with the use of the instrument, two raters carried out a number of a 

priori task analyses. The first rater, with ample experience in the field of foreign 

language education and research, was a member of the project team. The 

second rater was a trainee teacher of English as a foreign language, and as such 

not involved in the research project. He received training before carrying out 

the analyses. Both raters received a package containing a copy of the task sheets 

as they were handed out to the participants in the actual studies, a task analysis 

sheet (see tables 4 and 4) and the instrument. Table 2 shows an overview of the 

tasks that the raters were asked to analyze. These tasks were taken from 

different research projects on task-based L2 vocabulary acquisition, carried out 

within the framework of the multi-feature hypothesis. The raters were required 

to estimate whether the task's assignments increase the probability that a variety 

and multiplicity of feature types is processed.  

 

Table 2 

Tasks Used to Calculate Inter-Rater Reliability  

Target language Task types Number of assignments 

Spanish rich 2 

 poor 2 

French rich 4 

 poor 4 

 poor 2 

German rich 5 

 poor 2 

Generica poor 1 
aThis task could be used in any language.  

 

Results 

Table 3 shows the results of the inter-rater reliability analyses for each feature 

category. Both percent agreement and Cohen's kappa were calculated. Using 

the labels attributed to the relative strength of agreement proposed by Landis & 

Koch (1977, p. 165), the kappa statistics of the phonological, orthographical, 
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syntactic, morphological, collocational and situational feature categories can be 

considered “almost perfect”. The kappa of the semantic and pragmatic features 

can be considered “substantial”. The kappa of the sensory features can be 

labeled “fair” and of the affective features “slight”.  The data in Table 3 show 

that the instrument can be used to reliably demonstrate the expected 

differences between rich and poor tasks, with regard to the linguistic and 

situational features. The  sensory, pragmatic and affective features were not 

reliable. This implies the instrument cannot be used to demonstrate the 

expected differences between tasks with regard to these features.  

 

Table 3  

Inter-rater reliability of A Priori Task Analysis per Feature Category  

Feature category % agreement Cohen’s kappa SE 

Phonological 95 .91 .09 

Orthographical 95 .88 .12 

Syntactic 95 .91 .09 

Morphological 100 1.00 .00 

Semantic 95 .78 .21 

Collocational 95 .90 .09 

Pragmatic 41 -a - 

Sensory 59 -a - 

Affective 55 .34 .12 

Situational 100 1.00 .000 
aCohen's kappa could not be calculated, because one of the coding categories 

was not assigned by (one of) the raters.  

 

Examples of a priori task analyses  

Two vocabulary tasks were analyzed to demonstrate the use of the instrument 

(see appendix for a summary of the assignments). The list-learning task was 

designed to elicit mental actions on a limited number of features of the target 

vocabulary and was therefore expected to be relatively poor. It consisted of two 

assignments which required the participants to memorize a word list 

individually and to rehearse the translations of these words in dyads. The 

writing task was designed to elicit mental actions on a variety and multiplicity of 

feature categories of the target words and was expected to be rich in 
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comparison to the list-learning task. It consisted of five assignments and 

required the participants to compose and retell four micro-stories, working 

both individually and in dyads.  

Since the inter-rater reliability of the linguistic and situational feature 

categories ranges from acceptable to high, the instrument can be used by a 

single rater to yield a reliable a priori task analysis with respect to these features. 

Therefore, we will demonstrate the procedure using the a priori analyses carried 

out by the rater who was not involved in the research project, i.e. the trainee 

teacher of English as a foreign language. Tables 4 and 5 show the a priori 

analysis of the list-learning task and the writing task. The columns that refer to 

the a priori analyses of the assignments show the codes assigned by the rater to 

each feature category.  
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A comparison of the task analysis sheets reveals the following relative 

differences between the list-learning and the writing task regarding the elements 

of multi-feature hypothesis. It is predicted that mental actions involving more 

features of the target language, in more different feature categories, in common 

combinations, simultaneously and in great frequency will yield better learning 

results. First, with respect to the type and number of features involved, it is shown that 

the writing task will probably elicit mental actions involving more different 

feature categories than the list-learning task. The differences probably concern 

syntactic, morphological, collocational and situational features. Second, the 

relative differences in common feature combinations are estimated based on the 

range of feature categories that are expected to be processed. We assume that 

processing more and more different feature categories in meaningful 

combinations simultaneously increases the probability that the combinations of 

these feature categories are common. Thus, it is estimated that the range of 

expected feature combinations elicited by the list-learning task is limited, 

involving only phonological, orthographical, semantic and pragmatic features. 

Therefore, it is expected that the probability of eliciting meaningful, common 

feature combinations is low. Alternatively, the writing tasks are expected to 

elicit a wider range of feature combinations, involving phonological, 

orthographical, syntactic, morphological, semantic, collocational and pragmatic 

features. Thus, it is expected that the writing task probably elicits more 

meaningful, common feature combinations. Third, in order to operationalize 

simultaneous processing of features in working memory, the assignments are taken as the 

unit of analysis. The range of feature categories that are expected to be 

processed during one assignment are considered to be processed 

simultaneously in working memory. In Tables 4 and 5, the features that 

correspond to the a priori column of each assignment can be considered to be 

processed simultaneously in working memory. In the case of the writing task, 

for example, the rater estimates that the first assignment will probably elicit 

mental actions which simultaneously involve orthographical, semantic, 

pragmatic and situational features. It is expected that the first assignment of the 

list-learning task will elicit mental actions which involve orthographical, 

semantic and pragmatic  features simultaneously. Fourth, a minimum estimate 

of frequency of occurrence of the target vocabulary is based on the number of 

assignments of each task. Each assignment that is expected to require 
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processing of the target words is counted as one instance of frequency of 

occurrence of the target words. In the case of the writing task, for example, it is 

estimated that the target items will be processed at least five times. Based on 

the a priori analysis, the list-learning task, on the other hand, is expected to 

elicit processing of each target word at least twice.  

 To summarize, the instrument can be used to reliably demonstrate the 

expected relative differences between rich and poor tasks with respect to the 

linguistic and situational features. However, the a priori analysis is based on the 

task's assignments, which might not accurately reflect actual learner behavior, 

and thus affect the validity of the instrument. Some assignments are rather 

open, which means that they do not prescribe exactly what the learner should 

or should not do. For example, the following assignment might be difficult to 

interpret with regard to the processing of orthographical features: One of you says 

one of the German words, and the other tries to retell the story in which this word is used. 

Change roles each time and continue until, for each word, you can approximately retell the 

story in which it occurs. It is likely that mental actions on phonological features will 

be elicited: the participants will pronounce the target words and listen to their 

partner ‘s stories. It is less likely to predict whether the participants will refer to 

their task sheets to compare their oral stories to their written variants, which 

involves orthographical features. Another difficulty is that the assignment can 

be manipulated to require processing of specific features, but this does not 

necessarily inhibit processing of other feature categories as well, a phenomenon 

referred to as overspill coding (e.g., by Eysenck, 1982). In the case of the list-

learning task, for example, some learners might choose to engage in mental 

actions that involve conceptual features, e.g., visualizing. Thus, the poor tasks 

might turn out to be richer than was estimated. A third issue concerning the 

assignment is the estimate of frequency of occurrence of the target items. In the 

a priori analysis, each assignment that is expected to require processing of the 

target words is counted as one instance of frequency of occurrence of those 

target words. However, it is probable that the target items will be processed 

more frequently. For this reason, in order to determine the construct validity of 

the instrument, the results of the a priori analyses were compared to a set of 

think-aloud protocols of the same tasks. 
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Construct validity of the instrument 

 

Procedure  

In order to determine the construct validity of the instrument, three concurrent 

nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols per task were gathered, following the 

procedure described by Ericsson and Simon (1993). This type of verbal reports 

requires the participants to verbalize their thoughts as they perform a task, 

without providing additional explanations or justifications (Bowles & Leow, 

2005). Recently, various empirical studies have begun to address the reactivity 

of concurrent, nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols in second language 

learning. The question is whether this type of protocols can be used to reflect 

the cognitive processes during task performance without altering them and 

without influencing subsequent learning results. Leow and Morgan-Short 

(2004) did not find reactivity effects in a study which compared the effects of 

concurrent nonmetalinguistic thinking aloud during a reading task on the 

subsequent comprehension and production of the Spanish impersonal 

imperative. Bowles and Leow (2005) investigated the effect of 

nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols and metalinguistic think-aloud 

protocols on text comprehension and written production of the Spanish 

pluperfect subjunctive. Their results showed that concurrent nonmetalinguistic 

thinking aloud did not affect text comprehension nor written production. 

Compared to a silent control group, thinking aloud did result in an increased 

time on task. Sachs and Polio (2007) carried out studies to examine the effects 

of written error corrections and reformulations on grammatical accuracy in 

second language written production. In one of their studies, thinking aloud was 

found to be reactive, in the sense that the participants in the reformulation 

condition who did not think aloud produced significantly more grammatically 

accurate text revisions than the participants who did think aloud. However, 

Sachs and Polio (2007) do not indicate whether metalinguistic or 

nonmetalinguistic concurrent think-aloud protocols were employed, nor do 

they report on the instructions given to the participants. This implies that it is 

not clear whether they found an effect for concurrent metalinguistic or 

nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols. Their observation that “In our results, 

it appears that providing a reason for a change or using metalanguage about it 

during the think-aloud was associated more with making a change in the 
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revision than with not making one” (2007, p. 82) suggests that their protocols 

could have been metalinguistic in nature. In a study on textually enhanced 

recasts in the context of written on line computer-mediated interactions, Sachs 

and Suh (in press) did not find a significant effect for the use of concurrent 

nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols. Bowles (in press) conducted a study 

on the reactivity of metalinguistic and nonmetalinguistic thinking-aloud during 

a Spanish L2 problem solving tasks. Her results showed that neither 

metalinguistic nor nonmetalinguistic verbal reports affected subsequent 

production of novel exemplars of the target linguistic structure. To sum up, it is 

clear that more research is necessary to explore the feasability of using 

concurrent nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols in cognitive, task-based 

research. However, we think that the present empirical data regarding the 

reactivity of concurrent nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols in SLA studies 

allow us to assume that this method can be cautiously used to reflect the 

characteristics of mental actions elicited by tasks.  

 The concurrent nonmetalinguistic protocols were analyzed with the 

task analysis sheets and the instrument, in which the guidelines were 

reformulated as observations instead of predictions. For each part of the 

protocol that corresponds to an assignment, the raters were asked to indicate 

whether the participants process the feature categories. This analysis was 

carried out by two raters. One rater was a researcher in the field of foreign 

language education and a member of this project team (not the same as the one 

on p. ...) and the other rater was the  trainee teacher of English as a foreign 

language. The inter-rater reliability of the protocol analysis was estimated by 

calculating percent agreement and Cohen's kappa per feature category. 

 In order to demonstrate the coding procedure, we shall present some 

representative examples of think-aloud fragments of the first two assignments 

of each task. This fragment is taken from the first assignment of Protocol 3 of 

the list-learning task, which was expected to be poor. It was coded as eliciting 

mental actions involving orthographical, phonological and semantic features. 

The translation of the German words is given in brackets: 

 

die Säule, telefonieren mit die Handy, telefonieren mit die Handy, der, das Moped, die 

Säule, klauen, der Pinsel, genau, brauchen, die Treppe hinauf kommen, den Zug to miss, 

den Zug verpassen, der Feuerwehrmann, malen, eine Katze vom Baum retten, versprechen, 

ans Fenster kloppen, der Drachen, nachher, in die Karte gucken, sich lehnen auf, sich die 

Ohren zuhalten, während, der, no, das Geländer, leider, ins, in dem Baum hängen 
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(the pillar, to make a call with a mobile phone, to make a call with a mobile 

phone, the, the motorbike, the pillar, to steal, the brush, exactly, to need, to 

walk up the stairs, to miss the train, to miss the train, the fireman, to paint, to 

save a cat from the tree, to promise, to knock on the window, the kite, 

afterwards, to look in the map, to lean against, to close you ears, while, the, 

no, the banister, unfortunately, in, to hang in a tree) 

 

The following fragment is representative of the first assignment of Protocol 3 

of the writing task, expected to be rich: 

 

Let’s see what do I have left … the tire, to steal, to crash into … and the 

motorbike oh the motorbike crashed into the bike and then the bike … no the 

stolen motorbike crashed into the bike, than I have used that one too, do I 

have something left der Reifen (the tire) klauen (to steal) prallen gegen (to crash 

into)… and das Moped (the motorbike) and then I have used everything, I think 

 

 This part was coded as involving orthographical, phonological, semantic and 

pragmatic features. In both tasks, the second assignment required the 

participants to work in dyads. Protocol 3 of the poor, list learning task was 

coded as showing mental actions involving phonological, orthographical and 

semantic features:  

 

 Participant 1 das Geländer (the banister) 

Participant 2 the banister 

Participant 1 to miss the train 

Participant 2 den Züg verpassen (to miss the train) 

Participant 1  der Bahnsteig (the platform) 

Participant 2 the platform 

Participant 1 to wait 

Participant 2  warten (to wait) 

Participant 1 unfortunately 

Participant 2 leider (unfortunately) 

 

The following fragment is representative of the second assignment of Protocol 
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3 of the rich writing task: 

 

Participant 2 Ok that is one story, the second 

Participant 1 Der Reifen (the tyre) prallen gegen (to crash into) das Moped (the 

motorbike) der (the) 

Participant 2 Geklaute das geklaute Moped (stolen, the stolen motorbike) 

capital letter, I always forget that, prallt gegen der (crashes into 

the) bike 

Participant 1 Prallt gegen (crashes into) 

Participant 2 Ein Fahrrad zum Gluck (a bike, luckily) that is luckily, they’re 

not injured or luckily it’s not serious,   

Participant 1 but there is a tire somewhere, something with the tire 

Participant 1 The tire is flat 

Participant 2 Bent wheel 

Participant 1 No, yes, zum Gluck ist nicht jemand (luckily, nobody is) injured 

gehurt (hurt) 

Participant 2 Sehr (very) that is, it’s just 

Participant 1 No, erwundet (hurt) 

Participant 2 verletzt (hurt) 

Participant 1 Verletzt (hurt) t, z, t 

Participant 2 Aber den (but the) tire what was that again der Reifen (the tire) 

isn’t that plural? aber der Reifen ist stück (but the tire is 

broken) 

Participant 1 Oh, yes … yes 

Participant 2 Then we have two sentences, the moped (motorbike) is taken 

by the police 

Participant 1 Und das geklaute Moped ist (and the stolen motorbike is) taken 

Participant 2 Shall I check it in the dictionary? 

 

This selection was coded as eliciting mental actions involving phonological, 

orthographical, syntactic, morphological, semantic, collocational and situational 

features.  
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Results 

Table 6 shows the results of the inter-rater reliability of the protocol analyses.  

 

Table 6 

Inter-rater Reliability of Protocol Analyses 

Feature category % agreement Cohen’s kappa SE 

Phonological 100 -a - 

Orthographical 91 - - 

Syntactic 100 1.00 .000 

Morphological 100 1.00 .000 

Semantic 100 - .000 

Collocational 100 1.00 .000 

Pragmatic 27 - - 

Sensory 43 - - 

Affective 71 - - 

Situational 90 .74 .17 
aCohen's kappa could not be calculated, because one of the coding categories 

was not assigned by (one of) the raters. 

 

Cohen's kappa and percent agreement reveal that the protocol analyses 

regarding the linguistic and situational features are reliable. The affective 

features reach an agreement of 71 % and the pragmatic and sensory features are 

not reliable. 

 Frequency or target vocabulary was estimated by counting the occurrence 

of the L2 labels of the target words in the protocols. Each time the L2 label was 

pronounced by one of the participants, it was counted as one instance of 

occurrence of that target word. This provided the estimate of target word 

frequency per task shown in Table 7: 
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Table 7  

Estimates of Target Word Frequency 

 Writing task  List-learning task 

Target 

word 

Protocol 

1 

Protocol 

2 

Protocol 

3 

 Protocol 

1 

Protocol 

2 

Protocol 

3 

der Drachen 9 17 36  19 8 8 

prallen gegen 16 31 17  3 4 5 

den Zug 

verpassen 

7 14 17  11 8 7 

der Reifen 9 15 23  16 8 11 

hinterher 

rennen 

16 18 8  2 1 4 

reißen 6 22 15  1 2 6 

das Moped 13 13 27  5 3 3 

die Säule 17 14 17  5 4 4 

klauen 19 23 29  3 3 5 

Total 112 167 199  65 43 53 

  

The frequency estimates show that, on the whole, the frequency of the target 

vocabulary tends to be higher in the writing task. However, individual 

differences in task performance seem to play an important role. The frequency 

estimates of Protocol 1 of the writing task are considerably lower than those of 

Protocol 2 and 3 of the writing task. Since time on task was kept equal in each 

protocol, this might imply that these participants were either less talkative or 

spent more time on task interacting in the L1. The differences in frequency 

counts between target words seem to be related to individual differences in task 

performance too. In the writing task, some participants decided to use several 

target words in more than one story, which increases the frequency of those 

words. In the list-learning task, words at the top of the list tended to be 

rehearsed more frequently (even though the participants knew in advance that 

they had 10 minutes to rehearse the list, and the target vocabulary was divided 

over the entire list). The participant of Protocol 1 of the list-learning task only 

rehearsed the top half of the list. This probably explains the large differences in 

frequency of this protocol.  
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A comparison of both types of analyses 

In order to determine the construct validity of the instrument, the results of the 

a priori analysis and the protocol analyses were compared3. Table 4 

demonstrates the differences between the a priori and the protocol analyses of 

the list-learning task. With respect to the first assignment, the protocol analyses 

show that phonological features were processed. This is because the 

participants were asked to think aloud, whereas the original assignment requires 

the participants to work silently. With respect to the second assignment, the a 

priori analysis and the protocol analyses show three differences. First, it was not 

predicted that orthographical features would be elicited. However, Protocol 2 

and 3 show clear references to orthographical features. Second, it was expected 

that pragmatic features would be elicited, but the protocol analysis show that 

this did not happen. Since these features were not reliable, no conclusions 

regarding their validity can be drawn. Third, Protocol 2 showed processing of 

situational features, whereas this was not predicted by the a priori analysis and 

not confirmed by the other protocols. The remaining feature categories were 

neither expected to be processed during the first assignment nor during the 

second, and the protocol analyses confirm this expectation.  

 Table 5 shows the differences between the a priori analysis and protocol 

analyses of the writing task. With respect to the first assignment, the table 

shows differences concerning the phonological features. The participants were 

asked to think aloud, whereas originally the writing tasks required the 

participants to work silently during this assignment. Regarding the second and 

third assignment, the analyses reflect differences between the sensory and 

affective features. A priori, it was expected that these features probably would 

not be elicited, whereas the protocols show that the participants do process 

these features. However, since these feature categories are not reliable, no 

conclusions can be drawn regarding their validity. With respect to the fourth 

assignment, the analyses show differences regarding the phonological features, 

due to the method of thinking-aloud, and differences concerning the sensory 

and affective features. Regarding the fifth assignment, it was expected that 

orthographical features would not be elicited, but Protocols 2 and 3 show that 

these features were actually processed. The fifth assignment shows the same 

differences as with respect to the processing of sensory and affective features. 
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The protocols show that the remainder of the linguistic features and the 

situational and pragmatic features were processed as was estimated a priori.  

 On the whole, it can be argued that the protocol analyses confirm the a 

priori analyses, thus demonstrating that the instrument is valid with regard to 

the linguistic and situational features. Differences between the analyses are 

either due to methodological issues or to individual differences in task 

performance. Since the sensory and affective features are not reliable in the 

instrument, no conclusions regarding the validity of these features can be 

drawn, even though the percent agreement of the protocol analysis regarding 

affective features is quite high. The pragmatic features seem to be elicited 

consistently, but since the protocol analysis of the pragmatic features is not 

reliable, no conclusions can be drawn from these data.  

 

Discussion  

The aim of this study was to develop an instrument that reliably demonstrates 

the relative differences between tasks, with respect to the variety and 

multiplicity of feature types involved in mental actions, a priori and 

independent of outcome data. In order to determine its inter-rater reliability, 

Cohen's kappa of each feature category was calculated separately. The inter-

rater reliability of the linguistic features and the situational features was high. 

The sensory, pragmatic and affective feature categories could not be estimated 

reliably. There might be a number of possible reasons for this. First, the tasks 

used to determine the reliability of the instrument were designed to differ with 

respect to each feature category. However, it could be that the differences 

between the tasks with respect to the sensory, pragmatic and affective features 

were not explicit enough to yield reliable results. Another reason might be that 

the definitions of the conceptual features were not clear enough. Whereas the 

definitions of the linguistic features could be based on formal linguistic 

descriptions for which there is broad consensus, there are, to our knowledge, 

no formal definitions for processing conceptual features in a second language. 

In absence of precise definitions, raters might tend to score the conceptual 

features less systematically. It might also be that the rater is him- or herself a 

factor: some raters are more lenient, and others more strict. When definitions 

are less straightforward, as in the case of the conceptual features, the factor 

‘rater type’ might become more influential. Finally, since it is difficult to neatly 

distinguish between different conceptual features, these features might turn out 

to be more reliable when they are clustered into one or two general categories 
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than as several separate categories. It could be argued that the situational 

features also include elements of the other conceptual features, for example the 

sensory features in visualizing what the context might look like. In that sense, 

the situational features could be considered as a more overall category than 

sensory, pragmatic or affective features.  

 In order to investigate the construct validity of the instrument, the 

results of the a priori analysis were compared with an analysis of think-aloud 

protocols of the same tasks, using the same instrument. The inter-rater 

reliability of the protocol analyses shows a picture that resembles the reliability 

results of the a priori analysis. The linguistic features and the situational features 

turned out to be reliable. The pragmatic and sensory features were not reliable. 

The a priori and the protocol analyses differ with respect to the affective 

features, because the percent agreement of these features in the protocol 

analysis turned out to be quite high. This implies that the think-aloud protocols 

show instances of mental actions involving affective features more clearly than 

was predicted by the a priori analysis. A comparison of the a priori analyses and 

think-aloud protocols revealed that the linguistic and situational features were 

generally elicited as was expected by the a priori analysis. Occasional 

differences, e.g., with respect to the processing of orthographical or situational 

features, are probably due to individual differences in task performance and 

differences in ability to think aloud. Most differences were found in the 

sensory, pragmatic and affective feature categories. Since these features were 

neither reliable a priori nor on-line (with the exception of the affective features 

in the protocol analysis), it is not possible to draw conclusions regarding their 

validity. It could be argued that the sensory and affective features seem to be 

most influenced by individual differences in task performance, since in the 

writing task each protocol yields different results concerning these features. The 

analyses also differ with respect to the predictions regarding frequency of 

occurrence of the target vocabulary. The protocol analyses confirm the a priori 

analysis, demonstrating that the rich task indeed elicits a higher frequency than 

the poor task. They also show that the target items are processed far more 

frequently than could be predicted by the a priori analysis.  

   

Conclusion and directions for future research 

We have argued that studies investigating the characteristics of mental actions 
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in working memory need to assess these characteristics, independent of 

outcome data, in order to avoid circular arguments and construct 

underrepresentation. The aim of this study was to develop an instrument that 

can provide a reliable estimate of the relative differences between tasks, with 

respect to the characteristics of mental actions, a priori and independent of 

learning results. We have shown that the instrument can be used to reliably 

predict the relative differences between rich and poor tasks with respect to the 

linguistic and situational features. Since protocol analyses of the same tasks 

yielded results similar to those of the a priori analysis, it can be concluded that, 

as far as the linguistic and situational features are concerned, the instrument 

presents construct validity. For this reason, it can be argued that, in order to 

demonstrate that some tasks elicit a wider range of linguistic and situational 

feature categories than others, it is sufficient to carry out an a priori analysis, 

instead of a time-consuming analysis of think-aloud protocols.  

 Future research that aims at fine-tuning the instrument should take into 

account the following three issues. First, the instrument should be reliable and 

valid with respect to each element of the multi-feature hypothesis. It could be 

argued that only the part of the hypothesis that refers to different feature 

categories is operationalized in the instrument in such a way that its reliability 

could be calculated. A plausible estimate of the other elements of the 

hypothesis, common combinations, simultaneousness and frequency, was 

derived from a comparison of the completed task analysis sheets. These were 

indirect approximations, however. Future research should include measures 

which also calculate the inter-rater reliability of these elements of the 

hypothesis. Second, the pragmatic, sensory and affective features could not be 

estimated reliably. This implies that the instrument cannot reliably be used to 

analyze tasks which are specifically manipulated to elicit these features. Future 

research should try to enhance the reliability of these feature categories, for 

example by specifying the definitions and by analyzing a set of tasks especially 

designed to elicit mental actions which involve affective, pragmatic or sensory 

features. And third, in order to gain a better understanding of the reliability and 

validity of the instrument and the generalizability of its predictions, future 

research should employ different raters and more different tasks.  

 

Notes 
1The levels of processing framework (Craik & Lockhart, 1972) does not refer to 

SLA. However, since the framework is often referred to in studies on the 
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effects of types of processing in task-based SLA (e.g., Laufer & Hulstijn, 2001; 

Moonen, De Graaff, & Westhoff, 2006), we decided to discuss it here.  
2 The instrument does not take into account subvocal processing, since it is 

likely that both rich and poor tasks elicit subvocal rehearsal of phonological 

features. In this respect, it does not distinguish between rich or poor tasks. On 

the other hand, tasks can be manipulated to ensure or prevent processing 

phonological features aloud. Thus, vocally processing phonological features can 

be considered as a distinctive feature of a task.  
3 Given the limited number of tasks employed in this study, we did not to 

calculate the correlation between the codes assigned to the a priori columns and 

the on-line columns in tables 4 and 5. Future research should include more 

tasks and calculate the correlation between the a priori and the on-line task 

analyses in order to gain a better understanding of the construct validity of the 

instrument.  
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Chapter 5 
 
Testing the multi-feature hypothesis: the effect of task 
type on L2 vocabulary acquisition1  
 

Abstract  

This paper reports on a study on the effects of task type on the retention and 

ease of activation of target language vocabulary, conducted within the 

framework of the multi-feature hypothesis (Moonen, De Graaff, & Westhoff, 

2006). Two tasks were compared, a writing task and a list-learning task. The 

writing task was designed to be rich in terms of the multi-feature hypothesis 

and the list-learning task was designed to be poor. It was hypothesized that 

performing the rich task would yield better learning results than performing the 

poor task. After an exploration of intervening variables, both tasks were carried 

out in intact classes of a Dutch secondary school. Learning gains were 

measured by a translation test and a written picture description test. Think-

aloud protocols were gathered to gain insight into task performance. Results 

show that the writing group significantly outperformed the list group on both 

test types and on both direct and delayed tests. These findings are discussed in 

the light of the characteristics of the mental actions elicited by the tasks and the 

issue of time on task.  

 

                                                 

1 Chapter submitted in adapted form as: Moonen, M., De Graaff, R., Westhoff, 

G., & Brekelmans, M. (2008). Testing the multi-feature hypothesis: the effect of 

task type on L2 vocabulary acquisition 
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Introduction: the multi-feature hypothesis  

One of the goals of second language education is that learners become fluent 

second language users. Fluent use of the L2 entails, among other factors, that 

the target language vocabulary can be activated quickly and easily when needed. 

This raises the question of how language learning tasks can be used to foster 

retention and ease of activation of the target language vocabulary. Moonen, De 

Graaff, and Westhoff (2006) argue that the learning impact of a task, in terms 

of retention and ease of activation of the target language, is partly determined 

by the characteristics of the mental actions that are elicited. Based on Baddeley 

(2003), who points out that working memory is used for “the temporary 

maintenance and manipulation of information” (p. 189), mental actions are 

defined as cognitive processes in which the target language is maintained 

and/or manipulated in working memory. In the literature we find several 

frameworks for task-based second language acquisition (SLA) which refer to 

the mental actions the learners are involved in during task performance, for 

example, matching, comparing and reasoning (Willis, 1996), comprehending 

and manipulating (Nunan, 2004), classifying, ordering and evaluating (R. Ellis, 

2003) and amount of computation required (Skehan, 1998). Moonen, De 

Graaff, and Westhoff (2006) argue that these frameworks do not provide 

sufficiently fine-grained cognitive accounts of the mechanisms that relate 

mental actions to retention and ease of activation of the target language. In 

order to account for the learning impact of mental actions, they elaborated the 

multi-feature hypothesis, proposed by Westhoff (2004), which draws on 

cognitive and connectionist theoretical frameworks to predict the 

characteristics of mental actions that are expected to foster retention and ease 

of activation of the target language. We will now briefly summarize the 

theoretical background of this hypothesis.  

The central claim of the multi-feature hypothesis is that differences in 

learning impact between tasks are to a large extend due to differences in the 

way the target language is manipulated in working memory during task 

performance. It is pointed out by e.g., Anderson (2000) and Baddeley (2007) 

that the characteristics of mental actions in working memory partly determine 

subsequent learning results. A key concept in this framework is that of 

knowledge representation in temporal networks of neural activity (e.g., 

Anderson). According to this theory, knowledge is not stored in the form of 

fixed templates, but as connections among neurons that allow a concept to be 

reproduced or activated (see also Bereiter, 2002; McClelland, 2000). Activated 
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networks are made available to working memory (Anderson; Cowan, 2005) 

where they can be processed further. According to Paradis (2004), networks 

can consist of many different features of linguistic items, in different modalities. 

Networks of features evolve as a result of processing features simultaneously in 

working memory (N. Ellis, 2001). Moonen, De Graaf, and Westhoff (2006) 

distinguish between  six linguistic and four conceptual features: phonological, 

orthographical, morphological, syntactic, semantic, collocational, pragmatic, 

sensory, affective and situational features. (Moonen, De Graaff, Westhoff, & 

Brekelmans (2008) present working definitions and operationalizations of these 

features1). These networks can be activated by receiving input in different 

modalities, e.g., visual, auditory, or emotional (N. Ellis, 2001; Paradis). 

Moreover, features of a network also activate each other. Networks with 

strongly interconnected features can be activated more easily under various 

circumstances by different types of stimuli (see e.g., Bereiter, 1991). Connection 

strength is increased by processing combinations of features frequently 

(Anderson) and/or simultaneously in working memory (Broeder & Plunkett, 

1997; N. Ellis; Gasser, 1990).  

 Drawing on this theoretical framework, three characteristics of mental 

actions are expected to foster the retention and ease of activation of target 

language vocabulary. First, it is expected that mental actions which involve a 

wide range of different feature categories of the target vocabulary will yield rich 

networks consisting of a wide variety of different features categories. It is 

predicted that such rich networks can be more easily activated than networks 

that consist of less or less different feature categories. Second, it is predicted 

that mental actions that involve simultaneous processing of current feature 

combinations will also result in rich networks that can be activated more easily. 

Current feature combinations are those combinations of feature categories that 

most frequently co-occur in the input. Since these occur most frequently, 

networks that consist of frequent feature combinations are expected to have 

more chances of becoming activated. A third characteristic of mental actions is 

frequency. It is predicted that mental actions that involve frequent processing 

of (combinations of) feature categories will result in stronger connections 

between the features of a network. As a result, it is hypothesized that activation 

of the network spreads faster and, as a consequence, the networks will be more 

easily activated. In line with this review, the multi-feature hypothesis predicts 

that retention and ease of activation of the target language are enhanced by 
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tasks that elicit mental actions involving more features of the target language, in 

more different feature categories, in common combinations, simultaneously 

and frequently (Moonen, De Graaff, & Westhoff, 2006). Within this 

framework, tasks that elicit mental actions involving a wide range of different 

feature categories frequently, simultaneously and in current combinations are 

called ‘rich’ tasks, and tasks that elicit a limited number of features are referred 

to as ‘poor’.  

 The aim of this study is to test the claims of the multi-feature 

hypothesis by means of comparing a rich and a poor L2 vocabulary task in a 

quasi-experimental classroom-based study. An a priori, in-depth task analysis 

was carried out with the instrument developed by Moonen, De Graaff, 

Westhoff, and Brekelmans (2008). The goal of this analysis, which is reported 

on in chapter 4 of this thesis, was to estimate whether the tasks would indeed 

elicit the intended mental actions. The a priori analysis revealed that it could be 

reliably assumed that the rich task would elicit mental actions involving a 

relatively wider range of feature categories than the poor task. In addition, it 

could be assumed that the rich task would elicit these feature categories in more 

common combinations, simultaneously and frequently. The goal of the present 

study is to provide an empirical underpinning of these predictions. The main 

research question addressed in this paper is as follows:  

 

Do rich tasks yield better learning results, in terms of retention and 

ease of activation, than poor tasks? 

 

The study presented in this paper examines the differences between rich and 

poor task conditions with respect to retention and ease of activation, measured 

at two moments: immediately after task performance (RQ1) and one week after 

task performance (RQ2). The first research question concerns differences in 

learning results at the direct post-test. It is broken down into the following 

questions: 

 

RQ1.1 Does the rich task yield higher direct retention scores of the target 

vocabulary than the poor task?  

 

Retention was measured in two ways. First, it was decided to measure retention 

under conditions that involve a limited amount of stimuli, because such 

conditions are quite commonly used in Dutch educational settings. In this 
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respect, a productive translation test was used to examine whether the task 

conditions yield differences regarding the degree to which the learners are able 

to reproduce the target words in a situation which provides minimal contextual 

support and which is expected to make minimal demands on working memory:   

 

RQ1.1.1 Does the rich task yield higher retention scores of the target 

vocabulary, as measured by the direct translation test, than 

the poor task? 

 

Second, in order to determine whether the effects, if any, would hold under 

complex conditions with more similarities to real life situations, it was decided 

to measure retention under a more complex condition. A written picture 

description test was used to examine whether the task conditions yield 

differences regarding the degree to which the learners are able to use the target 

words in a relatively rich context, which is expected to make more demands on 

working memory capacity:  

 

RQ1.1.2 Does the rich task yield higher retention scores, as measured 

by the direct written picture description test, than the poor 

task? 

 

Ease of activation, on the other hand, is defined as the degree to which a target 

word can be used in the context of a communicative situation, as in a written 

picture description test. It is operationalized by comparing the differences 

between the translation test and the written picture description test. It is 

expected that context will provide a rich variety of stimuli and, therefore, that 

learners who have performed the rich task will benefit more from such a 

context than the learners who have performed the poor task.  

 

RQ1.2  Is the difference between the effect of the rich task and the 

effect of the poor task greater on the direct written picture 

description test than on the direct translation test? 

 

The second research question concerns differences in learning results at the 

delayed post-test, and is broken down in the same way as the first research 

question:  
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RQ2.1 Does the rich task yield higher delayed retention scores of 

the target vocabulary than the poor task?  

 

RQ2.1.1 Does the rich task yield higher retention scores of the target 

vocabulary, as measured by the delayed translation test, than 

the poor task? 

 

RQ 2.1.2  Does the rich task yield higher retention scores, as measured 

by the delayed  written picture description test, than the 

poor task? 

 

RQ2.2  Is the difference between the effect of the rich task and the 

effect of the poor task greater on the direct written picture 

description test than on the direct translation test? 

 

In addition, it is predicted that the rich task will yield stronger connections 

among the features than the poor task. Therefore, it is expected that the scores 

of the learners who have performed the rich task will drop less than the scores 

of the learners who have performed the poor task:  

 

RQ 3   Does the poor task yield learning results that show a larger 

drop in scores between the direct and the delayed post-test 

than the rich task?  

 

This question is addressed separately for each test type: 

 

RQ 3.1   Does the poor task yield learning results that show a larger 

drop in scores between the direct and the delayed translation 

test than the rich task?  

 

RQ 3.2   Does the poor task yield learning results that show a larger 

drop in scores between the direct and the delayed written 

picture description test than the rich task?  

 

The paper is structured as follows. First, we will discuss the findings of a 

preliminary study carried out to explore intervening variables and factors that 

might affect the implementation of the list-learning task and the writing task in 
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intact classes. Time on task, task familiarity and level of target language 

proficiency were found to be factors that could impinge upon time dedicated to 

manipulating target words in working memory. After describing the measures 

that were taken to minimize, as far as possible, these factors, we will describe 

the results of the quasi-experimental study on the effects of a list-learning task 

and a writing task on the retention and ease of activation of target vocabulary. 

The results will be discussed in the light of the characteristics of the elicited 

mental actions, and the issue of time on task.  

 

Exploring intervening variables  

In the present study, the multi-feature hypothesis is tested by means of 

comparing the learning impact of two vocabulary  tasks: a writing task, in which 

the participants are required to write and re-tell four micro-stories, and a list-

learning task, which asks the participants to memorize a list of words (see 

appendix for the complete tasks). The writing task is designed to be rich in 

terms of the multi-feature hypothesis and the list-learning task is designed to be 

poor. In order to gain insight into possible intervening variables and factors 

that might affect the implementation of the tasks in intact classes, an 

exploratory study was carried out in French classes of Dutch secondary 

education. Task sheets were analyzed and, based on the directions by Ericsson 

and Simon (1993), one think-aloud protocol per task was gathered to gain 

additional insights into task performance. The tasks were carried out by 

participants of the third grade of senior general secondary education. These 

participants were chosen because they could be considered learners of average 

target language proficiency and educational background. Their level of general 

education is situated between pre-vocational secondary education and pre-

university education. In terms of the Common European Framework of 

Reference, their proficiency of French was estimated as level A1 (Council of 

Europe, 2001). French was chosen as a target language because this language 

less resembles Dutch, and, Dutch learners do not frequently receive French 

input outside the classroom. Thus, it was expected that it would be relatively 

easy to select target vocabulary that would be unknown to the participants.  

 The exploratory study revealed a number of intervening variables 

which impeded the participants to process the target vocabulary as intended. 

This is problematic, because it reveals that the data cannot be used to reject or 

accept the claims of the hypothesis. The interpretation of the post-test results is 
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based on the assumption that the target vocabulary was processed by the 

participants as intended. The exploratory study revealed that the target 

vocabulary was not processed as was originally planned and for this reason, no 

warranted conclusions regarding the claims of the multi-feature hypothesis 

could be drawn. These factors, time on task, task familiarity and level of target 

language proficiency, will be discussed below, together with the measures that 

were taken to minimize their impact as far as possible.  

 An important element in task-based studies is time on task. Initially, in 

our exploratory study, the effects of time on task were explored by planning 

twenty minutes for each task type, based on the argument by R. Ellis (2003) 

that controlling time on task is necessary to compare the differential effects of 

tasks. However, the exploratory study revealed that this time slot was not 

sufficient to complete the rich writing task: the task sheets collected after task 

performance showed that about a fourth part of the target vocabulary had not 

been used by the participants. This was confirmed by an analysis of the think-

aloud protocol of the same task, which revealed a number of possible 

explanations. The first explanation concerns the amount of vocabulary that is 

processed in a rich and meaningful way. The writing task elicits rich mental 

actions which do not only involve the target vocabulary, but a large amount of 

extra vocabulary as well. Thus, it can be argued that the rich task is rich in 

several ways. First, the target vocabulary is processed in more different ways, 

second, a wider range of additional target linguistic items is processed and third, 

at least a part of the additional vocabulary is processed in a rich and meaningful 

way too. This characteristic of rich mental actions is illustrated in the following 

fragment of the corresponding think-aloud protocol. In the protocols, the 

target vocabulary is underlined, words in the target language are printed in 

italics and the translation of the words in the target language are given in 

brackets. The verb tomber (to fall), in bold, is not a target word, but is processed 

just as richly as the target vocabulary:  

 

Eh, then I’ll write down that the ladder falls and that the chimney sweep 

hangs from the roof. Eh, the ladder is the ladder is une échelle (a ladder) so then 

it is le échelle  (the ladder) falls, so then I look up to fall is tomber (to fall) so 

then it is tombe (falls) the ladder falls period. And now, the chimney sweep la 

le ramoneur  (the chimney sweep) eh sus suspender (to hang from) that’s not the 

correct form so then it’s sus suspen I think it’s just like prendre (to take) so then 

it is susprends a (to hang from) and then the roof le toit (the roof) and then the 
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story is finished. Then I’ll cross those off.  

 

The list-learning task consisted of a number of target vocabulary and non-target 

vocabulary items. Both types of vocabulary were processed in a poor way as is 

shown by this fragment:  

 

eh to catch fire is prendre feu (to catch fire)/ on top is sur (on top)/ to shop is 

faire les courses (to shop)/ to smoke is fumer (to smoke)/ there is, there are is il y 

a (there is, there are)/ to hang from  I don’t know  the roof  is le toit  (the roof) 

the ladder eh I don’t know une échelle  (the ladder)/ to go up is monter (to go up) 

 

The think-aloud protocols show that the characteristics of the elicited mental 

actions affect time on task. Due to their nature, rich mental actions take more 

time than poor mental actions.  

 A second intervening factor concerns the type and number of 

digressions. The protocols revealed that the participants tended to digress in at 

least two ways. The first type of digressions are related to discussions regarding 

the assignment and/or the procedure. The protocol of the list-learning task 

showed only one instance of a digression related to procedure. Time on task 

used to discuss procedures was considerably higher in the writing task, probably 

because the participants were less familiar with the procedure of the writing 

task than with the list-learning task, a much more common task in Dutch 

foreign language teaching. The parts of the writing task in which the 

participants had to work in dyads, frequently elicited comments of this type:  

 

 What did you write down? 

 OK, we’ve got more or less the same here 

 Do we have to write that down here? 

 What did you say? Can you say that again? 

 

The second type of digressions found in the protocols is related to the level of 

target language proficiency of the participants. The tasks were carried out by 

learners with a low target language proficiency. The list-learning task is 

relatively straightforward for beginners, because it does not require meaningful 

production of the target language. The list-learning protocol shows that no time 

is spent looking up extra vocabulary or grammar. The writing task, on the other 
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hand, requires contextualized target language use and the protocol shows that it 

was difficult for the participants to write in the target language. A considerable 

amount of time on task is dedicated to looking up non-target vocabulary or 

grammar. In this fragment, the translation of even highly frequent words as 

venir (to come) and avec (with) and the conjugation of venir (to come), are looked 

up:  

 

I’ll use the book, first, the chimney sweep le ramoneur (the chimney sweep) To 

come, look up, eh to hear  to be to come to write to come it’s here venir (to 

come) is to come. Well, the chimney sweep is a guy so then it is, say, il (he) 

and then it says here il vient (he comes) so then I write down that he comes 

with a ladder eh I look up ‘with’, here it is,  ‘with’ is avec (with) so the chimney 

 sweep comes with the ladder to the roof on the roof on the roof is sur (on) the 

roof is le toit (roof) 

  

In sum, the analysis of think-aloud protocols shows that the concept of time on 

task is too general to be used in studies which aim to account for differences in 

task effects, carried out within the framework of the multi-feature hypothesis. 

Instead, we argue that it is more useful to conceptualize time on task as 

consisting of gross, tare and net time. Gross time on task is the time dedicated 

to perform the task as a whole. The digressions that are necessary for task 

performance but are not directly related to manipulating the target linguistic 

items in working memory, can be considered as 'tare' time on task. Examples of 

tare time would be time taken to discuss the assignment, to look up 

information that is not directly related to the target items, and to process 

additional linguistic items. This time is certainly useful and necessary in second 

language acquisition, but from the perspective of testing the multi-feature 

hypothesis, it is necessary to distinguish tare time from net time on task. We 

define net time on task as time dedicated to manipulating features of the target 

linguistic items in working memory.2 The multi-feature hypothesis predicts the 

learning impact of mental actions in working memory and, thus, focuses on net 

time on task.  

 To conclude, an a priori task analysis showed that the estimated relative 

differences between both tasks were sufficient with respect to the task 

characteristics that are considered essential within the framework of the multi-

feature hypothesis. For this reason, it was decided to continue working with 

these tasks while at the same time trying to minimize the impact of the 
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intervening variables revealed by this exploratory study. We have argued that 

differences in gross time on task between poor and rich tasks are partly due to 

the operationalization of the multi-feature hypothesis and partly due to a 

number of intervening variables, such as the participants’ level of target 

language proficiency and familiarity with the task procedure. For this reason, it 

was decided not to control for gross time on task and to take a number of 

measures to try to reduce the impact of these factors. In order to minimize 

digressions related to comprehension of the assignment, it was decided to 

include a short, introductory training phase in the writing task. No training 

phase was included in the list-learning task, because Dutch learners are highly 

familiar with this task type. In order to minimize digressions related to target 

language proficiency, it was decided to select German as a target language 

instead of French. General estimates of the final levels of target language 

proficiency attained in Dutch secondary education (Van Hest, De Jong, & 

Stoks, 2001) show that Dutch learners attain higher levels in German than in 

French. In addition, it was decided to select participants with a higher level of 

target language proficiency (level B1, Council of Europe, 2001), because it was 

expected that this would reduce the amount of time dedicated to looking up 

unknown non-target language items and grammar.  

In the remainder of this paper, we shall discuss the method and results 

of the quasi-experimental study on the effects of the writing task and the list-

learning task. In this study, the intervening factors discussed above have been 

taken into account.   

  

Method 

 

Participants 

The study was conducted in the regular German class of a Dutch secondary 

school. Four parallel fourth year groups participated in the study (N=98). These 

groups had previously studied German for two and a half years, with an average 

of three hours of lessons per week. Their level of German proficiency could be 

estimated as lower intermediate, or level B1 of the European Framework 

(Council of Europe, 2001). Their average age was 16 years old. Two 

experienced teachers of German as a foreign language were involved in the 

study. Their role was limited to supervising task performance in the classroom. 

Each teacher taught two regular groups and the writing task and list-learning 
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task were assigned to the groups according to the teachers' preferences. As a 

result, both groups of one teacher performed the writing task and both groups 

of the other teacher performed the list-learning task. Even though this decision 

might affect the generalizability of the study, we agree with Spada, Ranta, and 

Lightbown (1996), who point out that in classroom-based SLA research, it is 

almost always necessary to work with intact classes and that, in order to ensure 

teacher participation and willingness to cooperate, it is useful to match teacher 

preferences and task types.  

 

Tasks 

Two L2 vocabulary tasks were compared, a writing task and a list-learning task 

(see appendix). The list-learning task, referred to as ‘poor’, was designed to 

elicit mental actions on a limited number of features of the target vocabulary. It 

consisted of two sub-assignments which respectively required the participants 

to memorize a word list individually and to rehearse the translation of these 

words in dyads. The writing task, referred to as ‘rich’, was designed to elicit 

mental actions on a variety and multiplicity of feature categories of the set of 

target words. It consisted of five sub-assignments which required the 

participants to write and retell four micro-stories, working both individually and 

in dyads. It was decided to include a consolidation activity in both tasks, as it 

has been pointed out by e.g., Bruton and García-López (2006), Hulstijn (2003), 

and Nation and Wang (1999) that a single encounter with a word is not 

sufficient to ensure durable vocabulary acquisition or productive use (Lee & 

Muncie, 2006). Therefore, the list-learning task requires the participants to 

rehearse the meaning of the individual words in dyads, and the writing task asks 

the participants to re-tell the stories in dyads.  

 Based on the findings of the preliminary study, it was decided not to 

control for gross time on task. A pilot study conducted with similar participants 

revealed that, for the writing task, at least fifty minutes were necessary to 

complete the task in a reasonable manner. This study showed that twenty 

minutes were sufficient for the list-learning task. Therefore, fifty minutes were 

scheduled for the writing task, and twenty minutes for the list-learning task. 

Time taken to read the assignment in the classroom was not counted as time on 

task.  

 The instrument developed by Moonen, De Graaff, Westhoff, and 

Brekelmans (2008) was used to provide an a priori estimate of the relative 

differences between the tasks with regard to the multi-feature hypothesis. Based 
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on a task-analysis carried out with this instrument, it was estimated that the list-

learning task would elicit poor mental actions, involving phonological, 

orthographical, and semantic features of the target vocabulary. The writing task 

was estimated to elicit rich mental actions, involving phonological, 

orthographical, syntactic, morphological, collocational, semantic and a 

substantial amount of conceptual features.  

 In order to verify whether the tasks would be performed as expected, 

three think-aloud protocols per task were gathered, following the guidelines by 

Ericsson and Simon (1993). We shall discuss a number of fragments to 

illustrate the difference between the rich and the poor task. The following 

fragment is taken from the first assignment of the poor task. The learner is 

rehearsing the word-list individually. He processes orthographical and 

phonological features, because he reads the target words and pronounces them. 

In addition, he processes semantic features, because he links the Dutch label of 

the target item to the German label (we use the operationalization of linguistic 

and conceptual features by Moonen, De Graaff, Westhoff, & Brekelmans, 

2008):  

 

the station is der Bahnhof (the station)/ the tyre is der Reifen (the tyre)/ the 

painter der Maler (the painter)/ to wait warten (to wait)/ der Feuerzeug das 

Feuerzeug (the lighther, the lighther)/ to set fire to anzünden (to set fire to)/ to 

hang in a tree in dem Baum hängen (to hang in a tree) 

 

The second part of this task requires the participants to rehearse the word list 

in dyads: 

 

 Participant 1 der Bahnhof (the trainstation) 

Participant 2 the trainstation 

Participant 1 garstig dreinschauen (to look morose) 

Participant 2 to become angry 

Participant 1 to glower 

Participant 1  der Drachen (the kite) 

Participant 2 no, I don't know that one 

Participant 1 the kite 

Participant 1 toben (to rage) 

Participant 2  I don't know that one either 
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The protocol shows that, as estimated by the a priori task analysis, the mental 

actions are limited to processing phonological, orthographical and semantic 

features of the target items.3 

 The writing tasks elicits mental actions on a considerably wider range 

of features of the target items. This fragment is taken from the first assignment, 

in which a learner is determining which words can be grouped together to form 

the outlines of a micro-story. He scans the word list, selects words and writes 

the words for his first micro-story down in German. The protocol shows that 

he processes orthographical, phonological and semantic features, as well as 

pragmatic, affective and situational features:  

 

 Ehh someone is driving and he's heading for the train and then he crashes 

into someone and then they both glower and then he's probably going to miss 

his train, they're fighting, because he crashed into someone's bonnet. Well, 

then I'll write down the first, so der Reifen (the tyre), no, prallen gegen (to crash 

 into), ehh, garstig dreinschauen (to glower), anzünden (to set fire to) sich 

 zanken (to bicker), die Motorhaube (the bonnet) 

 

The second part of this task asks the learners to compare and combine their 

word groups in dyads and to choose the best groups to write stories with. Since 

they had previously written the words down in German, this  entails processing 

the vocabulary receptively from German to Dutch. This assignment elicits 

processing of mainly semantic features and combinations of situational features 

that frequently co-occur in a plausible way: 

 

Participant 2 Again to crash? 

Participant 1 No, not to crash, the other one was to crash into and this 

one means he almost hits the pillar, with the first one I 

think he kicks the bonnet and then the man ..., what did I 

write again? the man ran outside and he was raging and he 

fought with the boy and he glowered 

Participant 2 Yes, that's OK 

Participant 1 Or, the man who ran outside glowered and started fighting 

   with the boy, and the last one, I've got the kite, the tyre 

Participant 2 Yes, well, that doesn't make sense at all, so you have to 

make the first and second story bigger 

Participant 1 Yes, but that one was to tease and anzünden (to set fire to), 
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but I thought, he teases him very much and sets fire to his 

kite and he punctured his tyre.   

Participant 1 Let's do mine first, because then we've already used a lot of 

words OK? and then we switch. 

Participant 2 So he goes proellen oh no prallen gegen (to crash into) the 

first story in which he crashes into, so prallen gegen (to crash 

into), garstig dreinschauen (to glower), that is to glower ehh 

let's see sich and something sich zanken (to fight) yes ehh die 

Motor- (the motor) 

 Participant 1 -haube (the bonnet) 

 

In the third assignment, the learners are writing the micro-stories together. This 

elicits a range of linguistic features, as well as conceptual features.  

 

Participant 1  Prallen gegen (to crash into), so someone, what is he  

   doing? 

Participant 2  Someone reisst (tears) 

Participant 1  Joop reisst (tears) what is sich zanken (to fight) again, to fight 

Participant 2  Joop reisst a mit sein Auto mit sein ... (tears with his car with 

his) 

Participant 1  mit sein Moped (with is motorbike) 

Participant 2  No, yes, that's OK 

Participant 1  mit sein Auto (with his car) what is ‘because'’? 

Participant 2  um (about) 

Participant 1  umdat? (Dutch word pronounced as German) 

Participant 2 No, just um, um den Zug nicht zu verpassen (about, about not to 

miss the train) 

Participant 1  but  

Participant 2 aber er prallt gegen eine Motorhaube (but he crashes into a 

bonnet) 

Participant 1  No, prallt (crashes) 

Participant 2  That’s what I said 

Participant 1  No, you didn't, prallt (crashes), no 

Participant 2  gegen eine Motorhaube (into a bonnet) 

Participant 1 Yes, a few more, against the bonnet, against a Motorhaube 

(bonnet) 
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Participant 2  sich zanken (to fight) and 

Participant 1  reissen (to tear) is to tear 

Participant 2  ein Mann, ein Mann wer garstig dreinschaut (a man, a man who 

   glowers) 

Participant 1  What does that mean? 

Participant 2  A man who looks angry steps out of, what is to step out of? 

Participant 1 That is ... ehh, to yell, schreien wenn (to yell when), then 

they fight 

Participant 2  Sie zanken sich (they fight), then the second story 

 
a The participants use the verb reissen erroneously.  

 

After writing the stories, the participants are required to try to memorize them 

individually:  

 

 Joop reisst mit sein Auto um den Zug nicht zu verpassen aber er prallt prallt prallt gegen 

die Motorhaube eine Motorhaube (Joop tears with  his car as to not miss the train 

but he crashes crashes crashes into a bonnet a bonnet) Ein Mann wie wie garstig 

...  ein Mann wie garstig dreinschaut schreit (a man who who glowers a man who 

glowers yells) ...no, yes, well, now I've got it 

 

The final assignment of the writing task required the participants to work in 

dyads. One of the participants says a word and the other tries to re-tell the story 

in which this word appears: 

 

Participant 1  die Motorhaube (the bonnet)  

Participant 2 Ehh, Joop reisst mit sein auto um den Zug nicht zu 

verpassen aber er fahrt gegen eine Motorhaube. Eine Mann 

der garstig dreinschaut schreit und sie zanken sich (Joop 

tears with his car so as not to miss the train but he 

goes against a bonnet. A man who glowers yells 

and they fight) 

Participant 1  Ok, hinterher rennen (to run after) 

Participant 2 Ein Mann ehh ... klaute das Handy von Joop. (a man 

stole Joops' mobile phone) Joop topte und er rennte 

hinterher die Mann aber, (Joop was raging and ran 

after the man but) no , aber an die Treppe prallte er 
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gegen jemand und er konnte sich festhalten an das Geländer 

(but at the stairs he crashed into someone and he 

could hold on to the bannister),  yes 

 

In sum, the think-aloud protocols illustrate that the rich writing ask indeed 

elicits mental actions involving a wider variety of different combinations of 

feature categories than the poor list-learning task.  

 

Design and procedure 

The study used a quasi-experimental pre-test post-test design. One month 

before the actual experiment, twelve pupils, six form each condition, were 

asked to perform one of the tasks while thinking aloud in order to gain insight 

into on-line task performance. These pupils were excluded from the data set. 

One week before the experiment took place, a pre-test was administered. A 

week later, the treatments took place during the regular German class. Before 

the treatment, the researcher thoroughly discussed the task implementation 

with the teacher, because the treatment tasks would be administered and 

supervised by the teachers. The assignments were designed in such a way as to 

minimize the need for teacher intervention. The teachers were asked to read 

aloud the assignment to each part of the task and the participants were asked to 

read along. Then, they were asked to perform the task. Due to time constraints, 

both tasks were performed over two consecutive lessons. The researcher was 

present in the classroom during the treatment to audiotape the task 

performance and to take notes. Two days after the treatment, a direct post-test 

was administered. One week after the treatments, a delayed post-test was 

administered. Two different types of tests were used at each test moment: a 

translation test and a written picture description test. During test-taking, the 

participants first filled in the written picture description test, and after handing 

that in, they were given the translation test.  

 

Pre-test 

In order to ascertain that the target vocabulary was not already known, a pre-

test was administered one week before the experiment took place. (Due to 

extracurricular activities, part of a class that was going to perform the writing 

task received the pre-test one day before the experiment took place.) The pre-

test consisted of 40 Dutch vocabulary items that the participants were asked to 
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translate into German. The majority of these words were taken from the 

participants’ textbooks of previous years, and were expected to be known. In 

addition, the pre-test included the following target items: der Drachen, der Reifen, 

klauen, den Zug verpassen, prallen gegen, reißen, die Motorhaube, garstig dreinschauen, 

piesacken, sich zanken, toben, das Moped, das Geländer, die Säule, anzünden, hinterher 

rennen. The selection of the target items was based on a poster of the Dutch 

League against Blasphemy and Swearing (see appendix). This poster depicts, in 

a cartoon-like manner, a number of complicated and/or comical situations in 

which people might be tempted to curse. The target vocabulary can be used to 

describe these situations. The pre-test showed that none of the target items 

were known productively by the participants. The remaining vocabulary of the 

pre-test was corrected by one researcher in order to gain insight into possible 

differences in productive vocabulary knowledge between groups. One point 

was given for each word that was translated correctly, and written correctly or 

with minor spelling errors. A one-way ANOVA revealed that there were no 

significant difference between the group that was going to perform the writing 

task and the group that was going to perform the list-learning task.4   

 

Written production test 

A written production test was used to examine whether the learners were able 

to use the target words in a relatively rich context, which was expected to make 

considerable demands on working memory capacity. The test was based on the 

poster of the Dutch League against Blasphemy and Swearing. The participants 

received a color copy of the poster, in which eleven situations were highlighted 

by the researcher (see appendix). They were asked to write a short description 

of each situation in German. They worked individually and were not allowed to 

use a dictionary or a grammar book. The scoring procedure focused only on the 

target vocabulary. For this reason, issues such as the quality of the description 

or the number of grammatical errors were not taken into account. A correction 

model had been developed to ensure coherent and reliable scoring. First, it was 

decided which target words could logically be used to describe each situation. 

This resulted in a set of possible target words for each situation. Then, a 

number of general criteria for correcting the target words was formulated, see 

Table 1. A quick glance at the completed test sheets revealed that the 

participants had used a wide range of spelling varieties of each target item and 

that these general criteria were not sufficient to ensure coherent scoring. 

Therefore, a correction model per target word was developed. For each target 
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word, all the varieties used by the participants were listed and, based on a 

discussion between three SLA researchers, grouped into one of the three 

categories. Furthermore, even though some words could be used more than 

once, it was decided that only the first two occurrences of these words should 

be scored. Using this correction model, 25 % of the written production tests 

were scored by a researcher and a trainee teacher who was not involved in the 

research project. Interrater reliability was calculated and considered high, 

expressed by a Cohen's Kappa of .93 (SE .013). Theoretically, the maximum 

score of this test is 32: the participants could choose to use each of the 16 

target words more than once, but only the first two occurrences of each target 

word were scored. In practice, however, due to the nature of the cartoon, some 

words were used more often than others. Whereas most words were only used 

once, the following words were generally used (more than) twice: garstig 

dreinschauen, toben, sich zanken, prallen gegen. Thus, it was decided to work with an 

adjusted maximum score of 20: a maximum of twelve points for the twelve 

target words that were used once plus a maximum of eight points for the four 

target words that could be used more than once. Test reliability was calculated 

using Cronbach's alpha and turned out to be .85 for the direct written picture 

desciption test and .85 for the delayed written picture description test.  
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Table 1 

General criteria of scoring procedure 

0 point ½ point 1 point 

No target words are used. The target word is used in 

the corresponding 

situations with some 

spelling errors. 

The target word is used in 

the corresponding 

situations with minor 

spelling errors.  

The target word is used in 

the “wrong” situation. 

The target word is used in 

the corresponding 

situations, correctly spelled 

but not used in a sentence. 

 

The target word is 

erroneously used in the 

correct situation. 

The target word is used in 

the corresponding 

situations, correctly spelled 

but used in such a way that 

it is clear the participant 

doesn't really  know its 

meaning. 

 

The target word is written 

with too many spelling 

errors. 

  

 

Translation test 

A productive translation test was used to examine whether the learners were 

able to reproduce the target words in a situation which provided minimal 

contextual support and which was expected to make minimal demands on 

working memory. The translation test was administered directly after the 

written production test and required the participants to translate into German 

the sixteen target items. The correction model per target word developed for 

the written production test were also used to score the translation tests. Since it 

had been shown that the reliability of the scoring procedure was high, the 

translation tests were scored by one researcher only. As there were 16 target 

items, the maximum score on the translation test was 16. Test reliability was 

calculated using Cronbach’s alpha and turned out to be .86 for the direct 

translation test and .89 for the delayed translation test.  
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Results   

Four parallel fourth year groups participated in the study (N=98). However, 

not all participants were present during all four stages of the study (pre-test, 

treatment, direct and delayed post-tests). In order to avoid considerable loss of 

data, it was decided to conduct each analysis on the maximum number of 

participants possible.5  

 

Research question 1  

The first research question focuses on the differences between rich and poor 

task groups immediately after task performance. It is broken down into 

questions regarding differences in retention (RQ 1.1) and ease of activation 

(RQ 1.2).  

 

RQ 1.1  

This question examines whether the rich task yields higher retention scores 

than the poor task, when pre-test scores are used as a covariate6. Retention 

scores are measured by a productive translation test and a productive written 

picture description test. The descriptive statistics of the direct translation test 

and the direct picture description test are presented in Table 2.  

 

Table 2 

Descriptive statistics direct post-tests 

 Direct translation testa  Direct picture description 

testb 

Task N M SD  N M SD 

Rich 46 13.4 2.7  47 9.2 4.5 

Poor  44 9.9 4.1  44 3.4 3 
a Maximum score = 16, bAdjusted maximum score = 20 

 

RQ 1.1.1  

With respect to differences between the writing task and the list-learning task 

on the direct translation test, an ANCOVA revealed a significant effect of task 

type on retention scores measured by the translation test, F (1, 13.1), p < .05. 

The effect size of task type is .14, which is medium according to Cohen (1988). 

The results are presented in Table 3.  
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Table 3 

Analysis of covariance of direct translation test scores as a function of task type with pre-test 

as covariate, N=84 

Source df MS F partial eta2a 

Pre-test 1 174.70 16.48* .17 

Task type 1 138.85 13.10* .14 

Error 81 10.59   

*p < .05.  
aThe effect size was calculated following the formula for effect size in 

ANCOVA designs proposed by Keppel and Wickens (2004). 

 

RQ 1.1.2 

The results of the differences between the rich and the poor task condition 

with respect to the direct written picture description test are shown in Table 4. 

An ANCOVA revealed a significant effect of task type on retention scores 

measured by the written picture description test, F (1, 43.9), p < .05. The effect 

size of task type is .35, which is large according to Cohen (1988).  

 

Table 4 

Analysis of covariance of direct picture description test scores as a function of task type with 

pre-test as covariate, N=84 

Source df MS F partial eta2 

Pre-test 1 111.93 8.17* .09 

Task type 1 601.76 43.90* .35 

Error 81 13.71   

*p < .05.  

 

RQ 1.2  

In order to gain insight into ease of activation directly after task performance, 

an ANCOVA was conducted on the direct written picture description test 

using the pre-test and the direct translation test as covariates. The results, 

displayed in Table 5, show a significant effect of task type on ease of activation, 

F (1, 23.97), p < .05. The effect sizes of task type (.24) and  direct translation 

test (.49) can be considered large (Cohen, 1988).  
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Table 5 

Analysis of covariance of ease of activation as a function of task type with pre-test and direct 

translation test scores as covariates, N=80 

Source df MS F partial eta2 

Pre-test 1 284.78 31.79* .41 

Dir. translation test  1 676.21 75.49* .49 

Task type 1 214.72 23.97* .24 

Error 76 680.77   

*p < .05.  

 

Research question 2 

The second research question focuses on the differences between rich and poor 

tasks one week after task performance. It is broken down into questions 

regarding differences in retention (RQ 2.1) and ease of activation (RQ 2.2).  

 

RQ 2.1  

This question examines whether the rich task yields higher retention scores 

than the poor task, when pre-test scores are used as a covariate. Retention 

scores are measured by a productive translation test and a productive written 

picture description test. The descriptive statistics of the delayed translation test 

and the delayed picture description test are shown in Table 6.  

 

Table 6 

Descriptive statistics delayed post-tests 

 Delayed translation testa  Delayed picture description 

testb 

Task N M SD  N M SD 

Rich 44 11 4.1  44 9.9 4.6 

Poor  39 6.6 4  39 4.2 3.3 
aMaximum score = 16, bAdjusted maximum score = 20 

 

RQ 2.1.1  

With respect to the delayed translation test, an ANCOVA revealed a significant 

effect of task type on retention scores measured by the translation test, F (1, 

21.59), p < .05. The effect size of task type is .23, which is medium in the 

framework of Cohen (1988). The results are presented in Table 7.  
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Table 7 

Analysis of covariance of delayed translation test scores as a function of task type with pre-test 

as covariate, N=77 

Source df MS F partial eta2 

Pre-test 1 92.25 6.22* .08 

Task type 1 320.19 21.59* .23 

Error 74 14.82   

*p < .05.  

 

RQ 2.1.2 

With respect to the delayed written picture description test, an ANCOVA 

revealed a significant effect of task type on retention scores measured by the 

translation test, F (1, 35.31), p < .05. The effect size of task type is large with a 

value of .32 (Cohen, 1988). The results are presented in Table 8.  

 

Table 8 

Analysis of covariance of delayed picture description test scores as a function of task type with 

pre-test as covariate, N=77 

Source df MS F partial eta2 

Pre-test 1 73.7 4.8* .06 

Task type 1 541.95 35.31* .32 

Error 74 15.34   

*p < .05.  

 

RQ 2.2  

In order to gain insight into ease of activation one week after task performance, 

an ANCOVA was conducted on the delayed written picture description test 

using the pre-test and the delayed translation test as covariates. The results, 

shown in Table 9, reveal a significant effect of task type on ease of activation, F 

(1, 10.7), p < .05. The effect size of task type is .13, which is a medium effect in 

the framework of Cohen (1988). On the other hand, the effect of the direct 

translation test is large with a value of .79.  
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Table 9 

Analysis of covariance of ease of activation as a function of task type with pre-test and direct 

translation test scores as covariates, N=74 

Source df MS F partial eta2 

Pre-test 1 160.54 37.73* .32 

Dir. translation test  1 1300.17 305.54* .79 

Task type 1 45.45 10.7* .13 

Error 70    

*p < .05.  

 

RQ 3 

In order to explore the effects of time, a repeated measures ANOVA with pre-

test as covariate was run. The analyses were conducted for each test type 

separately. The analysis revealed that there was no significant effect for time on 

the translation test (research question 3.1, see Table 10) nor on the written 

picture description test (research question 3.2 see Table 11).  

 

Table 10 

Analysis of covariance of translation test scores as a function of the effect of time and task type 

with pre-test as covariate, N=73 

Source df MS F 

time 1 2.74 .48 

time*pre-test 1 1.82 .32 

time*condition 1 10 1.94 

time*condition*pre-test 1 17.59 3.1 

Error 69 5.67  

*p < .05.  
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Table 11 

Analysis of covariance of picture description test scores as a function of the effect of time and 

task type with pre-test as covariate, N=76 

Source df MS F 

time 1  3.39 1.7 

time*pre-test 1 .88 .44 

time*condition 1 .12 .06 

time*condition*pre-test 1 .05 .02 

Error 72 1.99  

*p < .05.  

 

Discussion 

The aim of the study presented in this paper was to test the multi-feature 

hypothesis by means of two vocabulary tasks: a rich writing task and a poor list-

learning task. The first research question focused on the differences between 

both tasks with respect to retention and ease of activation of the target 

vocabulary, immediately after task performance. The results show that the 

group who performed the writing task outperformed the list-learning group on 

both types of tests: the translation test and the written picture description test. 

This implies that the writing task is more conducive to retention of the target 

vocabulary than the list-learning task. The effect size of task type was greater on 

the written picture description test than on the translation test, suggesting that 

task condition plays a greater role in performance on the written picture 

description test than the translation test. These results confirm the hypothesis 

that learners who have engaged in rich mental actions will perform better in a 

context which provides a rich variety of stimuli, than learners who have 

performed a poor task. With regard to ease of activation, the results confirm 

the hypothesis that the differences between the rich and the poor task are 

greater on the written picture description test than on the translation test. 

However, a comparison of the effect sizes of the direct translation test and of 

task type suggests that the scores of the translation test account for a 

considerable part of the difference in ease of activation. This is not surprising, 

considering that both types of tests partly draw on the same knowledge base.  

 The second research question addressed the differences between both 

groups one week after task performance. The results show a pattern similar to 

that of the immediate posttests: the writing group outperformed the list-

learning group on both the translation test and the written picture description 
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test. Once more, it shows that the rich task is more conducive to retention of 

the target vocabulary than the poor tasks. And similar to the results of the 

direct posttests, the effect size of type of task is larger on the written picture 

description test than on the translation test. As far as ease of activation is 

concerned, the results show that the differences between the rich and the poor 

task are greater on the written picture description test than on the translation 

test. Similar to the direct post-tests, the effect size shows that the scores of the 

translation test account for a considerable part of the difference in ease of 

activation, confirming that both types of tests partly tap the same knowledge 

base.  

 The third research question focused on whether there are differences 

between both groups with regard to the change in scores between the direct 

and delayed posttests. The results show that, for both test types, there are no 

significant differences between the changes in scores between both groups. As 

there was no main effect for time, this suggests that, contrary to expectations, 

the differences between the results of both the rich and the poor task are 

relatively stable one week after task performance. It is possible that in this 

respect, differences between the drop in scores will only show after a longer 

period of time.  

On the whole, it can be concluded that the results confirm the 

hypothesis that the rich task yields better learning results than the poor task. 

We will now discuss these results in the light of the characteristics of mental 

actions and the issues of time on task and frequency of processing of target 

vocabulary.  

 It has been argued (see e.g., Norris & Ortega, 2003) that task-based 

SLA studies which predict that the learning results yielded by a task are due to 

specific types of cognitive processing cannot rely on post-test data alone to 

demonstrate that these cognitive processes were indeed elicited. In the study 

presented in this paper, both qualitative and quantitative methods were used to 

gain insight into the characteristics of mental actions elicited by tasks. First, an 

in-depth a priori task analysis was carried out. Based on this analysis, it could be 

reliably assumed that the tasks would elicit the expected mental actions. Think-

aloud protocols were gathered to study on-line task performance and to verify 

whether the tasks would indeed elicit the intended mental actions. A translation 

test and a written picture description test were used to measure differences in 

subsequent learning results. On the one hand, the combination of these 
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methods allows us to enhance the internal validity of our study and to relate 

differences in characteristics of mental actions to differences in subsequent 

learning results. On the other hand, an approach which combines both 

qualitative and quantitative methods might also shed new light on the 

discussion of time on task versus type of task (see e.g., R. Ellis, 2003; Hulstijn 

& Laufer, 2001).  R. Ellis (2003) argues that it is necessary to control for time 

on task in order to compare the differential effects of tasks, whereas Hulstijn 

and Laufer (2001) consider time as an a specific property of a task.  

 With regard to time on task, our studies showed that the concept of 

time on task might be too broad to account for differences in learning impact 

between tasks that are predicted by the multi-feature hypothesis. The use of 

think-aloud protocols allowed us to take a closer look at what learners actually 

do during task performance. This revealed that differences in time on task are 

partly a result of operationalizing the hypothesis (rich mental actions require 

more time) and partly due to extraneous variables which were extensively 

discussed in this paper. Based on these data, we have argued that the concept 

of time on task should be broken down into gross, tare and net time. Studies 

that test the multi-feature hypothesis need to take into account the time 

dedicated to manipulating features of the target linguistic items in working 

memory, defined as net time on task. The exploratory study has shown that, at 

least in the case of the tasks used in this study, gross time on task and net time 

on task are two different concepts. In this respect, tasks used to test the 

hypothesis do not necessarily have to have the same gross time on task. It is 

important that differences in net time on task are related to the characteristics 

of the mental actions that are considered essential according to the multi-

feature hypothesis. The predictions regarding the learning impact of net time 

on task concern a number of characteristics of mental actions: involving a 

variety and multiplicity of features of the target language, in common 

combinations, simultaneously and frequently. It is also predicted that the rich 

task elicits mental actions more frequently than the poor task. In sum, due to 

the operationalization of the multi-feature hypothesis rich and poor tasks differ 

with respect to net time on task.  

 An issue related to time on task is that of frequency: a recurrent debate 

in second language vocabulary studies is whether the effects of frequency of 

processing override those of quality of processing (see e.g., Hulstijn & Laufer, 

2001; Laufer & Hill, 2003). Whether these two factors are in fact separate or 

opposed depends on the hypothesis that is being tested. From the perspective 
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of the theoretical framework of the multi-feature hypothesis, it is argued that the 

combination of both frequency and quality, defined as processing a variety and 

multiplicity of common feature combinations simultaneously, is significant for 

second language acquisition to be durable. A task that scores high on frequency 

of processing, but that involves little or no variety of common feature 

categories simultaneously, cannot be considered rich. On the other hand, a task 

that only once elicits mental actions involving a wide variety of common 

feature categories of each target word, is not very rich either. Thus, the 

differences between rich and poor tasks are relative, but it is obvious that a 

combination of a wide range of common features combinations processed 

frequently and simultaneously is important for a task to be considered “rich”.  

 In addition, our study showed that in classroom-based task 

performance (perhaps contrary to more controlled processing in laboratory 

experiments or computer supported learning environments) the concept of 

frequency of processing of target vocabulary is probably not as unambiguous as 

it may seem. In the analysis of the think-aloud protocols, target word frequency 

was operationalized as the number of times a target word was verbalized in the 

target language by one of the participants (see chapter four, Table 7). This 

frequency count showed that the writing task indeed resulted in a higher target 

word frequency. It also suggested that individual differences in task 

performance play an important role too, as target word frequency differed 

considerably between dyads who had performed the same task type. Even 

though it is not possible to generalize from these findings due to the limited 

number of protocols, it does suggest that target word frequency cannot be 

treated as a constant factor within a specific task type. In this respect, we argue 

that task-based SLA studies need to include some type of qualitative method to 

gain insight into target word use during task performance.  

 The predictions of the multi-feature hypothesis are relativistic and 

probabilistic in nature. It predicts what task types increase the probability that a 

wide variety and multiplicity of common feature combinations are processed 

frequently and simultaneously. The differences between tasks are relative, in the 

sense that tasks can be considered more or less rich or more or less poor. With 

these characteristics in mind, it is possible to formulate some directions for 

future research. Studies might aim to examine the differences between tasks 

with a high frequency and a limited variety of feature combinations and task 

with a low frequency and a rich variety of feature combinations. However, from 
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the perspective of the multi-feature hypothesis, both tasks would be considered 

relatively poor. Since the differences between rich and poor tasks are relative, it 

would be interesting to explore the scope of the claims of the multi-feature 

hypothesis. Would there be a point at which tasks with a certain degree of 

frequency and poor variety yield results similar to those of tasks with the same 

amount of frequency and a rich variety? Is there a point at which processing 

more feature combinations or processing feature combinations more frequently 

does not add extra value?  

 It would also be interesting to relate these questions to the issue of 

level of target language proficiency. What type of tasks can be used for learners 

of lower level target language proficiency, who have limited prior knowledge of 

linguistic features? Which degree of “richness”, especially with respect to the 

linguistic features, is suitable for tasks directed at lower levels of proficiency? If 

the type and number of linguistic features is low in both rich and poor tasks, 

directed at lower levels of proficiency, would differences in frequency and 

conceptual features be sufficient to yield different results?  

 

Conclusion  

The aim of this paper was to test the claims of the multi-feature hypothesis 

(Moonen, De Graaff, & Westhoff, 2006) by comparing the learning effect of a 

writing task and a list-learning task in a quasi-experimental classroom-based 

study. Both qualitative and quantitative methods were used to study task effects 

and to enhance the internal validity of the study. A productive translation test 

and a written picture description test were used to measure retention and ease 

of activation of the target vocabulary. The results confirm the predictions that 

rich tasks yield better learning results than poor tasks on both test types. There 

was no effect for time, implying that the learning results of both tasks are rather 

stable one week after task performance. Based on these findings, it was 

suggested that task-based SLA studies need to include both qualitative and 

quantitative methods in order to gain a more precise insight into the cognitive 

processes that yield learning results.  

 

Notes 
1 In order to illustrate the working definitions and operationalizations of feature 

categories presented by Moonen, De Graaff, Westhoff, and Brekelmans (2008), 

we shall give examples of one linguistic and one conceptual feature. Their 

guidelines to determine whether a task will elicit mental actions involving 
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morphological features, for example, draw on Carroll (2004) and are as follows:   

 

• It can be assumed that the learner will processes the target words in a 

linguistic context, e.g. in reading, writing, speaking or listening, in such a way 

that it will increase the probability of having to process inflections or 

derivations of a word. 

• The learner probably does not process morphological features of the target 

words. 

 

Their guidelines to determine whether a task will elicit mental actions involving 

situational features, for example, draw on Baddeley (1997), Carroll (2004) and 

Johnson-Laird (1983) and are as follows:   

 

• The assignment increases the chance that associations are triggered which 

involve situational features of all target words.   

• The assignment increases the chance that associations are triggered which 

involve situational features of a part of  the target words.   

• The learner probably does not process situational features of the target words. 

 
2The concepts of gross, tare and net time might be similar to the distinction 

between time on task and time on target item proposed by Hill and Laufer 

(2003). In their study, time on target item is operationalized as number of 

mouse clicks in an on-line dictionary. The advantage of a three-way distinction 

is that it allows us to carry out more fine-grained task analyses. It shows that 

even when time on task is controlled for between two tasks, by varying with 

tare time differences in net time can be achieved. We argue that in educational 

settings, tare time is important too.  
3The transcription of the protocol does not show whether orthographical 

features are processed. Additional observations by the researcher revealed that 

orthographical features are probably processed, because the learners read the 

words on their task sheets every now and then while rehearsing the list.  
4The independence assumption of ANOVA was tested by calculating the intra 

class correlation of the pre-test. This correlation turned out not to be 

significant.  
5The same analyses have been run without missing values. This yielded the 

same pattern of results: test differences that are significant with missing values 
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are also significant without missing values, and test differences that are not 

significant with missing values are not significant without missing values either. 
6For each test (direct and delayed translation test, direct and delayed written 

picture description test), there was no significant interaction between the 

covariate (pre-test) and the treatment (task type).  
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Appendix: List-learning task (poor) 

 

Originally, the word list consisted of 40 words, 16 target items and 24 distracter 

items randomly distributed. For reasons of clarity, the distracter items are left 

out. Since the task was carried out by Dutch native speakers, the original 

translations were in Dutch.  

 

Step 1: Work individually. Memorize these words Dutch-German and German-

Dutch. 

 

der Drachen  the kite 

der Reifen  the tyre 

klauen  to steal 

prallen gegen ...  to crash into 

reißen   to tear 

garstig dreinschauen to glower 

den Zug verpassen to miss the train 

anzünden to set fire to 

piesacken to tease 

sich zanken to fight  

die Motorhaube the bonnet 

... hinterher rennen to run after ...  

toben to be furious  

das Moped the moped  

die Säule the pillar 

das Geländer the banister 

 

Step 2: In dyads. Ask translations of the Dutch and German words. Change 

roles. 
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Appendix: Writing task (rich) 

 

der Drachen the kite 

der Reifen  the tyre 

klauen  to steal 

prallen gegen ...  to crash into 

reißen   to tear 

garstig dreinschauen to glower 

den Zug verpassen to miss the train 

anzünden to set fire to 

piesacken to tease 

sich zanken to fight  

die Motorhaube the bonnet 

... hinterher rennen to run after ...  

toben to rage 

das Moped the moped  

die Säule the pillar 

das Geländer the banister 

 

You’re going to write four micro-stories in German with these words. Follow these 

steps. 

 

Step 1: Work individually. Think about which words will appear in each micro-story. 

• Write these word groups down in German in the table below.  

• Use each word from the list at least once. If you want, you can use the words 

more often.  

 

German keywords per micro-story 

German keywords story 1  

German keywords story 2  

German keywords story 3  

German keywords story 4   
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Step 2: In dyads, chose which micro-stories you're going to write.  

 

• Compare your keywords with those of your partner. 

• Together, decide which combinations of words you think are most useful  

• Write those combinations of keywords down in German in the table below.  

• Use each word from the list at least once. If you want, you can use the words 

more often.  

 

German keywords per micro-story 

German keywords story 1  

German keywords story 2  

German keywords story 3  

German keywords story 4   

 

Step 3: In dyads, write down the four micro-stories in German in the table below.  

 

• Use the combinations of key-words from step 2 

• Each micro-story consists of 3 to 4 sentences. 

• You can use your books.  

• It’s OK to make grammatical errors, as long as a German student can 

understand it. 

• Use each word from the list at least once. If you want, you can use the words 

more often.  

 

German micro-stories 

1   

2  

3  

4  
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Step 4: Individually  

 

• Memorize the four stories in German.  

• Make sure you can re-tell them in German, approximately.  

 

 

Step 5: In dyads. Rehearse the micro-stories like this: 

 

• Learner A says one of the German words. 

• Learner B tells the German story in which this word occurs.  

• Change rolls each time. 

• Keep rehearsing until for each word, you can approximately tell the story in 

which it occurs.  
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Appendix: Written picture description test 

 

 

 

 

 

Poster reproduced with kind permission of the Dutch League against 

Blasphemy and Swearing





Chapter 6 

 

General discussion and conclusions 

 

Abstract  

In this chapter, we will first summarize the research questions and the results 

of  the quasi-experimental studies that were carried out to test the claims of  the 

multi-feature hypothesis. After a summary of  the main discussion points 

advanced in each chapter, we shall focus on a number of  issues that were 

frequently discussed throughout this dissertation, namely time on task, internal 

validity, design of  the quasi-experimental studies and the weight of  the 

elements of  the multi-feature hypothesis. We shall conclude this chapter 

discussing the pedagogical implications of  the findings of  this dissertation, 

which includes issues such as the importance of  the assignment, different types 

of  scaffolding and time on task.    

 

Summary of  research questions and results 

The goal of  the studies discussed in this dissertation was to test the multi-

feature hypothesis. The multi-feature hypothesis is based on a cognitive and 

connectionist theoretical framework, according to which knowledge of  a target 

language vocabulary or structure is represented in a feature network. In chapter 

two, we presented the theoretical framework of  the multi-feature hypothesis 

and we discussed a number of  factors that are expected to determine the ease 

or speed with which these networks can be activated in working memory. First, 

feature networks which consist of  a wide range of  different feature categories, 

can be activated more easily. Second, features that are manipulated 

simultaneously in working memory, will be more closely connected and will 

activate each other more quickly. And third, networks that are processed 

frequently can also be activated faster. Based on this theoretical framework, the 

multi-feature hypothesis predicts that retention and ease of  activation of  target 

language vocabulary or structure are enhanced by tasks that elicit mental 

actions involving more features of  the target item or structure, more different 

categories of  features, in current combinations, simultaneously and more 

frequently.  In this framework, 'rich' tasks are expected to elicit mental actions 

involving a wide range of  current combinations of  features simultaneously and 

frequently, whereas 'poor' tasks are expected to elicit mental actions on a more 

limited range of  features and less frequently.  
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 In order to study the claim of  the multi-feature hypothesis, we first 

conducted a pilot study using two Spanish L2 vocabulary tasks, which was 

reported on in chapter three. It was expected that the rich task would elicit 

mental actions involving a number of  linguistic features and a wide range of  

conceptual features, specifically the pragmatic and affective features. The poor 

task was expected to elicit a range of  linguistic features similar to the rich task, 

but little or no conceptual features. With regard to differences in learning 

impact, it was expected that the rich task condition would yield better retention 

of  the target language than the poor task condition. This effect was predicted 

to hold for both direct and delayed post-tests. A productive written cloze test 

and a productive translation test were administered to gain insight into 

vocabulary acquisition. The results showed that the rich task group 

outperformed the poor task group on the direct translation test.  There were 

no differences between the rich and the poor task group on the direct cloze 

test. After one week, the differences between the groups disappeared. There 

were no differences between the conditions on the delayed post-tests, neither 

on the delayed cloze test nor on the delayed translation test.  

 Based on these findings, two conclusions were drawn. First, it is 

necessary to provide a more precise operationalization of  the feature 

categories. Second, the pre-test post-test design of  this pilot study did not 

sufficiently address the issue of  internal validity, because post-test results 

cannot be used as sole evidence that the expected differences in mental actions 

were indeed elicited by the tasks. For these reasons, we developed an 

instrument, which was reported on in chapter four. The instrument can be 

used to carry out an in-depth, a priori analysis of  tasks. Its aim is to estimate 

the probability that a task's assignment will elicit the expected mental actions. 

In the multi-feature hypothesis,  the concept of  'richness' is defined in a 

number of  complementary ways: as the elicitation of  mental actions that 

involve a current combination of  a wide range of  different feature categories, 

processed simultaneously and in great frequency. This implies that richness is a 

relative notion which is not only defined by the number of  feature categories 

that are processed, but also by the manner in which these categories are 

processed. The instrument operationalizes this concept of  richness in a 

number of  ways. It consists of  a set of  working definitions of  linguistic and 

conceptual features of  the target language. Each feature category is assessed 

separately and the resulting feature matrix is used to estimate differences 

between tasks with respect to frequent and simultaneous processing of  a range 
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of  current combinations of  feature categories. Inter-rater reliability of  a 

number of  task analyses was calculated and revealed that the linguistic and 

situational feature categories could be estimated reliably with the use of  the 

instrument. In order to address the construct validity of  the instrument, the a 

priori task analyses were compared to think-aloud protocols of  on-line task 

performance of  the same tasks. This comparison revealed that the feature 

categories that could be estimated reliably, were valid as well. The 

operationalization of  the pragmatic, sensory and affective feature categories 

could not be estimated reliably and did not turn out to be valid. Yet, even when 

a part of  the feature categories is not operationalized properly by the 

instrument, it can still be used to determine differences in richness with respect 

to the other elements of  the hypothesis, as was discussed in chapter five, in 

which the instrument was used to conduct a priori task analyses which were 

confirmed by the results of  the post-tests.  

 In chapter five, we presented the results of  a study which compared 

the effects of  a rich writing task and a poor list-learning task on the acquisition 

of  L2 vocabulary. An exploratory study was carried out in French classes, in 

order to detect possibly intervening variables. Task familiarity and level of  

target language proficiency turned out to be two important factors which might 

affect the implementation of  the tasks in intact classes. Based on this 

exploratory study, it was decided to conduct the study with higher proficiency 

level learners, with German as a target language instead of  French, and to 

include a training phase before the experimental task. It was expected that the 

rich task condition would yield better retention and ease of  activation of  the 

target language than the poor task condition. This effect was predicted to hold 

for both direct and delayed post-tests. In addition, it was expected that the 

learning results of  the poor task condition (both retention and ease of  

activation) would drop faster between the direct and the delayed post-test than 

the results of  the rich task condition. This effect was predicted to hold for 

both retention and ease of  activation. The results showed that the group who 

performed the rich task outperformed the poor task group on both types of  

tests used: a productive translation test and a written picture description test. 

This effect was demonstrated on both the direct and the delayed post-test 

moments. This implies that the writing task is more conducive to retention and 

ease of  activation of  the target vocabulary than the list-learning task, thus 

confirming the hypothesis that learners who have engaged in rich mental 

actions will perform better in a context which provides a rich variety of  stimuli, 
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than learners who have performed a poor task. With regard to the effect of  

time, there were no significant differences between the changes in scores 

between both groups. This suggests that, contrary to expectations, in this study 

the differences between the results of  both the rich and the poor task are 

relatively stable one week after task performance. 

 In sum, both the Spanish and the German study confirm the 

hypothesis that performing rich tasks yields a type of  vocabulary knowledge 

that can be activated more easily in situations that require productive use of  the 

target language, compared to performing poor tasks. In the case of  the 

German study, the learning results are also relatively stable over time. In 

addition, it was shown that the combined use of  research methods that focus 

both on the process of  task performance (instrument, think-aloud protocols) 

and on differences in subsequent learning results (written picture description 

test, translation test) provides a more detailed picture of  the mechanisms that 

relate mental actions to second language learning.  

  

Summary of  main discussion points of  previous chapters  

The results presented above need to be viewed in the light of  the discussion 

points that have been advanced in the previous chapters. We will therefore 

provide a summary of  the main discussion points of  each chapter.  

 The theoretical framework of  the multi-feature hypothesis was 

introduced in the second chapter. It was argued that, in order to test the 

predictions of  the multi-feature hypothesis, research should include rich test 

types that involve a wide range of  stimuli. A first attempt to take a closer look 

at the hypothesis was discussed in chapter three, which presented the results of  

a pilot study carried out with two Spanish L2 vocabulary tasks. The discussion 

of  this chapter focused on a number of  issues. First, the study demonstrated 

the need to further operationalize the multi-feature hypothesis, and more 

specifically, the need to operationalize the feature categories. Even though the 

rich task group outperformed the poor task group on the direct translation test, 

it could be argued based on the results that the differences between the rich 

and the poor task were not sufficient with respect to the elements of  the multi-

feature hypothesis. A more specific operationalization of  the hypothesis might 

result in tasks that are more fine-tuned to test the multi-feature hypothesis. 

Second, the study was conducted with beginning learners of  Spanish. It turned 

out that it was difficult for these learners to process linguistic features, 

specifically the morphological or syntactic features. We tried to overcome this 
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by providing chunks. However, even though learners have to know about the 

morphological and syntactic features of  a chunk as a whole if  they are using it 

in a linguistic context, it cannot be claimed that they process morphological and 

syntactic features of  each separate element within that chunk. In order to 

increase the probability that both linguistic and conceptual features are 

processed, it was argued that it is probably preferable to test the multi-feature 

hypothesis with more advanced learners. 

  The fourth chapter introduced the instrument to carry out a priori 

task analyses. This instrument provided more detailed operationalizations of  

the elements of  the multi-feature hypothesis and could be used to estimate the 

probability that a task would elicit mental actions involving specific 

combinations of  feature categories. The discussion of  this chapter focused on 

the issues of  inter-rater reliability and construct validity. The instrument turned 

out to be reliable, with the exception of  the operationalization of  the 

pragmatic, sensory and affective feature categories. The reliability of  the 

instrument was determined by inter rater agreement of  a number of  task 

analyses. It could have been the case that the tasks were not specific enough 

with respect to these features, implying that those features were either not 

relevant in the task or that the tasks did not differ sufficiently with respect to 

those features. It is also probable that the operationalizations of  these feature 

categories have to be fine-tuned. In addition, it might be that, considering the 

lack of  a precise operationalization of  these feature categories, these features 

leave more room for the rater's own interpretation, which in turn might affect 

the reliability of  these categories. The construct validity of  the instrument was 

estimated by comparing the a priori analyses with analyses of  think-aloud 

protocols of  the same tasks. This procedure yielded the same results: the 

pragmatic, sensory and affective features lacked validity. The analysis showed 

that the linguistic and situational features were elicited as predicted, with minor 

differences between protocols which are probably due to individual differences 

in task performance. The inter-rater reliability and construct validity of  the 

instrument were partly determined by use of  two German vocabulary tasks. 

The learning impact of  these tasks was tested in a quasi-experimental study 

which was reported on in chapter five.  

 The fifth chapter presented a quasi-experimental study using two types 

of  vocabulary tasks: a 'poor' list-learning task and a 'rich' writing task. First, an 

exploratory study had been carried out in a lower intermediate French class. 

This study yielded a number of  factors that might affect the implementation of  
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rich tasks in the second language classroom, notably familiarity with the task 

procedure and level of  target language proficiency. Based on the findings of  

this study, it was decided to carry out a subsequent study with intermediate 

learners of  German, a language Dutch native speakers are more familiar with. 

The results of  this study showed that the group who performed the writing 

task outperformed the list-learning group on both direct and delayed post-test 

types. There was no effect for time, implying that the differences between both 

groups are relatively stable one week after task performance. These results were 

discussed in the light of  time on task, because the the writing task required 

twice as much time on task as the list-learning task. First, we proposed to break 

the concept of  time on task down into gross, tare and net time on task. We 

argued that the multi-feature hypothesis predicts the learning impact of  net 

time on task, i.e., time on task dedicated to manipulating target vocabulary in 

working memory. In this respect, tasks used to test the hypothesis do not 

necessarily have to require the same gross time on task, as long as the 

differences with respect to the multi-feature hypothesis are adequately 

operationalized in net time on task. The discussion of  chapter five also related 

the issue of  time on task to the question of  whether frequency of  processing a 

target word has a higher learning impact than processing a wider range of  

feature categories of  a target word, or vice versa. It was argued that the multi-

feature hypothesis defines “richness” as a combination of  processing a wide 

range of  different feature categories and of  processing these combinations 

frequently and simultaneously. A task that scores high on target word frequency 

and low on number of  different feature categories can be considered equally 

poor as a task that involves a  wide range of  feature categories in which the 

learner processes each target word only once. In addition, our think-aloud 

protocols showed that target word frequency probably varies strongly with 

individual differences in task performance.    

  

General discussion points 

In this section, we shall elaborate on a number of  discussion points that 

frequently featured in this dissertation: time on task, internal validity, design of  

the quasi-experimental studies and the elements of  the multi-feature 

hypothesis.  

 

Time on task 

A recurrent issue in the design of  tasks to test the multi-feature hypothesis was 
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that of  time on task, since it could be expected that processing a wider range 

of  feature categories more frequently and simultaneously would require an 

increased time on task. The multi-feature hypothesis does not provide baselines 

of  rich or poor processing, nor does it prescribe directions for the number of  

features that can be considered an absolute minimum or maximum. The 

differences between rich and poor tasks are relative and it is up to the 

researcher to decide which differences are sufficient to ensure adequate testing 

of  the hypothesis. In this respect, it could be objected that, when time spent on 

a rich task is increased considerably in order to operationalize the concepts of  

'more feature categories' and 'more frequently', this task will always result in 

better learning results compared to a poor task. Inherent in this objection is the 

question whether differences in learning results are due to differences in time 

on task or to qualitatively different cognitive processes.  

 However, a comparison of  the 'times on task' and the subsequent 

learning results of  our studies shows that this objection is not as obvious as it 

might seem at first. Time on task was kept equal in the Spanish study, and the 

rich task group outperformed the poor task group on the direct productive 

translation test. However, there were no differences between both groups on 

the direct cloze test nor on both delayed post-tests. In the exploratory French 

study, time on task was also kept equal. In this case, the poor task group 

processed more target words than the rich task group within the same time 

slot, suggesting that the rich task group indeed needed more time to complete 

the task. It could be predicted that a group that processes more target words 

will outperform the group that processes less target words. In the German 

experiment, the rich task group required more time to perform the task and 

outperformed the poor task group on both direct and delayed post-tests.  

 In chapter five, we showed that time on task seems to be influenced by 

external factors which are not directly related to the manipulation of  target 

vocabulary in working memory, such as level of  target language proficiency, 

familiarity with the task type, and individual differences between learners. In 

order to be able to analyze time on task dedicated to manipulating target 

vocabulary in working memory and time on task dedicated to other factors of  

task performance, we introduced the concepts of  gross, tare and net time. The 

predictions of  the multi-feature hypothesis concern net time on task: the time 

dedicated to manipulating features of  the target vocabulary in working 

memory. Even though we are aware that this is not the definitive answer to the 

issue of  time on task, we do argue that this distinction is a change of  
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perspective that presents useful directions for future research. 

 Future research should use the distinction between gross, tare and net 

time to disentangle which differences in learning results are due to qualitatively 

different cognitive processes and which differences are due to factors not 

directly related to the hypothesis, such as familiarity with the task type. Our 

studies have shown that time on task and time spent engaging in the 

hypothesized cognitive processes do not always neatly overlap. It follows, then, 

that it is necessary to gather data that allow us to analyze the full process of  

task performance, in order to draw warranted conclusions regarding the 

learning impact of  time spent engaging in the predicted cognitive processes 

(=net time on task). In this research project, we collected a limited number of  

think-aloud protocols to gain insight into task performance. Apart from the 

general objections that might be raised against the method of  concurrent 

nonmetalinguistic verbal reports as such (and which were discussed in chapter 

four), we are aware that we have not collected sufficient protocols to make 

fundamental predictions regarding the nature of  gross, tare and net time on 

task in our studies. This implies that future research should include extensive 

data that reflect the process of  task performance, such as protocols, interviews 

or log files, in order to be able to further disentangle the learning impact of  

time on task dedicated to manipulating target language from time on task spent 

on other factors.  

  

Internal validity 

Another recurrent issue in the studies discussed in this dissertation is that of  

internal validity: can differences in learning results be attributed to differences 

in mental actions? In addition to collecting post-test data, we have tried to 

address this issue by developing an instrument for the a priori analysis of  tasks, 

and by gathering concurrent nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols. The 

internal validity of  the instrument and the quasi-experimental studies partly 

hinges upon the use of  concurrent nonmetalinguistic think-aloud protocols. It 

could be objected that we did not collect sufficient protocols to ensure internal 

validity of  the instrument nor of  the quasi-experimental studies. (In this 

section, we do not discuss the use of  think-aloud protocols as such, because 

this was discussed in chapter four). We partly agree with this objection, and we 

shall now discuss  how this issue could be addressed in future studies.   

 In chapter four, we discussed the development of  the task analysis 

instrument. We have shown that it can be used, up to a certain point, to 
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determine a priori the expected differences between tasks with respect to the 

elicited mental actions. However, the instrument needs further fine-tuning. The 

validity of  the instrument itself  was based on a limited number of  think-aloud 

protocols gathered with a limited number of  tasks. In order to increase the 

construct validity of  the instrument itself, and by extension, the validity of  the 

resulting task analyses, future research should include a wider range of  task 

types that are particularly designed to elicit mental actions involving specific 

feature categories. Moreover, it is necessary to collect more think-aloud 

protocols in order to gain a better understanding of  the general characteristics 

of  learner task performance.  

 The German study in chapter five also included a limited number of  

think-aloud protocols. However, estimates of  the internal validity of  this study 

were not solely based on these protocols. We used the instrument to conduct a 

priori task analyses and we combined these data with think-aloud protocols and 

post-test results to gain an understanding of  the differences in learning impact 

of  the mental actions elicited by both tasks. Nonetheless, future research 

should collect more think-aloud protocols to gain a better understanding of  the 

general characteristics of  learner task performance. In addition, it could be 

argued that these protocols should be analyzed more extensively.  

 

Design of  the quasi-experimental studies 

The quasi-experimental studies conducted in this dissertation employed similar 

designs. In each study, we assigned tasks to intact classes and we compared 

subsequent learning results of  intact classes. In addition, tasks were not 

assigned randomly but in consultation with the teachers. It could be opposed 

that differences in learning results might be largely due to pre-existing 

differences between intact classes or to differences with respect to their 

teachers. We shall first discuss the issue of  pre-existing differences between 

groups and then focus on the role of  the teacher.  

 We applied two statistical procedures to try to control for pre-existing 

differences with regard to target language proficiency: covariates and intraclass 

correlation coefficients. In the Spanish pilot study, we used the mean score of  

the combined grades of  English, French and German as a covariate to control 

for possible differences with respect to foreign language learning. Yet, grades 

assigned by the teachers might be biased. For this reason, we decided to 

construct our own pre-test in the German study. The results of  this pre-test 

were used as a covariate to control for possible differences in German 
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proficiency, in particular German productive vocabulary knowledge. In 

addition, pre-existing differences between groups might be related to the fact 

that the participants belong to the same group or have the same teacher. In this 

case, it is possible that within-group dependencies occur which might bias the 

results. In order to try to gain insight into whether this type of  dependency 

would occur, intraclass correlation coefficients were calculated based on the 

mean grades of  foreign languages, in the Spanish study, and based on the pre-

test, in the German study. In both studies, these variables did not yield a 

significant intraclass correlation coefficient, suggesting that there were no 

within-group dependencies with respect to this particular variable.  

 The tasks were not randomly assigned to the groups, but instead 

assigned in consultation with the teachers. It was decided to opt for this 

procedure, because it was difficult to gain admission to the classroom. Even 

though the teachers were generally interested in the research topic, it was 

difficult for them to guarantee cooperation due to time constraints, demands 

of  the curriculum and logistic factors such as the types of  classrooms they 

taught in. By letting the teachers choose the type of  task that would be carried 

out by their groups, it was possible to gain admission to the schools and to 

conduct the studies in intact classes. However, such a procedure might raise the 

question of  whether differences in subsequent learning results might be due to 

the teacher instead of  to the tasks. We tried to address this question first by 

extensive pilot testing the tasks so that the participants could carry out the 

tasks independently, without the aid of  the teacher. For this reason, it could be 

assumed that the preferences or teaching styles of  individual teachers would 

not affect performance of  the tasks used in the studies, because the 

participants carried out the tasks independent of  the teacher. Even then, it 

could be argued that when the participants are taught by a particular teacher 

over a larger period of  time, their target language proficiency is partly shaped 

by the preferences and focuses of  that teacher. For example, the students of  a 

teacher who adopts a predominantly focus on forms approach to second 

language teaching, might have less experience with speaking or writing in the 

target language. In order to disentangle vocabulary knowledge and writing 

skills, we corrected the post-test results of  the German study by focusing only 

on the target vocabulary, and not on the quality of  the written description.  

 Even though classroom-based research possesses high ecological 

validity, it also presents some difficulties. Based on the findings presented in 

this dissertation, two suggestions for future research should be considered. 
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First, it might be worthwhile to try to assign the same tasks to different groups 

with different teachers. Second, it might be useful to control for prior 

differences between groups with respect to target language knowledge and 

skills by using pre-tests which measure a wider range of  target language 

knowledge and skills.  

 

 

Pedagogical implications 

In this section, we shall elaborate on a number of  pedagogical implications of  

the findings of  the studies discussed in this dissertation. We have demonstrated 

that rich tasks yield better vocabulary learning results than poor tasks. Rich 

tasks were defined as tasks which elicit mental actions involving a wide range 

of  different feature categories of  the target vocabulary, processed frequently. 

simultaneously and in current combinations, which implies that these 

combinations frequently occur in real life situations. In order to design rich 

tasks that have a high chance of  success in actual classrooms, a number of  

guidelines should be taken into account. We shall now discuss the importance 

of  a carefully phrased assignment, providing rich input, scaffolding the learners 

and considering time-on-task.  

 In this dissertation, the concept of  task is broken down into three 

elements: the assignment, the elicited mental actions and the object, i.e., the 

target language. When designing a task, it is important to pay special attention 

to the assignment. Our research has shown that the assignment can increase 

the probability that the same object, for example a bilingual word list, is 

manipulated in ways that are more or less effective. Compare, for example, the 

following two assignments, both of  which involve the same list of  target words 

in both Dutch and German: 

 

Assignment A Memorize these words Dutch-German and 

German-Dutch. 

 Assignment B  Write four micro-stories with these words.  

 

Assignment A is taken from the poor task of  the German study, discussed in 

chapter five. Assignment B is a summary of  the rich task from the same study. 

It is obvious that assignment B will probably elicit more meaningful language 

use than assignment A, and in fact, our results have shown that assignment B 
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yields better learning results. In order to achieve that the learners will actually 

write micro-stories, assignment B can be formulated in different ways, for 

example:  

 

 Assignment B1  Write four micro-stories with these words.  

Assignment B2 You're going to write four micro-stories in German 

with these words.  Follow these steps. Step 1: Work 

individually. Think about which words will appear 

in each micro-story. Write these word groups down 

in German in the table below. Use each word 

from the list at least once. If  you want, you can use 

the words more often (... etcetera)  (for the 

complete assignment of  the German writing task, 

see chapter five) 

 

Assignment B 1 is an example of  an open assignment, whereas assignment B2 

is more elaborate, in the sense that it specifies which steps should be taken in 

order to write the micro-stories. Both assignments B1 and B2 will probably 

result in learners writing micro-stories, and the choice for one or the other 

depends on the goals of  the lesson and the type of  learner that is going to 

perform the task. Generally speaking, open assignments leave room for the 

learner's interpretation of  how to tackle a task. This might facilitate active and 

self-regulated learning and creativity, and usually, this results in a broader range 

of  types of  procedures applied by the learners. However, an open assignment 

might be less suitable for learners of  a low target language proficiency or 

learners who have no prior experience with a certain task type. For this reason, 

it might be useful to give these learners an elaborate assignment to begin with.  

 An elaborate assignment such as B2 can be considered a type of  

“scaffolding” (Gibbons, 2002). According to Gibbons, scaffolding a learner is 

providing him/her with a form of  temporary assistance, so that s/he is capable 

of  performing a task that s/he could not have performed without help. 

Scaffolding is temporary, and as the learner progresses, the elements that 

provide scaffolding are gradually removed, so that the learner can perform the 

task without assistance. An assignment to write micro-stories confronts the 

learner with a range of  aspects that s/he has to attend to simultaneously while 

writing. Learners with low proficiency in the target language and little or no 

experience in writing in the target language might have to juggle simultaneously 
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with issues such as: What is the French word for ...? How am I going to 

conjugate the verbs? Shall I first write in Dutch and then translate the story 

into German? In addition, learners who are unfamiliar with the task type and 

the tasks procedure might think about aspects such as: Do I have to use the L1 

or the L2?, Do I have to write something down or not?, How long does a 

micro-story have to be?, How often can I use each word ... ? Depending on the 

specific needs of  the learner, the assignment might be formulated or broken 

down into smaller assignments to provide different ways of  scaffolding the 

process of  writing micro-stories, or any other second language learning 

process. Learners who are less proficient in the target language and who are 

less familiar with the task type will probably need more scaffolding than 

learners with higher levels of  target language proficiency who know how to 

write in a foreign language. When the learner has gained a higher level of  target 

language proficiency, or when s/he is more familiar with the procedure of  the 

task, the elements of  the assignment that scaffold the learner can be gradually 

removed. Eventually, this will result in an assignment that is more open.  

 The tasks discussed in this dissertation also employ other scaffolding 

techniques. One way to provide scaffolding is to include pair-work. As the 

think-aloud protocols show, learners can help each other in various ways, for 

example by brainstorming for stories, solving grammatical issues, or 

pronouncing a specific word. When, afterwards, a learner works individually, 

s/he might be able to use some of  the strategies shown by his/her partner. 

Presenting a list of  useful chunks can also be considered a type of  scaffolding. 

Processing a wide range of  linguistic features might be difficult for learners of  

lower target language proficiency. In the case of  the Spanish experiment, for 

example, the learners had a very limited proficiency of  Spanish and it was 

difficult for them to produce creative speech. However, by providing them with 

chunks they could still engage in meaningful language use.  

 A type of  scaffolding that was not included in our studies is that of  

providing rich, multi-modal input, both linguistic and non-linguistic, in the task 

itself. Both rich and poor tasks used in this dissertation were paper-and-pencil 

based and focused almost exclusively on processing target vocabulary in 

combination with one type of  input, namely the learner's prior knowledge. In 

this sense, technically speaking, the input provided by the task itself  was neither 

rich in a linguistic sense, because the learners were only given a bilingual word 

list (with the exception of  the Spanish tasks, which included set of  chunks), 

nor in a conceptual or sensory sense, because the tasks did not provide more 
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input than printed assignments and tables to write the stories in. We shall 

illustrate the difference with two examples. The first example concerns mental 

actions involving visual features. There is a difference between trying to conjure 

up an image of  e.g. an apple 'in your mind's eye' and the direct sensory 

experience of  seeing the apple right in front of  you. The second example 

concerns phonological features. There is a difference in rehearsing the 

pronunciation of  the target language in the phonological loop of  your working 

memory without hearing additional input, or hearing the target language 

spoken by native speaker (e.g. on tape) and then using it yourself. Even though 

our research showed that the rich tasks were indeed sufficiently rich to yield 

higher learning results in comparison to the poor tasks, it is probably advisable 

to provide the task itself  with rich input for certain types of  learners. The 

example of  phonological features is probably especially problematic for 

learners of  low target language proficiency who have difficulties with 

establishing connections between the spoken and written word form, for 

example for the learners in the Spanish and French experiments.    

 Hypothetically, in the case of  the linguistic features, not providing any 

linguistic input might be beneficial because it can force learners to activate prior 

knowledge of  the L2, stretch their interlanguage and notice gaps in their 

knowledge (Swain's output hypothesis, 1993). However, in the context of  an 

average foreign language classroom, in which learners receive approximately 

two hours of  lessons per week and have very limited contact with the target 

language outside school, tasks should necessarily be an important source of  

rich input. Even though in the tasks discussed in this dissertation the 

participants were told that they could consult their textbooks and dictionaries, 

this can hardly be considered as providing rich input. With regard to the non-

linguistic features, informal observations of  participants during the pilot 

studies, think-aloud protocols and experiments suggest that there are 

differences between learners with regard to characteristics such as the ability to 

visualize, the degree to which they tend to apply their imagination and 

creativity, or what might be described as their type of  “multiple intelligence” 

(Gardner, 1999). Providing rich, non-linguistic input, such as pictures or videos, 

might be considered as a type of  scaffolding that can aid those learners who do 

not tend to visualize by themselves and, for this reason, might miss an 

important aspect of  a rich task. Acquisition of  the target language might 

benefit even more from tasks which elicit mental actions combining 

simultaneous direct sensory experiences (e.g., seeing and hearing) and a wide 
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range of  different elements of  the learner's prior knowledge. It should be 

noted, however, that simply providing the learner with rich input is not 

sufficient, as is clear from our discussion of  the importance of  a specific 

assignment.  

 With respect to time on task, it is obvious that rich tasks require more 

time than poor tasks. Even reading the assignments of  rich tasks and trying to 

understand them probably takes more time than reading the assignments of  

poor tasks. Given the fact that the number of  hours dedicated to foreign 

languages in secondary education is limited and that the curriculum is already 

overcrowded, teachers might oppose that using rich tasks does not seem 

feasible. Yet, we would like to discuss a number of  advantages of  rich tasks 

that merit consideration. First, we have shown that part of  the time on rich 

tasks is dedicated to scaffolding, such as breaking a task down into smaller 

steps so that the learners can practice a particular skill, explaining the procedure 

of  an unfamiliar task, or encouraging learners to use the target language instead 

of  their L1. Once the learners start acquiring a skill or becoming familiar with 

the task type, the elements that scaffold the learner can be gradually removed, 

which will eventually reduce the amount of  time needed to perform a task. 

Second, in chapter five we proposed to break the concept of  time on task 

down into gross, tare and net time. Gross time on task is the time needed to 

perform the task as a whole and rich tasks will require more gross time on task. 

Net time is time taken to process the target linguistic items. We have 

demonstrated that in poor tasks, gross and net time nearly overlap. Rich tasks, 

on the other hand, involve more net time on task than poor tasks, and also 

include a considerable amount of  tare time on task. This time is necessary to 

perform the task, but is not directly related to the target linguistic items. 

However, tare time might be useful because it is time on task in which learners 

use the target language as a whole in a meaningful way, practicing different 

skills such as negotiating meaning, reading or focusing on form. From the 

perspective of  recent reforms in Dutch secondary education, which aim at 

fostering active and self-regulated learning of  the students, tare time on task is 

well spent time. This is nicely illustrated by the following fragment of  two 

learners who are discussing which words can be grouped together to form the 

outline of  a German micro-story: 
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learner 1  We haven't used der Drachen (the kite) at all 

learner 2 No, let's do that one now. And we have to use parachutist 

too. 

learner 1 Well those two can't go together. It doesn't have to be a 

logical story, does it? 

 learner 2  Story 2 needs something extra, oh no that cannot...  

learner 1 Let's put them all together, it doesn't have to be a logical 

story. We're creative enough for that, aren't we? 

learner 2 Duh! The moped, no, the moped is stolen and then you run 

after it and then you look at the map to find out where you 

have to go (laughs) 

 

Thus, instead of  overcrowding the curriculum with poor tasks which do not 

seem to foster active and self-regulated learning, we suggest to make more time 

for rich tasks. A third argument is that of  frequency or rehearsal of  target 

language vocabulary. The French study discussed in chapter five  suggested that 

words that are not rehearsed frequently, either in a rich or a poor way, are not 

retained well. Increased time on task might result in a more frequent and 

meaningful use of  the target vocabulary.  

  

Suggestions for future research 

We would like to discuss four areas that might be taken into consideration in 

future research: the need to further disentangle the elements of  the multi-

feature hypothesis, the use of  a grammatical structure as the target linguistic 

item, the need to expand and fine-tune the research methodology, and the need 

to use a wider range of  task types.  

 The first area for future research concerns the hypothesis itself. The 

multi-feature hypothesis refers to a number of  elements that are expected to 

account for effective language learning tasks: manipulating a wide range of  

different feature categories in working memory, in current feature 

combinations, frequently and simultaneously. The studies discussed in this 

dissertation used tasks which were designed to tap each of  the elements 

concurrently, i.e., the rich tasks were expected to elicit a wide range of  different 

feature categories, in current combinations, simultaneously and frequently. 

Future research could address the questions of  whether these elements differ 

in weight or learning impact and whether it is necessary to disentangle these 

elements. An interesting question, which was touched upon above, would be to 
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find out whether there are differences in learning impact between very 

frequently processing of  a limited number of  features a target word compared 

to processing a wide range of  features of  the target word with a very low 

frequency. Is there a balance point at which frequent processing a limited range 

of  feature categories has similar learning impacts as less frequent processing of  

a wide range of  feature categories? The challenge of  this type of  research is to 

design tasks which control for target word frequency, to include methods which 

track target word frequency and to take into account individual differences in 

task performance.  

 Another interesting topic for future research would be to determine 

whether there are differences in weight between manipulating linguistic features 

on the one hand and conceptual, non-linguistic features on the other. It is 

predicted that a target word can be activated by both linguistic and conceptual 

features, and that ease of  activation increases when a network consists of  more 

different feature categories with stronger connections between those features. 

Yet, some aspects of  our studies seem to support the suggestion that linguistic 

features might have a higher impact than conceptual features. In the present 

studies, it proved difficult to determine in a valid and reliable manner whether 

the tasks elicited mental actions involving some of  the conceptual feature 

categories. It could be demonstrated that the German writing task elicited the 

linguistic features as predicted. However, with respect to the conceptual 

features in this task, it was only possible to estimate processing of  the 

situational features in a reliable and valid way. This raises the question of  

whether the differences between the German list-learning task and the German 

writing task are mainly due to differences with respect to linguistic features, or 

whether conceptual features play a role too, and if  so, to what extent. 

 With regard to the claims of  the multi-feature hypothesis, it would also 

be interesting to examine whether performing rich tasks is the exclusive 

domain of  learners of  intermediate to high target language proficiency, or 

whether this type of  tasks are also suitable for beginners. The Spanish 

vocabulary tasks were carried out with beginners who had very limited prior 

knowledge of  linguistic features of  the target vocabulary selected in that study. 

Yet, they did possess a considerable amount of  prior knowledge with respect to 

the conceptual features of  the target vocabulary. We tried to design tasks that 

would mainly differ with respect to the conceptual features, because at this level 

of  target language proficiency, it was difficult to elicit differences in linguistic 

features. Since the differences in learning impact between task types were not 
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very strong in this study, this raises the question of  whether there are 

differences in learning impact between manipulating conceptual features versus 

linguistic features.  

 Therefore, future research with tasks which vary with respect to the 

type of  feature categories that are elicited, is necessary to determine whether 

there are differences in learning impact between linguistic and conceptual 

features. Of  course, it is also necessary to take into account the issue of  

transfer-appropriate processing (Morris, Bransford, & Franks, 1977), which 

suggests that ease of  activation of  the target vocabulary is not only determined 

by the type of  mental actions during task performance, but also by type of  

mental actions required by a certain test type. It could be hypothesized  that 

learning results will be better when test type and task type match. For this 

reason, future research should apply a range of  tests which measure both 

linguistic and conceptual features separately and simultaneously.  

 The second focus for future research concerns the use of  grammatical 

structure. In chapter two we suggested that the multi-feature hypothesis 

predicts the learning impact of  tasks for the acquisition of  both target 

vocabulary and grammar or structure. The studies presented in this dissertation 

focus on vocabulary acquisition. It could be argued that certain 

morphosyntactic structures are also likely candidates for rich tasks, because 

these structures can also be activated by different features from both the 

linguistic and the non-linguistic context. Examples of  such structures might be 

the Spanish subjunctive or the German two-way prepositions. We conducted an 

exploratory study with tasks involving the German two-way prepositions. 

Depending on features of  the linguistic and non-linguistic context in which 

these prepositions are used, they either take the dative or the accusative case. 

We designed tasks which required the participants to think of  situations, with 

the aid of  pictures, in which the use of  the dative or the accusative case might 

make a difference. In addition, we used an oral picture description test (“spot 

the difference”) to gain insight into their productive use of  these structures. 

The pilot study was carried out with similar participants as those in the 

German study reported on in chapter five. The study revealed that most of  

these learners know by heart the pedagogical rules that describe these 

structures. Yet, when they are using German, either receptively or productively, 

they do not seem to be aware of  these structures, nor of  the differences in 

meaning that prepositions with different cases entail. One difficulty might be 

that an accurate understanding and use of  the two-way prepositions partly 
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hinges on the participant's knowledge of  the article of  a noun. Another 

difficulty is probably that an article is not a very salient feature of  the target 

language input. Even though both tasks and test types need to be fine-tuned, 

the preliminary findings suggest that this is a promising area for future 

research.  

 The third group of  directions for future research concerns the use of  

different research methodology. In the studies discussed in this dissertation, we 

used three methods to gain insight into task performance and subsequent 

learning: a priori task analyses, concurrent nonmetalinguistic verbal reports and 

post-tests. The drawbacks of  each method were discussed above, and here we 

would like to focus on possibilities for future research. With regard to the 

instrument for a priori task analysis, future research should specifically fine-

tune the operationalization of  the pragmatic, sensory and affective feature 

categories. It is necessary to sharpen the definition of  these features and to 

analyze tasks that are specifically designed to elicit mental actions involving 

those features. The inter-rater reliability of  the instrument was determined 

based on a range of  tasks which were paper-and-pencil based in a traditional 

lay-out, as was discussed above in the section on limitations. It could be that 

including a wider range of  different tasks types might improve the reliability 

and validity of  the instrument as a whole.  

 The use of  think-aloud protocols is an ongoing debate, as we have 

discussed in chapters four and five of  this dissertation. Yet, as was argued in 

chapter four, task performance cannot be treated as a black box and it is 

necessary to gain insight into cognitive processes during task performance. 

Depending on the type of  tasks used, one can continue using think-aloud 

protocols while keeping in mind the possible limitations of  this method with 

regard to reactivity. On the other hand, future research might also include other 

methods to gain insight into task performance. Tasks might be performed 

using a computer so that mouse clicks or eye movements can be tracked. The 

present studies did not use post-task interviews or stimulated recall, but these 

methods are also worth exploring in future studies.   

 With regard to the test types used, there seem to be at least two 

directions for future research. The first direction concerns a more sophisticated 

measurement of  the concept of  ease of  activation. In the present dissertation, 

ease of  activation was measured using test types that required productive 

language use. The use of  more fine-grained methods, such as analyses of  

reaction times in laboratory settings might result in a better understanding of  
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ease of  activation. The second direction concerns different types of  task-based 

assessment. The studies discussed in this dissertation included a writing task as 

a post-test, but, in a similar vein, it is also possible to use tasks which require 

speaking, reading or listening. The use a broader range of  assessment tasks can 

shed light on whether the claims of  the multi-feature hypothesis can be 

extended to other language skills as well. A particular difficulty of  task-based 

assessment is that the tasks should somehow require the use of  the target 

linguistic item. Future research should be conducted to explore which types of  

focused tasks are suitable for task-based assessment. Task-based assessment 

might also be suitable to test the effects of  tare time on task. In the present 

dissertation, tare time on task was not taken into account, because it was not 

explicitly part of  the hypothesis. However, a preliminary analysis of  think-

aloud protocols showed that it is probable that a considerable 'amount' of  

second language acquisition is occurring in tare time on task. Task-based 

assessment, which requires a range of  scoring procedures to rate task 

performance, is probably a useful way of  determining the learning impact of  

differences in tare time on task.  In this dissertation, we rated task performance 

in a fairly traditional way, by focusing exclusively on the target vocabulary used 

by the participants. In order to gain more insight into second language learning, 

future research should include scoring procedures that focus on the use of  the 

target language as a whole, such as   the can-do descriptions of  the Common 

European Framework of  Reference (Council of  Europe, 2001).  

 To sum up, future research should include a wider range of  different 

task types to further explore the claims of  the multi-feature hypothesis. A 

number of  options have been discussed in this chapter: tasks that focus on 

language skills such as reading or listening, tasks that focus on grammar, tasks 

that involve different types of  scaffolding for different types of  learners and 

tasks that provide different types of  input.  

 

Concluding remarks 

Chapter one started with fragments of  think-aloud protocols of  learners 

working in dyads to perform the tasks studied in this thesis. Ultimately, the aim 

of  analyzing these tasks is to gain insight into the factors that increase their 

learning impact, so that they can be employed to help learners to attain higher 

levels of  target language proficiency. By testing the claims of  the multi-feature 

hypothesis, we have shown that one of  the factors that account for the learning 

impact of  a task are the characteristics of  the elicited mental actions. Learners 
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who perform tasks involving rich mental actions are more likely to acquire 

knowledge of  the target language that can be put to use easily than learners 

who perform tasks which elicit poor mental actions. From a research 

perspective, we hope that this thesis contributes to a better theoretical 

understanding of  the factors that account for the learning impact of  tasks. 

And, last but not least, we hope that the findings of  this thesis will also be 

relevant to second language pedagogy.  
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Samenvatting 
 

Dit proefschrift is het verslag van onderzoek rond kenmerken van effectieve 
leertaken voor onderwijs in de moderne vreemde talen. Na een korte 
introductie in hoofdstuk 1, waarin het belang van het onderzoek uiteen wordt 
gezet, worden in hoofdstuk 2 het theoretisch kader, de hypothese en de centrale 
vraagstelling van het proefschrift toegelicht. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt eerst 
ingegaan op de definitie van “taken” die in het proefschrift wordt gehanteerd 
en hoe deze definitie zich verhoudt tot het theoretisch kader. Een taak valt 
uiteen in drie globale onderdelen: de instructie, de mentale handelingen die 
door de instructie worden opgeroepen en het object van deze mentale 
handelingen, bijvoorbeeld een groep woorden in de doeltaal. Deze indeling kan 
worden gebruikt om de verwachte leeropbrengst van taken in te kunnen 
schatten en om verschillende taken te ontwerpen. Hoewel de taakgerichte 
literatuur enige theoretische basis biedt omtrent het verwachte leereffect van 
verschillende soorten mentale handelingen, beargumenteren we in dit 
hoofdstuk dat het mogelijk is om deze theoretische basis te verfijnen. Dit biedt 
de mogelijkheid om meer specifieke voorspellingen te kunnen formuleren wat 
betreft de verwachte leeropbrengst van taken. Met dit doel is de multi-feature 
hypothese (MFH) geformuleerd, die een aantal voorspellingen doet over de 
verwachte leeropbrengst van mentale handelingen, opgeroepen door taken, op 
basis van onderzoek uit de cognitieve psychologie en het connectionisme. 
Mentale handelingen worden gedefinieerd als handelingen die informatie in het 
werkgeheugen vasthouden en/of bewerken (Baddeley, 2003). Een taak roept 
door middel van de instructie mentale handelingen op, die (kenmerken van) de 
doeltaal in het werkgeheugen vasthouden en/of bewerken. De aard van de 
mentale handelingen bepaalt voor een deel het leerpotentieel van een taak.  
 Vanuit de literatuur op het gebied van de cognitieve psychologie en het 
connectionisme zijn er een aantal kenmerken van mentale handelingen aan te 
wijzen waarvan verwacht wordt dat ze ervoor zorgen dat de doelwoorden 
sneller en makkelijker opgeroepen kunnen worden in gebruikssituaties. In dit 
theoretisch kader wordt kennis van bijvoorbeeld een concept of een woord niet 
gezien als een vaste eenheid die opgeslagen is in het langetermijngeheugen, 
maar als een netwerk van verschillende kenmerken, dat steeds opnieuw 
geactiveerd moet worden in het werkgeheugen om betekenis te krijgen. Een 
kenmerk is op zichzelf staand neutraal en krijgt pas betekenis in combinatie met 
andere kenmerken, als onderdeel van een netwerk dat een concept of woord 
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vormt. Een netwerk van kenmerken ontstaat doordat de kenmerken 
herhaaldelijk gelijktijdig in het werkgeheugen zijn geweest en/of bewerkt. In dit 
proefschrift wordt op basis van een literatuurstudie een selectie van kenmerken 
van de doeltaal onderscheiden. Eerst is er een globale indeling gemaakt tussen 
talige en conceptuele kenmerken. Onder talige kenmerken worden de volgende 
kenmerken verstaan: fonologisch, orthografisch, syntactisch, morfologisch, 
semantisch en collocationeel. De selectie van algemene, conceptuele kenmerken 
is als volgt: pragmatisch, sensorisch, affectief en situationeel.                                                                                                      
Een aantal factoren bepaalt de snelheid waarmee een combinatie van 
kenmerken kan worden opgeroepen in het werkgeheugen. Als een dergelijk 
netwerk uit veel en veel verschillende soorten kenmerken bestaat, is de kans 
groter dat dat netwerk wordt opgeroepen. Als er herhaaldelijk en gelijktijdig 
gehandeld wordt aan verschillende combinaties van kenmerken in het 
werkgeheugen, dan worden de verbindingen tussen de kenmerken sterker. Hoe 
sterker de verbindingen, hoe sneller een netwerk opgeroepen kan worden. Op 
basis van dit theoretisch kader voorspelt de multi-feature hypothese dat taken 
die mentale handelingen oproepen aan veel verschillende kenmerken van de 
doeltaal, in vaak voorkomende combinaties, gelijktijdig en frequent, zorgen dat 
de doeltaal sneller en gemakkelijker kan worden geactiveerd in een 
gebruikssituatie dan taken die in die opzichten aan minder verschillende 
kenmerken laten handelen. Op basis van deze hypothese is het mogelijk om 
taken te ontwerpen die relatief van elkaar verschillen wat betreft het aantal 
verschillende kenmerken waar aan gehandeld wordt en de wijze waarop dit 
gebeurt. Taken die mentale handelingen oproepen waarin veel verschillende 
kenmerken gelijktijdig en frequent voorkomen worden rijke taken genoemd. 
Arme taken, daarentegen, zijn taken waar weinig en weinig verschillende 
kenmerken in voorkomen, niet gelijktijdig en/of in lage frequentie.  
 In hoofdstuk 3 worden de resultaten beschreven van een quasi-
experimentele pilotstudie die is uitgevoerd in de brugklas bij het vak Spaans. In 
deze studie werd het leereffect van twee verschillende taken vergeleken. Op 
basis van een taak uit het lesboek zijn twee varianten ontworpen: een taak 
waarvan werd verwacht dat die rijk zou zijn in termen van de MFH en een taak 
waarvan werd verwacht dat die arm zou zijn. Beide taken hadden als thema 
“schoolvakken” en bestonden uit twee delen. In het eerste deel werkten de 
leerlingen individueel en in het tweede deel werkten ze in duo's. Een voorstudie 
had uitgewezen dat de leerlingen voor elk onderdeel ongeveer tien minuten 
nodig hadden: voor beide taken werden dus in totaal twintig minuten 
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uitgetrokken. Bij de rijke taak moesten de leerlingen eerst individueel uit een 
rijtje beroepen een beroep kiezen dat ze “stom” vonden en een beroep dat ze 
“leuk” vonden. Vervolgens kozen ze voor zowel het stomme als het leuke 
beroep een aantal handige of nuttige schoolvakken. Het tweede deel van de 
rijke taak bestond uit het spelletje “galgje”. In duo's moesten de leerlingen door 
in het Spaans te vragen naar de schoolvakken uiteindelijk raden welk stom en 
welk leuk beroep de ander had gekozen. Bij de arme taak vulden de leerlingen 
eerst schoolvakken in in een lesrooster. Vervolgens moesten ze in duo's door 
middel van vragen in het Spaans erachter komen wat het rooster van de ander 
was.  
 Om een globaal inzicht te krijgen in hoe leerlingen de taken uitvoerden 
en of de verwachte mentale handelingen werden opgeroepen, zijn van elke taak 
twee hardop-denk protocollen verzameld. De protocollen lieten zien dat de 
leerlingen in beide taken veel Nederlands spraken. Verder was de arme taak iets 
minder arm dan verwacht, omdat sommige leerlingen zelf af en toe elementen 
inbrachten, die niet direct of dwingend door de instructie opgeroepen werden. 
Een pre-test werd afgenomen om na te gaan of de leerlingen de doelwoorden 
productief al kenden. Dit bleek voor een deel van de woorden en de leerlingen 
het geval. Deze werden uit de dataset verwijderd. Beide taken werden 
vervolgens uitgevoerd door twee klassen tijdens hun reguliere les Spaans. Direct 
na afloop van de taakuitvoering en één week later werden twee post-testen 
afgenomen: een productieve vertaaltest en een productieve invultest, bestaande 
uit een Nederlandse omschrijving van ieder schoolvak, waarbij de leerling 
gevraagd werd de Spaande vertaling van het corresponderende schoolvak te 
geven. Een ANCOVA, met gemiddeld rapportcijfer voor de moderne vreemde 
talen als covariaat, was uitgevoerd om inzicht te krijgen in verschillen tussen 
groepen. De resultaten laten zien dat er een significant verschil is tussen de 
arme en de rijke taakgroep op de directe vertaaltest, waarbij de rijke taakgroep 
meer doelwoorden kan vertalen. Er zijn geen significante verschillen tussen 
beide groepen op de directe invultest. Één week later zijn de verschillen op de 
uitgestelde vertaaltest verdwenen en zijn de verschillen op de uitgestelde 
invultest wederom niet significant.  
 Deze resultaten kunnen worden beschouwd als een gedeeltelijke 
bevestiging van de voorspellingen van de MFH en zijn wat dat betreft een 
interessant uitgangspunt voor verder onderzoek. Op basis van deze resultaten 
worden ook enkele aanbevelingen voor toekomstig onderzoek gedaan. Ten 
eerste is het belangrijk om op systematische wijze inzicht te krijgen in de 
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verschillen tussen rijke en arme taken voorafgaand aan de taakuitvoering zelf. 
De verschillen tussen de rijke en de arme taak in deze pilotstudie waren 
waarschijnlijk niet groot genoeg. Dit zou deels toegeschreven kunnen worden 
aan de zeer beperkte beheersing van het Spaans van de deelnemende leerlingen. 
De hardop-denk protocollen laten zien dat de leerlingen weinig Spaans 
gebruiken tijdens het uitvoeren van de taak. Dit heeft waarschijnlijk tot gevolg 
dat de taken niet veel van elkaar verschillen wat betreft het handelen aan 
taalkundige kenmerken. Daarom is het noodzakelijk om adequaat te 
operationaliseren wat rijk en arm mentaal handelen inhoudt. In hoofdstuk vier 
wordt beschreven hoe rijk en arm mentaal handelen concreet kunnen worden 
geoperationaliseerd. Deze operationalisering vormt de basis voor de 
ontwikkeling van een instrument dat gebruikt kan worden om de kans in te 
schatten dat een taak bepaalde (rijke of arme) mentale handelingen oproept. 
Ten tweede beargumenteren we dat het voor het testen van de MFH belangrijk 
is om deelnemers te selecteren die een zodanig beheersingsniveau van de 
doeltaal hebben bereikt, dat ze in staat zijn om daadwerkelijk rijk te handelen. 
Dit lijkt vooral van toepassing te zijn op het handelen aan taalkundige 
kenmerken, omdat dit waarschijnlijk meer kennis van de doeltaal vereist dan 
handelen aan conceptuele kenmerken.  
 Hoofdstuk 4 beschrijft een instrument dat ontwikkeld is om een 
inschatting te maken van de aard van de mentale handelingen waarvan verwacht 
wordt dat ze door de taak worden opgeroepen. Het instrument is bedoeld om 
op systematische, valide en betrouwbare wijze een a priori taakanalyse uit te 
voeren, onafhankelijk van gegevens over de taakuitvoering zelf en/of eventuele 
leerresultaten, bijvoorbeeld in de vorm van post-testen. Dit instrument kan 
gebruikt worden om de interne validiteit te verhogen van taakgericht onderzoek 
waarin verschillen in leerresultaten worden toegeschreven aan verschillen in 
cognitieve processen. Het instrument bestaat uit een set werkdefinities van de 
taalkundige en conceptuele kenmerken van de doelwoorden en hieraan 
gerelateerd een set van richtlijnen die aangeven wanneer er verwacht kan 
worden dat er aan de desbetreffende kenmerken gehandeld wordt. Verder 
bestaat het uit een matrix waarin per taakonderdeel aangegeven kan worden wat 
de kenmerken van de verwachte mentale handelingen zijn. Om de 
interboordelaarsbetrouwbaarheid van het instrument te bepalen, hebben twee 
beoordelaars een set taken in verschillende doeltalen geanalyseerd. De 
betrouwbaarheid van de taalkundige kenmerken en de situationele kenmerken 
was hoog. De pragmatische, sensorische en affectieve kenmerken konden 
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daarentegen niet betrouwbaar ingeschat worden. Om inzicht te krijgen in de 
constructvaliditeit van het instrument zijn de a priori taakanalyses van twee 
taken, een arme en een rijke Duitse vocabulairetaak, vergeleken met de analyses 
van hardop-denk protocollen van diezelfde taken. De protocollen werden 
geanalyseerd met het instrument, en vervolgens werd de 
interbeoordelaarsbetrouwbaarheid van deze analyses bepaald. Deze analyse laat 
hetzelfde beeld zien: de taalkundige en situationele kenmerken zijn 
betrouwbaar, het handelen aan pragmatische, sensorische en affectieve 
kenmerken kon niet betrouwbaar aangetoond worden. Dit houdt in dat het 
instrument op een betrouwbare en valide manier kan worden gebruikt om de 
relatieve verschillen tussen taken wat betreft een deel van de kenmerken in te 
schatten. In de discussie wordt ingegaan op een aantal mogelijke oorzaken voor 
deze resultaten. Ten eerste kan het zijn dat de taken die gebruikt zijn om de 
betrouwbaarheid van het instrument vast te stellen, niet voldoende 
onderscheidend waren wat betreft het oproepen van mentale handelingen aan 
conceptuele kenmerken. Ten tweede zouden de definities van de conceptuele 
kenmerken beter uitgewerkt kunnen worden. Als laatste zouden kenmerken van 
de beoordelaars zelf een rol kunnen spelen. Het lijkt erop dat sommige 
beoordelaars meer geneigd zijn conceptuele kenmerken toe te kennen dan 
andere. Dit zou verband kunnen houden met bijvoorbeeld de mate waarin 
iemand geneigd is te visualiseren. Toekomstig onderzoek zou dus taken moeten 
gebruiken die meer specifiek gericht zijn op het oproepen van mentale 
handelingen aan conceptuele kenmerken. Daarbij is het belangrijk de definities 
van deze kenmerken aan te scherpen en rekening te houden met de 
eigenschappen van de beoordelaars.  
 In hoofdstuk 5 worden de resultaten gerapporteerd van een quasi-
experimentele studie waarin de multi-feature hypothese wordt getest aan de 
hand van twee vocabulairetaken. In de rijke taak schrijven de leerlingen eerst 
afwisselend in duo's en individueel vier korte verhaaltjes en vervolgens 
proberen ze deze verhaaltjes na te vertellen. In de arme taak leren de leerlingen 
eerst een tweetalige woordenlijst en vervolgens overhoren ze elkaar die 
woordenlijst. Met behulp van het instrument besproken in hoofdstuk 4 was a 
priori ingeschat dat de verschillen tussen de taken voldoende onderscheidend 
zouden zijn wat betreft de kenmerken van de multi-feature hypothese. In een 
exploratieve studie, bij het vak Frans in havo 3, zijn de voorwaarden verkend 
waaronder deze taken in de klas kunnen worden uitgevoerd. Hiertoe zijn de 
taken in de reguliere Franse les uitgevoerd en zijn er een aantal hardop-denk 
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protocollen verzameld. Deze studie bracht een aantal factoren aan het licht die 
ervoor zorgden dat de doelwoorden niet door de leerlingen werden verwerkt op 
de manier die was beoogd. Allereerst was ervoor gekozen om time on task gelijk 
te houden tussen  beide taken. Dit had als gevolg dat de leerlingen de rijke taak 
niet binnen de gestelde tijd konden afronden en daardoor een deel van de 
doelwoorden niet hadden verwerkt. De hardop-denk protocollen lieten zien dat 
rijk handelen meer tijd kost: de rijke taak roept niet alleen handelingen op aan 
de doelwoorden, maar ook aan een aanzienlijke hoeveelheid extra woorden. 
Tevens werden deze extra woorden ook rijk verwerkt. Verder bleek dat de 
leerlingen tijdens de rijke taak in verhouding tot de arme taak een behoorlijke 
hoeveelheid tijd besteedden aan het praten in het Nederlands over zaken die 
niet rechtstreeks met de doelwoorden verband hielden. Een deel van deze 
uitweidingen betrof het bespreken van de instructie (“wat moeten we doen?”) 
en een ander deel had te maken met het relatief lage beheersingsniveau van het 
Frans van deze leerlingen: de leerlingen hadden weinig ervaring met het 
productief gebruiken van het Frans en moesten veel basale, bekend 
veronderstelde woorden en grammatica opzoeken. Op basis van deze 
bevindingen zijn een aantal aanbevelingen gedaan voor een vervolgstudie. Ten 
eerste is het concept time on task uitgesplitst in drie delen: bruto, tarra en netto 
time on task. Bruto time on task heeft betrekking op de tijd die nodig is om de 
taak als geheel uit te kunnen voeren. Tarra tijd is de tijd die nodig is om de taak 
te kunnen uitvoeren, maar die niet rechtstreeks betrekking heeft op het 
handelen aan de doelwoorden in het werkgeheugen. Netto tijd, tenslotte, is de 
tijd die het kost om de doelwoorden arm of rijk te verwerken in het 
werkgeheugen. De voorspellingen van de MFH hebben betrekking op de netto 
time on task. Dit houdt in dat de bruto tijd van de taken die worden gebruikt om 
de hypothese te testen dus kan verschillen. Een andere aanbeveling, gelijk aan 
die van de pilotstudie Spaans van hoofstuk 3, is om te werken met deelnemers 
die over een aanzienlijk beheersingsniveau van de doeltaal beschikken, omdat 
deze leerlingen waarschijnlijk met minder moeite aan meer taalkundige 
kenmerken kunnen handelen. Verder was de verwachting dat het aanbieden van 
een korte training voorafgaand aan het uitvoeren van de rijke taak het aantal 
uitweidingen met betrekking tot procedure zou verminderen.  
 Deze aanbevelingen werden meegenomen in de opzet van een quasi-
experimentele vervolgstudie, waarin wederom naar het leereffect van de rijke 
schrijftaak en de arme lijsttaak werd gekeken. Deze studie werd uitgevoerd met 
leerlingen van vwo 4 Duits. Een voorstudie had uitgewezen dat deze leerlingen 
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ongeveer 50 minuten nodig hadden voor het maken van de schrijftaak en 
ongeveer 20 minuten voor het uitvoeren van de lijsttaak. Om inzicht te krijgen 
in de taakuitvoering zijn er drie hardop-denk protocollen per taak verzameld. 
Een globale analyse van deze taken liet zien dat de taken door deze leerlingen 
werden uitgevoerd zoals verwacht. Één week voor de taakuitvoering werd er 
een pre-test in de vorm van een productieve vertaaltest afgenomen, bestaande 
uit twee delen. Één deel had betrekking op de doelwoorden en was bedoeld om 
na te gaan of de leerlingen de doelwoorden productief beheersten. Dit bleek 
niet het geval te zijn. Het andere deel bestond uit een lijst met bekend 
veronderstelde woorden waarvan de score werd gebruikt als covariabele. De 
taken werden door de leerlingen uitgevoerd tijdens de reguliere les Duits. Één 
dag na de taakuitvoering en één week later werden er twee post-testen 
afgenomen: een productieve vertaaltest en een schrijftest waarbij de leerlingen 
in het Duits een aantal situaties op een cartoon moesten beschrijven. Een serie 
ANCOVA's met de pre-test als covariabele was uitgevoerd om inzicht te 
krijgen in de verschillen in woordverwerving tussen beide groepen. De 
resultaten laten zien dat de rijke taakgroep significant beter scoort op zowel de 
vertaaltest als de schrijftest, zowel één dag als één week na de taakuitvoering. Er 
is geen significant verschil in verval tussen beide groepen, dat wil zeggen dat de 
verschillen in scores tussen beide groepen een week na de taakuitvoering 
relatief stabiel zijn.  
 Deze resultaten worden besproken in het kader van een aantal steeds 
terugkerende discussiepunten in onderzoek rondom vocabulairetaken. Gezien 
de bevinding dat verschillen in bruto time on task deels toe te wijzen zijn aan het 
rijk handelen zelf en deels aan andere zaken, zoals (on)bekendheid met de 
procedurele aspecten van de taak, beargumenteren we dat het loslaten van 
gelijke bruto time on task nodig is om de voorspellingen van de MFH te kunnen 
testen. Verder gaan we in op de vraag of het leereffect van een vocabulairetaak 
toegeschreven kan worden aan enerzijds de frequentie of anderzijds de kwaliteit 
waarmee er aan de woorden gehandeld wordt. We beargumenteren dat volgens 
de MFH zowel kwaliteit, in de zin van een groot en gevarieerd aanbod aan 
kenmerken, als woordfrequentie, in de zin van een redelijke mate van herhaling 
van de doelwoorden, belangrijke elementen van rijk handelen zijn. Met andere 
woorden, de mate waarin een taak als rijk beschouwd kan worden, hangt af van 
zowel de frequentie als de kwaliteit waarmee de doelwoorden verwerkt worden 
in het werkgeheugen. Een kanttekening hierbij is, dat onze hardop-denk 
protocollen hebben laten zien dat er zelfs binnen één taaktype een behoorlijke 
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spreiding is wat betreft frequentie waarmee aan de doelwoorden wordt 
gehandeld. Dit roept de vraag op of het concept woordfrequentie wel als 
eenduidig concept gebruikt kan worden in taakgericht onderzoek dat uitgevoerd 
wordt in het reguliere onderwijs.  
 Als laatste punt wordt er een aantal aanbeveling gedaan voor 
toekomstig onderzoek. De aard van de voorspellingen van de MFH is relatief: 
mentaal handelen kan relatief armer zijn of relatief rijker. Het zou interessant 
zijn om na te gaan of er verschillen zijn tussen enerzijds taken die een hoge 
doelwoordfrequentie combineren met een beperkte variatie kenmerken en 
anderzijds taken die een lage doelwoordfrequentie combineren met een grote 
variatie kenmerken. Is er een punt waarop een bepaalde mate van frequentie 
dezelfde leerimpact heeft als een bepaalde variatie aan kenmerken? Verder is 
het belangrijk om het beheersingsniveau van de doeltaal mee te nemen en rijke 
taken te ontwerpen voor leerlingen met een lager beheersingsniveau van de 
doeltaal. 
 In hoofdstuk 6 wordt een korte samenvatting gegeven van de 
bevindingen en discussiepunten van ieder hoofdstuk. Vervolgens worden er 
drie algemene discussiepunten besproken: time on task, interne validiteit van de 
quasi-experimentele studies en opzet van de quasi-experimentele studies. Wat 
betreft time on task hebben we aangetoond dat het voor het testen van de MFH 
nodig is om gelijke time on task los te laten. Een belangrijke tegenwerping hierbij 
kan zijn dat als rijke taken maar lang genoeg duren, deze altijd meer leereffect 
zullen opleveren dan de arme taken. Daarom beargumenteren we dat het 
belangrijk is om inzicht te krijgen in de hoeveelheid tijd die binnen een taak 
wordt besteed aan de doelwoorden enerzijds en de tijd die wordt besteed aan 
overige zaken anderzijds. Met dit doel is het noodzakelijk om verschillende 
onderzoeksmethoden toe te passen, die zowel inzicht bieden in de 
taakuitvoering zelf als de uiteindelijke leeropbrengsten. Het discussiepunt van 
interne validiteit van de quasi-experimentele studies heeft betrekking op de 
vraag of verschillen in leerresultaten kunnen worden toegeschreven aan 
verschillen in opgeroepen mentale handelingen. In dit proefschrift hebben we 
geprobeerd hier invulling aan te geven door het ontwikkelen van een 
taakanalyse-instrument en door het gebruik van hardop-denk protocollen. 
Hoewel beide methoden niet zonder problemen zijn, geven ze wel inzicht in de 
manier waarop leerlingen mentaal handelen aan de doelwoorden en welke 
factoren daarbij nog meer een rol spelen. In combinatie met kwantitatieve data 
levert dit relevante gegevens op met betrekking tot de reikwijdte van de 
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voorspellingen van de MFH en de condities waaronder deze getest kan worden. 
De discussie rond de opzet van de quasi-experimentele studies heeft 
voornamelijk betrekking op onze keuze om het onderzoek in intacte klassen uit 
te voeren. Aan de ene kant verhoogt dit de ecologische validiteit van de studies, 
maar aan de andere kant roept dit natuurlijk ook de vraag op of verschillen in 
leerresultaten niet (deels) toe te wijzen zijn aan reeds bestaande verschillen 
tussen groepen. We hebben door middel van statistische procedures 
geprobeerd eventuele verschillen mee te nemen. Verder zijn de taken zo 
ontworpen dat ze zonder tussenkomst van de docent door de leerlingen 
konden worden uitgevoerd. Dit neemt niet weg dat toekomstig onderzoek zou 
moeten proberen om dezelfde taak aan groepen met verschillende docenten 
voor te leggen en om een covariabele mee te nemen die niet alleen 
vocabulairekennis test, maar ook bepaalde taalvaardigheden.  
 In hoofdstuk 6 wordt ook een aantal aanbevelingen gedaan voor de 
onderwijspraktijk. De eerste aanbeveling heeft betrekking op het het 
formuleren van de instructie. De instructie van een taak zorgt ervoor dat er bij 
de lerende mentale handelingen worden opgeroepen die meer of minder 
leerzaam zijn. Daarom is het belangrijk om, rekening houdend met de 
specifieke doelen van een les, de instructie zo zorgvuldig mogelijk te 
formuleren. Verder kan het belangrijk zijn om met name bij de rijke taken een 
vorm van 'scaffolding' (Gibbons, 2002) aan te bieden. De rijke taken in ons 
onderzoek deden een beroep op productieve vaardigheden, en dit kan voor 
leerlingen op lagere niveaus lastig zijn. Voorbeelden van scaffolding zijn het 
aanbieden van een stapsgewijze instructie, leerlingen laten werken in duo's en 
het aanbieden van een rijk taalaanbod, al of niet in de vorm van chunks. De 
laatste aanbeveling had betrekking op de time on task. Hoewel rijke taken langer 
duren, bieden ze een betekenisvolle context voor het herhalen en integreren 
van eerder geleerde stof. Dit is een argument om toch plaats in te ruimen voor 
rijke taken in het curriculum.  
 De studies beschreven in dit proefschrift hebben interessante vragen 
opgeroepen. Daarom wordt hoofdstuk 6 afgesloten met een aantal suggesties 
voor toekomstig onderzoek. Ten eerste zou vervolgonderzoek zich kunnen 
richten op het “ontrafelen” van de verschillende elementen van de MFH. 
Daarbij valt te denken aan vragen als: Is er een verschil tussen frequent 
handelen aan weinig kenmerken enerzijds versus kortstondig handelen aan veel 
kenmerken anderzijds?, Kan het zijn dat handelen aan taalkundige kenmerken 
meer leerimpact heeft dan handelen aan conceptuele kenmerken? Hoe verhoudt 
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rijk handelen zich tot verschillende niveaus van doeltaalbeheersing? Hoe kan de 
MFH worden ingezet voor grammatica-taken? Ten tweede doen we suggesties 
voor kwantitatieve en kwalitatieve onderzoeksmethoden die in toekomstig 
onderzoek, afhankelijk van de onderzoeksvraag, toegepast zouden kunnen 
worden om meer inzicht te krijgen in hoe taken uitgevoerd worden en hoe dit 
van invloed is op de leerresultaten. Voorbeelden hiervan zijn het gebruik van 
on-line procedures zoals mouseclicks en logfiles, het afnemen van stimulated 
recall interviews en het afnemen van testen waarin verschillende soorten kennis 
en vaardigheden worden geïntegreerd.  

Concluderend hopen we dat de resultaten van dit onderzoek een 
bijdrage leveren aan zowel de theorie als de praktijk van taakgericht 
vreemdetalenonderwijs.  
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gezelligheid, heerlijke spa-bezoeken en fijne wandelingen om even uit te waaien. 

Bedankt voor je steun en bedankt dat je mijn paranimf  wilt zijn.  

Anita, jij vertelt me hoe de werkelijkheid van een school eruit ziet en 

houdt me met beide benen op de grond. Na sommige van je anekdotes dacht ik 

echt “Als het er op school zo aan toe gaat, waarom @#$% doe ik dit dan 

nog?”. Gelukkig weet je er altijd een positieve draai aan te geven (“straks heb je 

weer een normale baan”). Bedankt voor je steun en bedankt dat je mijn 

paranimf  wilt zijn.  

En natuurlijk wil ik mijn ouders en mijn broer bedanken voor hun 

steun en interesse.  

Nijso, bedankt voor al het plagen.  
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